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1.3 Knozüfedge and ideas
Many ancient civilisations knew prosperity due to important new ideas and
the development of new products in the early days of their existence. From
the invention of the wheel in the distant past to the discovery of antibiotics,
the invention of integrated circuits and the voyages into space today, the
capacity to generate new ideas and develop them into products has been
generating welfare and fortune for people, since the beginning of time.
In modern economics, it is recognised that knowledge is an essential factor in
generating economic growth. Knowledge and innovation are now perceived
as the key ingredients for prosperity in the future. This does not exclude the
importance of capital and labour as production factors, however, during the
last few decades, the importance of information, knowledge and skills is
emphasised.
The emergence of new information technologies and their impact on
knowledge accumulation illustrate this effect. In the society, an increasing use
of information and communication technologies is experienced. The
development of the information society is accompanied by an increasing
availability of interactive multimedia services for use at home, by business or
public service. Many new firms are succeeding in turning their ideas into
profitable businesses with the help of these recent developments. With
possibilities such as ordering products by means of the World Wide Web, a
whole new market of customers can be accessed.In economic theory, Schumpeter (1928, 1934, 1939, and 1943) laid the
foundations for the modern theories of innovation. Schumpeter argued that
individuals and firms in market economies have incentives to create new
products and technologies. The incentive to invest in research and
development is generated by the prospect that successful firms will gain a
position of market power (and monopoly profits) by being the only supplier
of the new product, or by being the only firm with a new cost-reducing
production process. However, this market power will only be temporary,
since other firms will attempt to catch up with the innovating firm and
surpass it. The other firms aim on attaining a new position of market power
themselves to gain high profits. Over time these forces will generate waves of
'creative destruction', which will drive technological development and raise
the productive capacity of the economy. Schumpeter stated that the
achievement of technology was that it brought welfare for society as a whole.
In the second half of this century, the focus was directed to neo-classical
models of growth. Solow (1956) and Swan (1956) laid the foundations for a
whole generation of neo-classical growth models, which were centred on the
idea that technological change is exogenous to the growth process (and
instead focussed on capital accumulation as the main endogenous source of
output expansion).
A renewed emphasis on information, knowledge and skills emanated in the
1980s, which for an important part can be credited to the emergence of new
growth theory. New growth theory (Romer, 1986, 1990, for an overview see
Verspagen, 1992a) puts the process of technological change into the centre of
economic theory by assuming knowledge to be endogenous to the production
process. Endogenous growth theory views externalities and particularly
increasing returns associated with research and ideas as the engine of
economic growth. This stems from the idea that a part of the created
knowledge is public, in the sense that it increases the general knowledge level
in the society. The research efforts of one firm do not only come to the benefit
of this firm but also to the benefit of the society as a whole. For example, in
1947 the transistor was invented by J. Bardeen, W.H. Brattain and W.B.
Shockley, all physicists of the research staff at the Bell Telephone Laboratories
(Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1998). The new knowledge was used as an input to
research leading to other new technologies. The invention of the transistor led
to the development of the integrated circuits (containing millions of
transistors), independently by J. Kilby of Texas Instruments Incorporated in
1958 and by J. Hoemi and R. Noyce of the Fairchild Semiconductor
Corporation in 1959 (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1998). These inventions served
as the foundation for the development of modern electronics. The transistor
created the technology behind a whole new range of products with
applications varying from military, to household, to industrial, to farming and
10hospital equipment. These inventions generate benefits to many people apart
from the original inventors of the transistor. Thus knowledge (here in the
heads of the physicists) can produce new knowledge (the transistor), some of
which is used as an input to further research (integrated circuits), then the
creation of still more knowledge (e.g. the development of personal computers)
is facilitated.
One of the implications from the new economic growth theories is that the
increasing returns to knowledge may be spatially bounded. This would
explain the divergence of growth rates and an unequal distribution of
economic growth across space (Romer, 1986, 1990; Lucas, 1988). This leads to
the main theme of this thesis: How can the uneven growth across
geographical places be explained, and particularly, what is the role of
knowledge flows in this respect? In addition, what factors influence the flow
(diffusion) of knowledge, and to what extent will economic and innovative
activity cluster geographically?
If new ideas are so important for growth, it is not strange that one wonders
where they come from and how they are produced. Since ideas find their
origin in the minds of people, one would expect that there are no spatial
boundaries to ideas (Almeida and Kogut, 1996). Ideas should be independent
of space. Still there are reasons to believe that the generation of ideas and the
result of ideas, namely knowledge, are locally bounded. These reasons stem
from the nature of the innovative process, which can be summarised in five
'stylised facts' (Dosi, 1988, further developed by Feldman, 1994a, 1994b and
Baptista and Swann, 1998). These are uncertainty, complexity, reliance on
basic research, importance of learning-by-doing and cumulativeness, each of
which will be discussed briefly below.
The first two stylised facts refer to process of generating innovation out of
ideas, which is a highly uncertain and complex activity. In advance, it is
hardly possible to forecast whether an idea will be technically viable and
whether it can be developed into a commercial success. To reduce this
uncertainty people (firms) try to access information by communicating. This
communication is facilitated by personal interactions, and therefore people
(firms) tend to group together. This tendency can already be identified ages
ago. Over the centuries, many, now famous, painters went to Italy to be
taught the best techniques for painting. Since the last hundred years, every
fashion designer that wants to establish a name goes to Paris. Freeman (1991)
states that networks frequently tend to be localised. In addition, Debresson
and Amesse (1991, p. 370) argue that "localised networks appear to be more
durable than international strategic alliances."
11A third stylised fact of innovation is that innovation relies heavily upon
sources of basic scientific knowledge such as universities and government
funded research and development (R&D)'. Face-to-face interaction with
university scientists can make it much easier for a firm to put the information
(out of scientific publications) into directly applicable knowledge (Nelson,
1989). Mansfield (1991) presents evidence that technological innovations in
various industries have been based on recent academic research. Jaffe (1989)
and Acs, Audretsch and Feldman (1992) have empirically shown that
knowledge spillovers from university research to private firms are facilitated
by geographic proximity.
The recent developments in information and communication technologies
might lead to the believe that in these days knowledge is freely available to
everyone. However, it is not knowledge but rather information that is freely
available. Dasgupta and David (1993, p. 9) describe the distinction between
knowledge and information: information is "knowledge reduced and
converted into messages that can be easily communicated among decision
agents". Audretsch and Feldman (1996) argue that although the cost of
transmitting information may be invariant to distance, presumably the cost of
transmitting knowledge rises with distance. Therefore, proximity and location
play an essential role in the transmission of knowledge. In addition, Pavitt
(1987) argues that new technological knowledge is informal and uncodified in
its nature. Therefore, this new knowledge should flow locally more easily
than over great distances. The underlying idea is that knowledge can be
learned through practice. Possibilities for learning-by-doing and learning-by-
using come from direct contacts with competitors, customers, suppliers and
providers of services (Von Hippel, 1988, 1994). This explains the fourth
stylised fact of innovation.
Finally, innovative activity is cumulative in its nature. This means that new
innovations build upon scientific knowledge generated by previous
innovations. The concept of 'cumulativeness' is also very relevant in the
context of geographic clustering. Breschi (1995) and Malerba and Orsenigo
(1995) show that cumulativeness of innovative activity plays a key role in
shaping the geographical pattern of innovative activity. The underlying idea
is that geographic areas (regions) that have accumulated high levels of
innovative activity have assembled information that facilitates the generation
of new innovations (Grossman and Helpman, 1992). : ;
Over the last years, several contributions to the literature have been made
concerning topics associated with the spatial dimension of technological
change. Many case studies were done to the effects of innovative milieus,
The extent to which this is the case might differ across industries.
12technology or industrial districts and scientific or technology parks. Among
these studies on local systems of innovation are Dorfman (1983) with a study
on the Route 128, Saxenian (1985) on Silicon Valley, Scott (1988) on Orange
County and Stohr (1986) on regional innovation complexes. In addition, a lot
of empirical and econometric literature tries to measure the extent and
importance of regional spillovers in different ways: Jaffe (1989), Jaffe et al
(1993), Feldman (1994), Audretsch (1995), Audretsch and Feldman (1996) and
Breschi (1995). These studies emphasise the advantages of geographical
proximity for receiving knowledge spillovers, however, the underlying
mechanisms by which knowledge spillovers take place are not well
understood yet. This thesis will argue that, next to geographic proximity,
technological proximity to an economically active region is important for
knowledge spillovers. Furthermore, the impact of localised knowledge
spillovers on regional growth rates is analysed.
1.2 Aim o/f/ie f/icsis and
The aim of this dissertation is to broaden the understanding of knowledge
spillovers (across space) in general and the factors that have an influence on
knowledge spillovers in particular. Furthermore, the influence of locally
bounded knowledge spillovers on growth across regions is analysed. The
focus will be on regional knowledge spillovers, instead of spillovers on a
country-level. The reason for adopting a regional view is that this allows us to
analyse the influence of space, which would not be possible by considering
countries only. A region comprises a geographic area that is far smaller than a
country, therefore regional analysis can give a better view on localised
spillovers than an analysis at the country-level.
With this focus on regions, this thesis links up with the renewed interest in
regions with the event of a united Europe. On the one hand, European
integration increases the awareness of the separate cultures within Europe.
People are fearful of losing their identity and focus on their regional roots. On
the other hand, there is an economic concern, specifically with regions.
Reinforcing the unity of economies by reducing (economic) disparities among
the regions is among the goals written down in the Treaty of Rome. This has
served as a basis for setting up a policy of support for regional development.
Several mechanisms can be distinguished by which research efforts generate
spillovers. In this thesis, we will concentrate on knowledge spillovers.
Knowledge spillovers are intellectual gains by exchange of information for
which is not given a direct compensation to the producer of the knowledge or
for which less compensation is given than the value of the knowledge.
Knowledge spillovers can be embodied or disembodied (see Chapter H).
13Other forms of spillovers that could be thought of are 'market spillovers' and
'network spillovers' Gaffe, 1996). Market spillovers capture the welfare gain
for the consumers associated with improved products (consumer surplus).
Network spillovers occur as the value for a participant in for example a
research project lies in an increasing number of participants. Then each firm
that decides to participate creates a positive externality to potential
participants because it increases the probability that enough parties are
involved to make the research project successful.
1.3 OM*/«we o/ ffie f/iesis
The rest of this dissertation is divided in three parts. The first part concerns
the description of the literature on diffusion of knowledge and provides a
methodological framework. Chapters II and III are devoted to these topics.
Chapter II presents a (selective) overview of the literature on diffusion of
knowledge. The chapter reviews several strands in the literature starting with
neo-classical economics and ending with recent contributions to the literature
with respect to regional economics. The remainder of the thesis will follow the
line set out by recent publications in this field. Emphasis will lie on diffusion
over space. Chapter III will introduce evolutionary thinking as setting the
methodological framework for this thesis. The Goodtvin model is brought
forward as a proto-type model of economic evolution.
The second part of the thesis will focus on analysing the influence of
knowledge spillovers on regional gaps. Chapters IV until VI are devoted to
setting up a model that gives an impression of these effects. The implications
of the model will be explored by means of simulation techniques. The aim of
Chapter IV is to integrate spatial issues as brought forward in Chapter II into
technology gap models. The absence of space as an explaining factor in
technology gap models is addressed in this chapter by extending a simple
technology gap model with the concept of geographical distance. The model is
constructed in a way that it is applicable to a multitude of regions. Chapter V
will review the simulations carried out to analyse the workings of the model.
Chapter VI will develop a multi-country model, in which inter-regional
knowledge spillovers determine the growth of regions. By simulations, the
effect of several parameters such as learning capability and exogenous
knowledge generation on disparity is analysed under different circumstances.
With the help of this model, a monetary union can be compared to a system of
flexible exchange rates, with respect to their influence on disparity. In
addition, the effect of barriers to knowledge spillovers will be analysed in the
sense that cross border knowledge flows are hampered compared to inter-
country flows.
14The third part of the thesis deals with the current situation in Europe.
Chapters VII and VIII use empirical analyses to demonstrate regional gaps
and differences in economic and innovative activity across regions. The model
developed in Chapters IV and VI is related to the present situation in Europe.
Chapter VII focuses on data on Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and the inputs
of innovation and sheds light on the geographical distribution of growth and
knowledge across European regions. The focus will be on exploring the extent
to which the patterns generated by the model presented earlier resemble the
ones empirically observed. Chapter VIII will take more distance from the
model in that it will try to give a more detailed view on the present situation
within Europe without focussing too much on the expectations based on the
model. In this respect this chapter will explore data on manufacturing value
added and patents in order to direct attention to sector differences (which
were assumed to be absent in the model).
Chapter IX concludes this thesis by summarising the results and giving some
concluding remarks. The implications for policy will be explored and
directions for future research will be pointed out.
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Over the years, a lot of attention has been paid to explaining regional
differences in economic growth. Less attention was directed towards the issue
of knowledge diffusion, at least by economists. This was mainly due to the
enormous impact of neo-classical theory in all segments of economic theory.
Under the neo-classical model, technology was assumed to spread
immediately and be "under competition available to all" (Borts and Stein,
1964, p. 8). In the neo-classical line of reasoning, it can be argued that know-
ledge is easily codifiable in blueprints, patents, etcetera. Therefore, it can be
accessed easily everywhere, i.e., knowledge spreads immediately and tech-
nology gaps between geographical locations do not exist.
Today, information communication has lead to a substantial increase in the
spread of knowledge. Features such as electronic mail, the world wide web
and newsgroups enable people to get access to information all over the world
in a few seconds. However, to argue that all knowledge spreads immediately,
as in the neo-classical view, would be wrong. Now, more than ever, the
impact of tacit knowledge becomes visible. Tacit knowledge is knowledge that
is embedded in persons, in the specific skills people have acquired over time.
A characteristic of tacit knowledge is that it is very difficult, if not impossible,
to document this knowledge (Cowan and Foray, 1997). The main way to
diffuse this kind of knowledge is by learning or face-to-face contact.
When applying these insights to regional economics, it becomes clear that the
traditional neo-classical view is invalid. Tacit knowledge will be kept in firms,
so knowledge will stay with one geographical location and not diffuse easily.
Therefore, technology gaps between regions may persist. The only knowledge
that does diffuse, is the kind of knowledge that provides others with general
17information but not specific details. It is like the cook who gives you the ingre-
dients but not the recipe to make a delicious meal.
In the literature, the impact of tacit knowledge was acknowledged when the
neo-classical model was applied to regional economics. Only then, the as-
sumption about technology became severely criticised. The question that was
raised by economists is whether alternative models could explain reality
better by paying more attention to the diffusion of knowledge. In course of
time, various alternative models were developed, which assumed knowledge
to spread imperfectly, or not at all. In other words, the absence of technology
gaps between regions, which was assumed by neo-classical economists, was
questioned severely.
Later on, a strand in economic geography argued that proximity and location
are very important in the transmission of knowledge. It is easier to transmit
knowledge over short distances. Therefore, knowledge externalities can be
reaped by a location within a cluster of firms or nearby universities or
research centres. , ..>,-•
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Figure II-l gives a schematic overview of the various streams in the literature.
The remainder of this chapter will go into more detail about how the various
18streams of research incorporated knowledge diffusion over regions. First, in
Section II.l, the regional neo-classical growth theory will be discussed, which
assumed knowledge to be perfectly mobile. Another extreme is to assume
complete immobility of knowledge, i.e., technology stays within one region
and therefore comes to the benefit of only this region. This assumption was
made in cumulative causation models, which will be discussed in Section II.2.
Section II.3 discusses a third class of models, which assume knowledge to
spread slowly. The speed and sequence of diffusion depend on various factors
in this model.
/LI Neo-c/flssicai r/ieon//ro»M a regiona/perspecfwe -y, ,.;:,,-( <
The neo-classical growth model serves as the basic tool for understanding the
growth process in advanced countries and has been applied in empirical
studies of the sources of economic growth. Since the 1960s, many regional
economists have tried to desaggregate the neo-classical growth model to a
regional growth model. Borts (1960) can be noted as the first case of a regional
neo-classical growth model. In his model the following assumptions were
made: (i) The total supply of labour available to all regions together is fixed.
The only way in which one region may employ more labour is through
immigration from other regions; (ii) a single homogeneous output is produced
in each region; (iii) there are zero transport costs between regions, so that the
price of output is uniform; (iv) there are zero costs of converting output into
capital goods; (v) the same production function exists in each region, being
homogeneous of degree one in the inputs labour and capital, so technical
knowledge is under competition available to all, diffusion is immediate.
It should be emphasised that the value of this traditional neo-classical regional
growth model depends heavily on the underlying assumptions, which are
very unrealistic and in some cases even incompatible with the regional setting
(Richardson, 1973, 1978a, 1978b). The assumption which perhaps raised most
doubt about its amount of reality in a regional model was the assumption of
immediate diffusion of knowledge. It was considered hard to maintain this
assumption, taking into account the distance between the place of
invention/innovation and the rest of the country. The issues of space and
distance (and also the time needed to bridge the distance) are completely
ignored. When introducing regions in the model, many economists argued,
the concepts of space and distance needed to be acknowledged, because only
these concepts could bring a full understanding of the forces behind the
differences in growth between regions (or nations when considering a more
aggregated view) (Richardson, 1973). Besides labour and capital, for which the
19assumption of mobility is perhaps more appropriate*, the neo-classical model
should also have paid attention to knowledge. It is this 'omission' that has
become to be seen as the main limitation of the early neo-classical regional
growthmodel. -• -.-<• -••.,..-.-
Regarding growth rate differentials, the neo-classical model, at least in its
unaltered form, predicts convergence'. In the pure aggregate neo-classical
model, it can be shown that when differences in the growth rate of output
between countries exist, these will disappear under the influence of
differential capital accumulation, which can be generated by investments or
by movements of production factors. When capital accumulation takes place
through movements of production factors, as assumed in most of the regional
literature, the process is as follows. Under the usual assumption of decreasing
marginal returns to production factors, it can be shown that the return to
capital (marginal product of capital) is an inverse function of the capital-
labour ratio and the wage rate (marginal product of labour) is a direct
function of the capital labour ratio. Therefore, given identical production
functions in all countries and capital accumulation through factor movements,
labour will flow from low to high wage countries, and capital will flow in the
opposite direction. These flows will continue until all differences in the
growth rate of output have disappeared (Richardson, 1973, 1978a, 1978b), and
the long run steady state and exogenously determined growth rates are
reached (Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1991). As Barro (1991) and Barro and Sala-i-
Martin (1991, 1992) have demonstrated, the further economies are from the
steady state position, the faster they tend to converge towards this long-run
steady state\
Thus, applying this aggregated neo-classical view to regional models, a high
capital/labour ratio in a region - caused by a difference in factor endowments
- will lead to high wages and low rates of return to capital. Given identical
production functions in all regions, this causes an inflow of labour and an
outflow of capital in this region. These flows continue until factor returns are
equalised in each region, thus, until the capital/labour ratio is brought back to
its equilibrium value and the aggregate economy is in a steady state. This
regional process will cause regional per capita income levels to converge, if at
least certain additional assumptions are met (such as equal labour
" Although capital is much more mobile than labour (Richardson, 1973).
As will be noticed in subsequent paragraphs, adjustment or manipulation of the
assumptions of the neo-classical model can lead to other outcomes. In addition, convergence
of levels of GDP per capita is conditional on savings rates (Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1995).
In the long run steady state of a neo-classical growth model, the growth rate of output is
equal to the growth rate of capital. A further description of the dynamics of the neo-classical
model is given by Solow (1970), Mankiw, Römer, Weil (1992) or Barro and Sala-i-Martin
(1995).
20participation rates, property income distributed among regions in proportion
to population) (Richardson, 1978a).
Unfortunately, it has been impossible to test the predictions of the neo-
classical model properly, because of a lack of usable regional capital stock and
capital yield data. The tests that were carried out have merely investigated
whether convergence in regional per capita income levels takes place
(Richardson, 1978a)\ The results from these tests were put forward as giving
support to the following hypotheses of the neo-classical model: (1) "the return
to capital is inversely related to regional capital-labour ratios," and (2) "net
capital flows are a function of differentials in the inter-regional rates of return
on capital" (Richardson, 1978a, p. 27). However, obviously, results of
empirical tests on convergence in per capita income levels only indirectly
support these hypotheses and thereby the neo-classical model.
In addition, empirical tests indicated different outcomes (convergence or
divergence) depending on the country or the period under concern. Since
Borts (1960), many regional economists have adjusted the neo-classical as-
sumptions in order to make the model more realistic. In due course, every
single assumption has been changed and manipulated in order to reflect
reality better. By relaxing some of these assumptions, it was possible to
achieve completely different outcomes of the model, in particular to explain
divergence rather than convergence. However, alternative models, like the
cumulative causation model", were also capable of generating divergence
results. This obviously raised the question if an alternative, non-neo-classical
model would not be more feasible to explain the observed outcomes
(Richardson, 1973, 1978a, 1978b). This strong critique applies to the early
models (1960-1970) in the neo-classical tradition. Later, many models have
been developed in this tradition that account for market imperfections in a
sophisticated way.
In the same way adjustments were made to incorporate space and distance in
a neo-classical growth model. However,
"Although the neo-classical model may be modified or manipulated to
provide a reasonable replication of the regional growth process, the spatial
aspects of regional analysis reveal the limitation of the basic neo-classical
See for instance recent tests carried out by Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1991,1992). Barro and
Sala-i-Martin (1991) show patterns of convergence in regional per capita income levels
across 73 regions of Western Europe since 1950. In their 1992 study, they present evidence
for the hypothesis of convergence in regional per capita incomes across the 48 contiguous
U.S. states. The authors explicitly state that their tests give evidence for the hypothesis that
poor regions grow faster than rich ones (ß-convergence), or, the hypothesis of convergence
in the levels of per capita income and product.
See next paragraph.
21model. The neo-classical growth analyst may choose to remain faithful to his
,,- traditional methodology, but alternative frameworks can more easily cope
with the complication of space" (Richardson, 1978b, p. 143).
To come back on the argument made in the beginning of this section, the first
step to be made to be more realistic with respect to space and distance, would
be to alter the reasoning with respect to knowledge diffusion. The neo-
classical way of regarding knowledge diffusion to be immediate should be
replaced by an alternative idea like slow diffusion or (as in the next section)
no diffusion at all.
IL2 CumM/afn>e causation
This section will outline two 'objections' to the traditional neo-classical
growth theory discussed by Kaldor (1975). Firstly, Kaldor states that the tradi-
tional neo-classical theory excessively emphasises the importance of resource
allocation and the idea that differences in resource endowments between
regions explain differences in regional growth rates. Here, resource
endowments consist of endowments of capital, in which capital means both
"the plant and machinery, and human skills, resulting from education"
(Kaldor, 1970, p. 339). Secondly, he objects to the fact that the neo-classical
model assumes constant returns to scale, which should be replaced by increa-
sing returns to scale. According to Kaldor (1970, 1975), technology is
immobile. By elaborating these two points in the subsequent paragraphs, the
cumulative causation model will be explained.
With regard to his first objection to the neo-classical framework, Kaldor (1970,
1975) stresses that differences in resource endowments do not explain why
industries are located in certain regions and not in other regions. He argues
that to a certain extent, the neo-classical reasoning is correct, namely in the
case of 'land-based' activities, which depend on climatic and geological
factors. However, with respect to industrial activities, one cannot attribute the
differences in development among regions to differences in resource
endowments. Differences in resource endowments originate from differences
in economic growth, but they also cause economic growth (Kaldor, 1970).
These two effects cannot be separated. In other words, the resources for
manufacturing are endogenous, in contrast to the exogenously determined
resources for land-based activities. As Kaldor puts it: "It is as sensible - or
perhaps more sensible - to say that capital accumulation results from econo-
mic development as that it is a cause of development" (Kaldor, 1970, p. 339).
The idea that output growth causes productivity growth is often referred to as
22the tonfoorw-Kfl/dor /aw/. According to Kaldor (1970), it is this relationship that
could contribute to the explanation of divergent growth of regions.
According to the Verdoorn-Kaldor law, output growth causes growth of pro-
ductivity, because of static and dynamic economies of scale. Economies of
scale can be divided into two groups. First, economies resulting from large-
scale production, referred to as static economies of scale, such as for instance
the further division of labour at the individual plant level. A second group of
economies of scale originates from "the insight that the spatial concentration
of economic activity can produce externalities" (Malecki and Varaiya, 1986).
This group, referred to as dynamic economies of scale, consists of cumulative
advantages that originate from the growth of the industry itself, like learning-
by-doing and "the development of skill and know-how; the opportunities for
easy communication of ideas and experience; the opportunity of ever-
increasing differentiation of processes and of specialisation in human activi-
ties" (Kaldor, 1970, p. 340).
A related concept, stemming more explicitly from the field of regional studies,
is that of flgg/omerah'on economies, which partly overlaps with the previous
idea. The general idea behind agglomeration economies is that the
environment of the firm has an influence on the output of the firm. A spatial
concentration of economic activity and people in the environment of a certain
firm generates positive effects on the productivity of this firm, because, for
instance, the opportunity for communication of ideas and experience is much
larger. In this respect, also the presence of a research institute or a university
could generate positive external effects for the firm*. In short, agglomeration
According to the Verdoorn law (Verdoorn, 1949), a positive relation exists between the
growth of productivity, measured by the rate of growth of output per employee and the
growth rate of employment. Later, Kaldor (1967) modified this reasoning by replacing
employment growth by output growth. The resulting relationship became known as the
Verdoom-Kaldor law.
It should be noted that the concept of growth poles as put forward by regional economists
like Perroux (1955) and Boudeville (1966) is different from that of agglomeration economies.
As Richardson (1978) explains clearly, "agglomeration economies mean the economies
inducing people and activities to cluster together, not the e^ecfs of agglomeration. Although
some agglomeration economies are size related, e.g. the provision of high-level urban
services requiring a large population threshold, increasing size is more the result than a
cause of agglomeration economies" (Richardson, 1978a, p. 156). Thus, the evolution of a
growth pole is an effect of agglomeration economies. It is beyond the scope of this section to
discuss the growth pole theory of e.g. Perroux and Boudeville more explicitly. However,
Kaldor (1975) also acknowledges the development of growth poles when he argues that
"industrial development tends to get polarized in certain "growth points" or in "success
areas," which become areas of vast immigration from surrounding centers or from more
distant areas, unless this is prevented by political obstacles" (Kaldor, 1975, p. 356).
23economies are everything what induces people and economic activities to
cluster together (Richardson, 1978a).
In a simple model, Malecki and Varaiya (1986) represent agglomeration
economies by letting output be determined by a Cobb-Douglas equation
which is multiplied by an additional term, denoted by D". The variable D
represents the effects of urban density or concentration on output. If the
parameter a is positive, it indicates agglomeration economies. On the other
hand, if fl is negative, this would indicate congestion effects. From their simple
model it can easily be seen that "agglomeration economies imply that the
same capital equipment and labour in a plant operating in a larger urban
environment will produce more than the plant in a smaller urban environ-
ment" (Malecki and Varaiya, 1986, p. 632).
In the regional literature, a specific interpretation is given to the Verdoorn-
Kaldor law. For this law to be true, according to regional economists, it has to
be assumed that "the increased investment resulting from higher growth in a
region is located in the same region" (Malecki and Varaiya, 1986, p. 632), i.e.,
because a certain region experiences higher growth, investment in the same
region grows. Part of the investment will be devoted to research and
development (R&D). The benefits of this increased R&D-investment are
assumed to be only reaped in this very same region, thus only in this region
productivity grows. This in turn will cause a rise in the output of the region,
i.e., the region will experience growth. In this process, there is no diffusion of
technology at all. The benefits of technical progress stay within the region that
experiences the benefits of an increased investment, and therefore only this
region shows an increase in productivity. This reasoning (referred to as f/ie
prmcipie o/ ctrcu/ar and cumi//af we cawsflti'o«, Myrdal, 1957) explains why diffe-
rences in productivity among regions may be persistent rather than a
transitory state, as in the neo-classical model*. As Kaldor (1970, p. 340) argues,
the principle of circular and cumulative causation "is nothing else but the
existence of increasing returns to scale in processing activities."
Of course, by assuming technology to be completely immobile, as opposed to
the neo-classical view of complete mobility, Kaldor advocates another extreme
and therefore unrealistic assumption. A theory based on imperfect mobility
Dixon and Thirlwall (1975) presented a model based on the Verdoorn law and the principle
of cumulative causation. Their model explains persistent differences in (regional) growth
rates. The idea is that a region can experience an exogenous shock that increases its growth
rate. Via Verdoorns law productivity growth is increased as well. In rum, exports are
positively influenced which stimulates economic growth. This self-reinforcing system will
damp out over time (under certain parameter values), the growth rate differential will
remain however.
24and slow diffusion of technology might approach reality much better. The
next section will introduce some theories that stress this point of view.
How do innovations diffuse over space? Traditional diffusion theory does not
consider this question, but instead focuses on diffusion over time. Inspired by
natural sciences (like epidemiology) and sociological thinking (with concepts
like 'spread by contact'), economists devoted attention to the study of S-
shaped curves as a representation of the diffusion of knowledge over time. A
number of approaches are concerned with diffusion over time. Firstly, the
epidemic model, in which diffusion was thought to have the same
characteristics as the spread of an epidemic disease. During the early stages of
the process the spread of innovation will be slow, because the probability of
one adopter contacting a potential adopter is still low. However, this
probability will increase over time. Halfway the process a breakpoint occurs,
due to the limited population of potential adopters the probability will decline
again, until the saturation point is approached (the population has run out of
potential adopters, i.e., every adopter who would want to adopt the
innovation has adopted it) (Rosegger, 1980). This process can be described by
a logistic diffusion curve.
The epidemic model has some drawbacks, mainly related to the exogenous
nature of its explanation, which led to a set of improved models. In the probit
model of David (1975), it was recognised that the group of adopters of an
innovation is not homogeneous. There may be a difference in the profitability
of adoption of a specific innovation among firms. In David's model the
adoption of the innovation will be profitable only for firms above a given size.
He states that adoption of a mechanical reaper is profitable for a farm i at time
fif:
(n-i)
where a; denotes the wage rate, L points to the labour requirements and p is
the average annual cost of a reaping method. The superscripts O/d and Nra;
point to the old (manual) method of reaping and the new (mechanical)
method respectively. He assumes that there are no economies of scale in either




25where a, and a, are positive constants for which holds that a, > a,. The
condition for profitable adoption is then: . • ..
5 >
w, a, -a. 'I "!
(n-4)
It is assumed that not all farms fulfil this condition at the time the mechanical
reapers are first introduced, therefore diffusion of the innovation is not
instantaneous. Adoption of the new technology happens only when the farms
increase in size, the average annual costs of reapers (p'"™) declines relative to
the wage rate and/or the reapers are improved technologically (which would
lead to a decrease in a,). Thus, diffusion is conditional on, among others, the
characteristics of the adopters, which can change over time.
Another important flaw of the epidemic model was the neglect of the supply
side. For the diffusion of an innovation, it is essential that an innovation will
be implemented, and therefore that it is profitable to manufacture products
embodying the innovation (Coombs, Saviotti and Walsh, 1987). In order to
correct this deficiency, several models were developed, e.g. Stoneman (1983,
1984) and Metcalfe (1981).
JO.fl TVc/mo/ogi/ gaps: d/j^/sion ot>er countries ,.
After some early publications such as Gerschenkron (1962) and Abramovitz
(1979), research on technology diffusion over countries was deepened during
the 1980s. Economists started to realise the importance of diffusion over
countries for the falsification of the assumption of perfect knowledge mobility,
as used in the traditional neo-classical theory. As an alternative to the neo-
classical model of (regional) growth, the technology gap approach was
introduced. Within this approach the concepts of "catching up" and "falling
behind" play an important role. By means of these concepts, the technology
gap approach attempts to give an explanation for the differences in produc-
tivity growth rates between countries (or regions).
In contrast to the theory set out by Siebert (1969)'°, which assumes
polarisation, the catch-up analysis in its simplest form is based on the idea
that eventually, per capita income levels and growth rates will show a tenden-
cy to converge. However, within the technology gap literature, a variety of
ideas is brought forward with respect to the specific way convergence is
perceived. These will be discussed in the following.
See Section II.3.b.
26The idea that underlies the technology gap approach is that a technological
difference between countries (or regions), "opens up the possibility for
countries at a lower level of economic and technological development to catch
up by imitating the more productive technologies of the leader country"
(Fagerberg, 1988, p. 439). Abramovitz (1986) argues that this catching-up
process is conditional upon some specific factors, referred to as social capabi-
lity and technological congruence. According to Abramovitz (1986), a country
that is technologically backward but socially advanced, has a large potential
for rapid growth. If this country also possesses the means to realise this
potential for catch-up, it will be able to converge towards the technological
leader".
As stated above, there are two factors that influence the potential for catch-up.
The first one, referred to as social capability'", describes all the factors that
facilitate the imitation of a technology, or the implementation of technology
spillovers (Abramovitz, 1986). Social capability "relates to factors such as
education, an appropriate financial system, labour market relations etc."
(Fagerberg, Verspagen, Von Tunzelman, 1994, p. 5). The second factor that
determines the extent to which a country (or region) has a potential for catch-
up is called technological congruence. This concerns the extent to which the
country is technologically near the leader country, i.e., to which extent it is
able to apply the technical features from the new knowledge. As Fagerberg,
Verspagen, Von Tunzelman (1994) state, technological congruence is
"referring to the assumption that technological progress depends on leader-
country characteristics, and that backward countries - to implement leader-
country technologies - need to emulate some of these characteristics"
(Fagerberg, Verspagen, Von Tunzelman, 1994, p. 5).
The assumed convergence process - which is conditional on social capability
and technological congruence - will generate a situation in which the tech-
nological backward countries (the followers) catch-up to a large extent with
the technologically more advanced countries (the leaders). Thus, at the end of
this process, the two groups of countries (regions) have converged and there
only one large group of countries (regions) with roughly identical technology
(and the same rate of growth) will result.
" Verspagen (1991) argues that the realisation of catch-up will close the technological gap
between countries only to a certain extent. To establish a complete closure of the
technological gap the research and development efforts in the backward country should be
raised (post catching-up).
" Ohkawa and Rosovsky (1973) first introduced the term 'social capability'. With this term
they denoted "those factors constituting a country's ability to import or engage in
technological and organisational progress" (Ohkawa and Rosovsky, 1973, p. 212).
27Another idea with respect to catch-up was proposed in a theoretical study by
Ames en Rosenberg (1963). They introduce the idea that a backward country
can surpass the leader country. Thus, after some time the followers will not
only catch up with the leader countries (or regions), but even take over the
lead. So the old leaders have become followers. This situation will last for
some time and then the group of followers will again take over from the
leaders. This process will continue, merely because both groups will expose
innovation and imitation qualities. So an interplay of these two forces exists:
"innovation, which tends to increase economic and technological differences
between countries, and imitation or diffusion, which tends to reduce them"
(Fagerberg, 1988, p. 439). "In general, the outcome of the international process
of innovation and diffusion - (...) - is uncertain. The process may generate a
pattern where countries follow diverging trends, as well as a pattern where
countries converge towards a common mean" (Fagerberg, 1988, p. 439).
In addition to these theoretical studies, empirical tests were carried out
searching for convergence or divergence. Among the large range of tests two
groups can be distinguished. First, tests which aimed at demonstrating simple
global convergence. Second, tests which tried to distinguish between groups
of countries, where convergence occurs within a group but not between the
groups.
Baumöl (1986) uses data for the period 1870-1978 (provided mainly by
Maddison (1982)) to show convergence of productivities of sixteen
industrialised countries. De Long (1988) provided a critical comment on this
study. His main remark is that "Baumol's regression uses an ex post sample of
countries that are now rich and have successfully developed" (De Long, 1988,
p. 1138). This cannot provide a rightful basis for making conclusions about
convergence, because the sample consists of only those countries that have
converged, i.e., the sample of Baumöl is biased. De Long establishes a new
(unbiased) sample that consists of 22 countries that all possessed the potential
to converge in 1870. The criterion for constructing this sample was the level of
income for several countries in 1870. De Long finds no convergence, but
rather some evidence for divergence.
In a reply to this comment Baumol, Blackman and Wolff (1989) repeat their
tests based on an ex ante sample, and they conclude that the results of several
tests indicate that divergence exists up to 1860. After that, small convergence
groups appear which enlarge over time, but never get that large to include the
whole 22 countries of De Long. •.,.. >.,.,},.. > •,-,.? • • - ...-'•,-<.
Another line of research was developed somewhat later in time by authors
like Durlauf and Johnson (1992), who carried out empirical tests that indicated
multi-group convergence. The central idea is that at the end of the
28convergence process there will be two (or more) groups of countries, identi-
fied by specific characteristics. One group will not catch up with the other,
however, the countries witft/n a group show convergence. This phenomenon is
called local convergence.
Next to empirical studies on convergence and divergence, several empirical
studies have been undertaken to quantify the diffusion of knowledge by
measuring knowledge spillovers across countries. Griliches (1979) made a
distinction between two kinds of technology spillovers. The first sort is
composed of spillovers that are embodied within products. The second sort of
spillovers is pure knowledge spillovers. These represent the spillovers that are
not embodied in products but flow from one person to another on
conferences, fairs and business meetings, etcetera. One important difference
with rent spillovers is that pure knowledge spillovers are intellectual gains by
exchange of information for which is not paid directly to the producer of the
knowledge. Technology gap literature focuses on pure knowledge spillovers.
A few contributions (based in new growth theory) are devoted to
international knowledge spillovers of a disembodied kind. Each of these
studies uses an index to measure the intensity of spillovers. Park (1995)
applies the idea of 'technological closeness'" to international knowledge
spillovers. He uses a similarity in R&D across countries as an indicator of who
the technological neighbours are. His research takes sector differences into
respect, since he assumes that: "each research sector in a country benefits most
from research conducted in the same sector abroad and less from different
sectors", (Park, 1995, p. 574). He finds that productivity growth and R&D
investments in other countries are affected by knowledge spillovers. Coe and
Helpman (1995) use bilateral trade flows as a measure for the intensity of
spillovers. They assume that a country receives more spillovers from countries
from which it imports relatively more goods and services. Cumulative R&D
expenditures is used as a proxy for the knowledge stock of a country. They
find that there are significant effects of international R&D spillovers on total
factor productivity and labour productivity growth.
JO.fr D(J9*USIOM over space •• > ' -
As argued above, until the 1970s, with the exception of Siebert (1969), the
economic literature paid attention to diffusion of knowledge over time and
not over space. Spatial diffusion of knowledge was mainly considered by
Jaffe (1986) introduced this term in a study that was directed to knowledge flows between
firms. Technological closeness stands for a weight to measure the fraction of the R&D efforts
of a knowledge spilling entity in the total pool of knowledge available to the knowledge
receiving entity.
29economic geographers and not by regional economists. As was argued by geo-
graphers, "diffusion of innovation over space occurs according to predictable
patterns which fail (...) to penetrate all conceivable locations" (Richardson,
1973, p. 113). Siebert (1969) attempted to incorporate technology creation,
application and spread into a neo-classical growth model. The main
contribution of Siebert to economic thinking was that he assumed technology
to be not perfectly mobile, but to diffuse slowly over time and space. This
section will discuss the viewpoint of the geographers as well as the
contribution of Siebert to this field in economics. • •. . ,
In the beginning of the 1970s, economic geographers had proposed the idea of
diffusion of knowledge over space. The central idea is that inventions can take
place everywhere across space, but they diffuse along specific paths. Broadly,
a distinction between two types of diffusion processes can be made.
First, the general spatial diffusion model. The assumption was posed that
economic growth, usually in the form of innovations, was to spread
throughout a growth center's hinterland and to 'lower order' cities, (e.g.
Darwent, 1969; Moseley, 1974; Todd, 1974; see Malecki, 1983). Thus,
innovations were expected to spread among regions from one region to its
neighbours and so on. This model is mainly used to study diffusion processes
in underdeveloped regions. Empirical observation of undeveloped societies
shows such a typical pattern with respect to diffusion of innovation. In most
cases, implementation of inventions takes place in the spatial surroundings of
the original innovation centre. After the innovation has been implemented in
a certain spatial neighbourhood of this innovation centre, the diffusion
process halts. Therefore, smaller urban centres are not reached. "There is very
little penetration into smaller urban centres and rural areas, especially when
these are isolated from the main innovation centre" (Richardson, 1973, p. 126).
The contrary occurs in a hierarchical system of diffusion. This second type of
diffusion process advocates that innovations spread from the place of
invention to other large centres in the economy. As time passes the innovation
will also reach hierarchically lower urban centres. One argument for this
reasoning was given by Richardson (1978b): "Larger cities are more likely to
be receptive to innovations because of disproportionate concentration there of
the innovation adopting elite (technologists, managers and R&D specialists), a
more favourable social structure and the location there of decision-making
centres of large corporations." In this type of diffusion model, the most
important factor determining the timing and rate of acceptance of a new
technology was thought to be the region size (measured by population),
because it represents the spatial concentration of entrepreneurs and industry
as well as market potential, (Brown, 1981, see Malecki and Varaiya, 1986). This
theory can be summarised in the hypothesis that "innovations spread among
30regions in a sequence that begins with larger, or more populous, regions and
only later includes smaller regions" (Malecki and Varaiya, 1983, p. 634). This
form of diffusion is mainly seen in developed countries.
•. ^-\, /.::.•*•;-; ,•>«,
However, reality does not support such a strict division between spatial and
hierarchical models. It frequently occurs that in the beginning of the diffusion
process, the hierarchical model dominates, which with the passing of time is
taken over by the spatial diffusion process. Hägerstrand (1966, p.40) states
that
"the point of introduction in a new country is its primate city; sometimes
some other metropolis. Then centres next in rank follow. Soon, however, this
''•'•' order is broken up and replaced by one where the neighbourhood effect
*'••••' dominates over pure size succession". ' ; = •-*?>•'*• •••':«• —• -
Thus, at first an innovation spreads depending on the size of the city or region
(measured by the population), after a short period diffusion proceeds
depending on the proximity of potential buyers. The period until the spatial
diffusion process takes over from the hierarchical diffusion process might be
very short. For example, the place of introduction of a new product will be
most often in a metropolitan city, because of hierarchical diffusion. After this
first introduction, diffusion will, in all likelihood, develop simultaneously
through the hierarchical line as well as spatially. The logic behind hierarchical
diffusion in this case would be that the economic risks are less in a larger
potential market. However, the argument of spatial diffusion would be that
the innovation might be imitated more easily by proximate places which
would have a higher probability of exposure to it. (Robson, 1973).
In his study, Siebert points out that there are other factors, apart from a high
population density and geographic proximity, which have an influence on the
spread of knowledge. In his analysis, he focuses on three main factors that
influence the mobility of knowledge and determine the specialisation of a
region.
Siebert concentrates his analysis on three basic ingredients for a perfect flow
of knowledge, and shows that every ingredient encomprises imperfections.
For a perfect transfer of knowledge about new inventions between regions a
sender, a receiver and a system of communication are required. Each of these
three factors can exhibit flaws that slow down the speed of knowledge
transfer. First, with respect to the senders of information on new inventions,
Siebert distinguishes two categories. One consists of government-supported
research organisations and the other consists of private firms. With respect to
inventions made by the first category, the mobility of knowledge is usually
quite high, "because government-supported research organizations normally
tend to communicate their research results" (in general basic research results),
31whereas private firms try to conceal their information, in consideration of
competition". The hypothesis that could be deduced from this aspect is that
the more government-supported research institutions in a region, the greater
is the mobility of its knowledge.
The second factor highlighted by Siebert, is the receiver of the information on
new innovations. These receivers (presumably firms) must be able and willing
to implement a new invention in their normal procedures. With respect to the
ability to implement innovations, Richardson (1973) states that an
indispensable factor for the spread of innovation in production techniques,
processes and new managerial techniques "to lagging regions is the presence
of high calibre managers, scientists, technologists and centres of the decision-
making in these areas" (Richardson, 1973, p. 123). "Such potential adopters
may be heavily concentrated in the core industrial regions of the economy
(Ullman, 1958) and may also be relatively immobile, while the propensity for
managers and technologists to be created domestically in the backward
regions may be a function of the regions' past economic structure, social
system and educational provision" (Richardson, 1973, p. 123).
The importance of willingness is stressed by Siebert, as he argues that the
greater the dissatisfaction with existing procedures in a region, the higher the
willingness to adopt new methods. As Richardson (1973, p. 124) puts it:
"diffusion may be delayed if innovation requires new kinds of knowledge on
the part of the adopter, new modes of behaviour or the coordinated efforts of
different groups and organizations". This argument was originally made by
Mansfield (1968) and Day (1970). In addition to this argument, Siebert notes
that new inventions arising from basic research done by government research
institutions, often need further research of private firms, which are unequally
distributed over the regions. Therefore, "the existing spatial structure, i.e., the
distribution of industry over space, determines the possible application of the
new basic knowledge" (Siebert, 1969, p. 71). For example, if there is a large
concentration of firms in a certain branch of industry in a certain region, it is
obvious that inventions which are technically related to the techniques used in
this branch, will be adopted more than proportionally in this specific region.
Another aspect of the same argument is that "many innovations are
applicable only to an individual industry, and in this case the presence of that
industry in a region is obviously a necessary precondition for the innovation
to be adopted in the area" (Richardson, 1973, p. 124).
It should be noticed that knowledge generated by governmental institutions does not
always have a high feasibility for private firms. Quite often private firms do need different
kinds of research (more applied research) than is offered by the governmental research
institutions (merely basic research).
32Thirdly, the communication between sender and receiver has to be efficient.
Siebert makes a distinction between formal and informal communication. This
distinction "affects the distribution of new basic knowledge." Firms which
have informal contacts with research institutes may receive more information
flows. Siebert argues that "the firms near the universities may be better and
more quickly informed due to informal communication flows" (Siebert, 1969,
p. 71). Thus, regions with many of those firms will have access to a higher
amount of knowledge. Jaffe (1989) gives empirical evidence in support of this
hypothesis. Based on an analysis of patent data it was concluded that
"university research causes industry R&D and not vice versa. Thus a state that
improves its university research system will increase local innovation both by
attracting industrial R&D and augmenting its productivity" Gaffe, 1989, p.
968).
Other factors that impede the mobility of knowledge in this respect are the
transmission interval", the patent system", and factors such as the availability
of financial means to innovate or imitate; profit requirements; and the size of
the firms in the region' .
Based on set theory, Siebert concludes that in equilibrium a specialisation
pattern will occur. Some regions will specialise in innovation, because they
show the most favourable environment for innovating in their region, while
others will specialise in imitation, or adoption. The degree of mobility of
knowledge will have no influence on this distribution. Innovation will be
polarised irrespective of the degree of mobility of knowledge, for the
following reasons. First, if information on new technical knowledge is
immobj/e, there exists a tendency for polarisation, because the new technical
knowledge will be held as secret as possible by the firm which made the
invention. In addition, the patent system may prevent a wide spread of
innovations. Therefore, only the spatial point where the invention occurred
will use the new technical knowledge'".
The time between the adoption of the innovation by one firm and the competitor of this
firm knowing about it (Siebert, 1969). See also Friedman, J., A general theory of polarised
development, the Ford Foundation, Urban and regional advisory program in Chile,
Santiago, Chile, 1967, p. 13.
The patent system of country has an influence on the whole country and not a specific
influence on one certain region. However, a patent system can impede the mobility of
knowledge and the scope for imitation.
The size of the firms in a region has an influence on innovation and imitation. The
presence of large firms can stimulate or impede innovation depending on different schools
of thinking. Likewise, competition between firms is assumed to support or impede
innovation (again depending on the view).
One critical remark seems to be in place here. Siebert abstracts from the diffusion of an
invention over space by multinational firms. It is obvious that a multinational firm will try
33If, on the other hand, information on new technical knowledge is perfectly
mobj/e, a partially or totally polarised incidence of new technical knowledge
may also be expected, since not all spatial points will fulfil the necessary
requirements for an innovation. There might be spatial points which have
more favourable conditions for imitating than for the further development of
a new invention, therefore these spatial points will not implement the new
knowledge immediately, but wait for other regions to implement it. Thus,
technical knowledge will be polarised in those regions, which have the most
favourable environment for innovation.
7/.3.C Economic Geography
In recent years, a combination of the above two streams of literature came for-
ward, namely economic geography. Economic geography deals with
questions such as how the spatial pattern of innovation comes about and to
what extent innovations affect the growth (and decline) of regions. In
addition, the rise and growth of clusters of firms is considered in this
literature.
With respect to the former two issues, Boschma and van der Knaap (1997) try
to explain the location of major innovations that generate new industries by
applying the Windows of Locational Opportunity (WLO) concept (Boschma,
1994; Storper and Walker, 1989) to these topics. The WLO concept is a
theoretical concept that considers issues such as indeterminacy, creativity and
accidental events to be important in determining the spatial location of newly
emerging industries. The first of these, spatial indeterminacy, points out that
new industries might pose other requirements on location than existing
industries. This results in the effect that new industries need to locate in other
geographical places than existing industries. The spatial structures and
conditions that have emerged in a region, closely related to its individual
history, will not necessarily provide favourable conditions for newly
emerging industries. Therefore, these spatial practices will not predetermine
the location of newly emerging industries. Second, creativity, or "human
agency", points to the fact that the specific requirements new industries pose
on their location might only become clear as the industries develop. So when
time passes, the specific needs of new industries become clear, therefore, new
industries depend on their creative capacity to generate or attract their own
favourable conditions in the region. Finally, accidental events ("randomness")
indicates that regions might differ with respect to their ability to generate or
to implement an invention done in one of its plants, in all its geographically dispersed
locations. Consequently, Siebert would observe less polarisation if he included the efforts of
multinational firms, even when immobile knowledge is considered.
34attract new industries, due to their different individual histories. Regions
differ in providing triggers or incentives for solutions to location-specific
problems and for raising opportunities for industries. These triggers might be
induced by small, arbitrary events that have happened in the past. Therefore,
the location of new industries is highly uncertain and unpredictable. The
flexibility needed to adapt the local environment to the developing
requirements of the new industries may also differ across regions and change
over time. These three points lead Boschma and van der Knaap to the
conclusion that newly emerging industries are likely to develop
independently of spatial structures and conditions laid out in the past and
that the ability of regions to create new industries may change drastically as
time passes.
The literature concerning the last issue, the clustering of firms, can roughly be
divided into two strands: a stream that does not assume that technology or
knowledge spillovers play an important role in the clustering of firms -
especially high-tech firms - (Krugman 1991; Rauch 1993) and a stream that
does assume that knowledge spillovers are the main reason behind the
clustering of high technology firms (Audretsch and Feldman 1996; Feldman
and Florida).
In the first (a-spatial) view, knowledge spillovers take place as a result from
long term interactions between suppliers and manufacturers. The mutual
trust, built in a number of years, allows suppliers and manufacturers to set up
coordinated research programs for the development of new ideas. Mutual
guest researchers intensify the spillover of knowledge from one firm to the
other (Aoki, 1986). However, these networks are not established by
geographic proximity. A long term contact and a continuous exchange of
information allow the development of expertise (Echeverri and Hunnicutt,
1997). Thus, knowledge spillovers take place only if a firm establishes a
trustful relationship with other firms. This is independent of location and
spatial proximity. The reasons behind the observed clustering of high tech
firms are the same as the reasons why firms in general tend to cluster,
according to Krugman (1991).
In the literature is often referred to the three Marshallian reasons for
geographic localisation, which are: first, the presence of a pooled market of
workers with specialised skills. Second, the phenomenon that "an industrial
center allows the provision of nontraded inputs specific to an industry in a
greater variety and at lower cost," (Krugman, 1991, p. 37). Third, technology
spillovers might play a role, because information flows more easily over small
distances (present within an industrial center) than over larger distances.
Krugman stresses that "forces for localization other than those involving high
technology are quite strong", (Krugman, 1991, p. 53). It is not the will to
35approach, which concentrates on diffusion over countries. However,
technology gap theory tends to disregard the factor space. Technology is
regarded to spread to a country, because of the specific characteristics of that
country and geographic proximity does not play a role in this respect. The !so
called spatial factors like agglomeration economies and growth poles as used
by geographers are not addressed in this set of theories. Only the geographic
stream of researchers used these concepts. w i,^ ^v^', - ; '1»^.,:AÜ:
This dissertation will try to fill this gap by introducing concepts from
geography into a technology gap model, thereby effectively combining the
two approaches. Knowledge spillovers are thought to be locally bounded and
important for (local) economic development. The focus will be on regional
knowledge spillovers, instead of spillovers on a country-level (as is generally
adopted by technology gap models). , , •.-._,..,.•••
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The aim of this chapter is to introduce evolutionary thinking as an approach
to explaining economic behaviour. Furthermore, this chapter will focus on the
combination of evolutionary thinking with economic geography as discussed
in Chapter II. Figure HI-1 shows how the different sections are related.



















We will first look at the origins of evolutionary thinking. Via the various ideas
and concepts and their applications to economic issues, we will direct
attention to a prototype of a dynamic model of economic evolution, the
39Goodwin model. This model underlies the main model developed in the
remainder of this dissertation. Finally, Section III.3 will give an overview of
the work done in the field of economic geography from an evolutionary
perspective.
J2/.1 A« tntrodwction to euo/ufronan/ f/iwifcing
A central concept in evolutionary theory is bounded rationality (Simon, 1986).
This is opposed to the traditional neo-classical assumption that agents are
fully rational in taking decisions (rational expectations or full certainty)"". In
neo-classical theory, this assumption is needed in order to be able to calculate
a market equilibrium (by optimisation). Evolutionary thinking argues instead
that all agents are different (variation) and behave according to individual
specific behaviour rules, which might not be fully rational but nevertheless
are rational in some sense. Polany (1958) argued that human beings are
unaware that their behaviours are based on partially opaque deliberations.
The idea of bounded rationality has several implications, for one that agents
do not have perfect knowledge about all possible events that might happen
(uncertainties). Second, agents are not aware of the full consequences of every
possible decision they can take at a certain moment in time (imperfect
information). Firms pay attention to only a small part of their direct
environment (they do not make a full model of the economy as assumed by
neo-classical economists); therefore, they act under imperfect information and
uncertainty. In a situation of strong uncertainty and imperfect information,
firms cannot act fully rational; instead, they use standardised rules, which, on
average, lead to desirable outcomes. These rules may differ between
individual firms (as explained above). Especially innovation and technology
are phenomena that are subject to imperfect information and uncertainty. The
availability of information about a technology becomes progressively less
imperfect through learning effects during the period of adoption and use of
the technology itself (diffusion process) (Coombs, Saviotti and Walsch, 1987).
However, even when the information exists, access to it is costly and varies
widely among firms. The differential access to information and knowledge
and the differential actions based upon this information are a few of the most
important variables in determining a firm's success.
In recent literature the differences between neo-classical theories and evolutionary theories
have become smaller and blurred, since neo-classical models incorporate more and more
imperfections, such as imperfect information (which could be viewed as an equivalent of
bounded rationality) and heterogeneity of agents. Examples are Krugman (1996) and
Sargent (1993).
40In this respect, it is important to stress the heterogeneity of agents (firms,
species), which is also a central idea in evolutionary thinking. The different
approaches among firms find their origin in the different circumstances, in
which firms function. The environments, past events, internal organisation or
even psychological factors, all leave a mark on a firm's behaviour rules (Dosi,
1988). Therefore, there is no such thing as a representative agent in economic
reality (contrary to what is argued by neo-classical theory). All agents differ.
The outcome of the differential use of standardised rules will differ from the
market equilibrium (under rational expectations and full certainty) as
supposed by neo-classical economists. In traditional neo-classical thinking a
market equilibrium is calculated by equalising several factors, for instance
supply and demand, at a certain moment in time. Evolutionary economists
propose the selection mechanism as a substitute for the market equilibrium
(Nelson and Winter). The differences across agents determine which are the
fittest to survive in the market environment. Consequently, the equilibrium is
no longer static, but dynamic instead. The growth of some firms and decline
of others is a process that continues over time. This is described by a dynamic
equilibrium. A dynamic equilibrium (or evolutionary equilibrium (Dosi et al.,
1990)) defines a state in which there is still motion, while the equilibrium in
itself can be moving as well and in that sense be a moving target (Gomulka,
1990). According to Gomulka this movement of the equilibrium is fused by
the process of innovation:
"The constant inflow of new ideas, changing fast the environment in which
firms operate, makes each situation a new one, the past experience not always ,.
an asset, and the situation-specific optimal solution a moving target"
(Gomulka, 1990, p. 70).
The question arises how to formulate an economic model along the lines of
evolutionary thinking. Such an economic model can be set-up by using a
theoretical framework from biology, in which variety and change are the
driving forces of growth.
In biology, evolutionary thinking started with Darwin's ideas about how life
came about on this planet. In Darwin's view, species develop under pressure
from the struggle for existence. There are three elements that together capture
Darwin's theory. These are recombination, mutation and selection.
Reproduction causes offspring to resemble their parents by inheritance.
Reproduction takes place by a process of recombination, in which the genetic
information of two parents is reshuffled and combined into a new genetic
string for the offspring. When certain genetic information leads to
characteristics that are favourable for survival, those individuals in a
population that posses this information will tend to reproduce at a faster pace,
41simply because their higher survival rate enables them to live and reproduce
longer (on average). ..... .
When left on its own, i.e., without introducing new genetic information into a
population, such a process of selection will thus lead to a population in which
the 'favourable' genes dominate. Every now and then, however, random
mistakes will be made during the copying of genetic information associated to
the recombination process. Such random mutation may occasionally lead to
new 'favourable' genes, thereby introducing new impulses to the selection
process.
Consider the following example. To the north of the Amazon area, there is a
river in which guppies live. In the upper course, the river is small and
shallow. The water flows very fast and there are few predators. The male
guppies are very colourful in this part of the river, in order to attract many
female guppies. Thus, colourfulness is associated to a high reproduction rate,
which leads to selection of colourful males. In the lower course, the river is
wide and deep, and many big fish - which like to eat little guppies - are
present. The guppy males are unobtrusive of colour. The survival pressure in
the lower course is against colourfulness, because bright colours are easily
detected by predators. If a population of guppies moves from the upper
course to the lower course, it is observed that with every generation the
guppies get darker of colour.
Another view on the evolution of life was developed by a scientist named
Lamarck in the beginning of the nineteenth century. The Lamarckian view is
different from the Darwinian view in that Lamarck considers active learning.
The individual learns from other individuals that a certain character is
favourable for survival or producing offspring and hence adopts this
characteristic. In biology, this Lamarckian view is discredited. A giraffe did
not consciously enlenghten his neck in order to reach the leaves at the high
branches in the tree. The Darwinian view - that giraffes with genetic
information for longer necks survived because they were able to access food -
is much more adequate here. Biological evolution takes place by 'genetic'
learning not 'individual' learning. ^ ..-,......
However, in economics the Lamarckian view seems much more appropriate.
The Lamarckian view is applicable to firms and agents in that people (or
groups of people) are able to /ear« /rom experience or from other people's
experiences. Mutation can therefore be seen as endogenous instead of
exogenous. People learn during their lifetime and not because of genetic
selection.
42The whole literature around learning curves (Stiglitz, 1987) takes up the idea
of learning from experience. Experience in doing something enhances the
efficiency with which it is done. Similarly, as a result of production,
productivity increases (the Verdoorn-effect, see also Chapter II). Stiglitz (1987)
labels this form of learning as learning-by-doing. He also distinguishes other
forms of learning, like learning-by-using and learning-by-learning. The
Verdoorn effect will be implemented in the model developed in the remainder
of this dissertation (see Chapter IV). Agglomeration economies and
cumulative causation (Myrdal, 1957) as discussed in Chapter II are different
concepts which are based on this same idea. They constitute the geographical
counterparts of the economic concept of the Verdoorn law. Arthur (1990)
applies the idea of the increasing returns to the pattern of industry location.
He takes the argument one step further by arguing that after a certain point in
time a so-called lock in effect occurs, meaning that a series of historical events
(eventually) results in a certain spatial pattern of innovative (and economic)
activity. An initial specialisation of a region in a certain innovative activity is
reinforced, and a lock-in process causes innovative activities to concentrate
spatially. The locational pattern of innovative and economic activity is
therefore path-dependent (and also dependent on the individual actions of the
agents). This spatial view on evolutionary economics will be reviewed more in
detail later this chapter (Section III.3).
To apply the Lamarckian view on the economy, we need to find economic
counterparts to the biological concepts of mutation, replication and selection.
Nelson and Winter (1982) note an analogy to the biological gene in established
procedures, business strategies, policies and habits, described as 'routines'.
"These routines play the role that genes play in biological evolutionary
theory" (Nelson and Winter, 1982, p. 14). Routines determine the possible
behaviour of the firm. They are passed through during the time the firm exists
and new built plants often have the same routines. Routines are selectable in
the sense that firms with better working (profit generating) routines grow in
market share. Nelson and Winter (1982) introduce the concept of 'search'
which "is the counterpart of that of mutation in biological evolutionary
theory" (p. 18). Search involves the way routines change and improve over
time. Economic selection happens through market competition. "Market
environments provide a definition of success for business firms, and that
definition is very closely related to their ability to survive and grow" (p. 9).
This is the analogue idea of the survival of the fittest in natural selection.
Firms that have adopted successful routines (through an effective search) will
experience a growth in their market share, whereas other firms will loose in
market share and might be forces to leave the market.To put the concept of natural selection into mathematical terms often use is
made of sets of difference or differential equations"'. This approach will be
adopted in Chapters IV, V and VI of this dissertation. The selection
mechanism as described above can be captured in a simple equation, called
the replicator equation (Fischer, 1930) (Equation III-l and III-2):
/::.;;'' -^' V ',/"• 'W" (m-2)
where X denotes the proportion of agent / in a population of « agents, E points
to the competitiveness (fitness) of an agent and a bar indicates the average
level of fitness of the population of« agents". A dot above a variable points to
the time derivative. This equation shows that the growth in proportion of a
firm (the market share) is a function of the firm's competitiveness and the
average competitiveness of all firms. Market shares change as a result of firm
behaviour. In Section Ifl.2 we will come back to the formal modelling of
evolutionary principles.
The replicator equation originates from biology in which species compete in
the struggle for life. In biology, it is clear that the gene takes the role of
fundamental unit of selection. In economics, the fundamental unit of selection
is less clear. Similar to the growth and decline of firms is the growth and
decline of technologies, which can be modelled using the same principle. Like
firms compete in the market environment (and species compete biologically),
methods or technologies can compete for a market of adopters (Arthur, 1988).
In fact, in economic literature the replicator equation is successfully applied to
several units of selection (Silverberg, 1988).
III.2 Form«/ modef/mg - «< ^ '-v ^ n^..^ -i : <ar, —
The replicator equation as explained in the previous section, does not provide
a detailed economic description of how economic selection takes place. It
argues that above average competitive firms grow more rapidly, but does not
specify how exactly these growth rate differentials arise.
Silverberg (1984) proposed the Goodwin (1967) model as a prototype model of
economic evolution. This model is a so-called predator-prey model (or Lotka-
Volterra model), which has been shown to be formally equivalent to a
Section III.2 will give insight in one particular dynamic model.
~ Note that in this simple context E, is a constant.
44replicator equation by Hofbauer and Sigmund (1988, pp. 134-135). In
Silverberg's interpretation of the model, a common wage rate provides the
selection mechanism, thereby giving selection explicit economic meaning. The
rest of this section will explain the Goodwin model and Silverberg's
interpretation of it.
Goodwin's model is in the line of the predator-prey equation system of Lotka
(1925) and Volterra (1931) (see Gandolfo, 1996; Lorenz 1989; Gabisch and
Lorenz, 1989). Instead of the competing species of predators and preys,
Goodwin models a society of capitalists and workers. The workers spend all
their income twL on consumption, in which w denotes the real wage rate and L
is employment. Capitalists save and invest all their income that is solely
constituted of profits, determined by production Y minus labour costs u>L C
denotes capital and a denotes labour productivity, which is defined as Y/L
Labour productivity is assumed to grow at a constant rate 0. N denotes labour
supply, which is assumed to grow at a constant rate rj.
Since investment, /, equals the growth of capital, which in turn equals savings,
S, we have / = S = Y - M;L, which can be rewritten to
(m-3)
in which w/a is the wage income share in production and thus (2-u;/a) denotes
the share of profits in production. The growth rate of the capital stock is then
given by:
C7C = = (l-w/a)/cT, . • i • .
C
' ' (III-4)
in which a (= CAO denotes the capital-output ratio, which is assumed to be
constant. This also implies
c/c = y/y.
....... (m-5)
Labour productivity is exogenously determined, therefore employment, L, is
given by L = Y/Ö. Logarithmic differentiation gives
'I -.,.• • . . ....- .... (III-6)
The two central variables in the Goodwin model are the employment rate
(L/7V), hereafter denoted by y, and the wage income share in production: a;/a s
H. Logarithmic differentiation of i> gives
45. I: '• V = (—I rj) +1 / ff)v.'
(m-7)
The same procedure for » leads to
M/U = vv/w —
; ;•: V ••••".•=.••; ,J«V .•-''••••.•> • "-v;..;:»-.- • ,/.f .••;•.•' -xr;-.!•=••• . •• . • '• (flI-8)
Goodwin assumes that the wage rate follows a Phillips curve relation as
displayed in Figure III-2.
w/w
: Figure m-2: Phillips curve
Taking a linear approximation to show the movements of u near the vertical
line, we can write
(m-9)
where y and p are positive constants. Inserting this in the equation for the
growth rate of !/, this yields
li = (-(^ + y) + pi')«-
(111-10)
From equation III-7 and HI-10, we obtain the following system of equations:
v = (-M/<T - (0 + 7j) + l/cr)v
ii = (-(0 + y) + pv)M.
(ffl-11)
46Such a system of equations is known as a predator-prey model (Lorenz, 1989).
The employment rate u acts as the prey, while the wage bill share, u, serves as
a predator. .: ,
Using the definitions ' •»; • r- •
:-..•:<.:.- . . -(0 + 7j) + l/(THe,l/(T = /,(0+r;)sg,p=/i,
(111-12)
we can rewrite the system as • v :
(in-13)
The parameters /, g and /? are positive by definition. It seems realistic to
assume 1/a > ((|) + r|) (Gandolfo, 1996), so e > 0.
The equilibria of the system can be found when we set the time derivative of z>
and the time derivative of u both equal to zero. There appear to be two
equilibrium points, namely (v,, u,) = (0, 0) and (v.,, u,') = (g/7z, e/JO. To
determine the characteristics of the equilibria the Jacobian is evaluated at each
point:
-g+/ivj [0 -gj ^e// 0 J
(111-14)
In (v,, u,) the determinant and the trace of the Jacobian equal -eg, which is
negative, indicating that the origin is a saddlepoint. It is clear that in (v,, u^)
the determinant of the Jacobian equals eg, which is positive, and the trace of
the Jacobian equals zero. This leads to the conclusion that (v^', u^) is the
central point of a vortex. The system possesses closed orbits, instead of
spirals". The initial values of y and t< determine which of the infinitely many
closed orbits describes the actual behaviour of the system.
Figure III-3 displays the system in motion. The x-axis shows the employment
share u, which by the equation for the Phillips curve determines the rate of
growth of the wage rate. The vertical axis shows the distribution of income.
The workers' share is determined by the distance from the origin to the value
of u and the capitalists' share is defined by 1 - i/, which, multiplied by I/a
gives the profit rate and the rate of output growth. Goodwin (1967) described
the economic mechanism underlying the motion of an arbitrary point as
See the Hirsch/Smale theorem in Lorenz (1989, p. 54; symbols have been changed in
accordance with the notation used here): "Every trajectory of the Lotla/Volterra equations is
a closed orbit (except the equilibrium (v,', u,') and the co-ordinate axes)".
47Figure m-3: The Goodwin cycle ...... ,..,.«,•., „
follows: "When profit is greatest, i< = «3, employment is average, i> = #ft and
the high growth rate pushes employment to its maximum u2 which squeezes
the profit rate to its average value e/f. The deceleration in growth lowers
employment (relative) to its average value again, where profit and growth are
again at their nadir u2. This low growth rate leads to a fall in output and
employment to well below full employment, thus restoring profitability to its
average value because productivity is now rising faster than wage rates. ...
The improved profitability carries the seed of its own destruction by
engendering too a vigorous expansion of output and employment, thus
destroying the reserve army of labour and strengthening labours bargaining
power."(pp-168-169; symbols have been changed in accordance with the
notation used here). - -' • .
Silverberg (1984) elaborated on the Goodwin model, in order to describe
selection in an environment with multiple firms. In the simplest form, his
extension amounts to assuming there are two firms, each with a capital stock
of their own. They hire labour on the same market, i.e., they face the same
wage rate, and economy-wide employment is equal to the sum of the two
firm's labour demand. The firms are assumed to differ with regard to labour
productivity, say a, > a, (and a, and a, are both constant). Thus, for all wage
rates, the profit rate of firm 1 will be higher than that of firm 2, and hence firm
1 will grow more rapidly. In other words, firm 1 will increase its market share
and drive firm 2 out of the market. Hence the model will converge to a special
case of the above model, where a = a, and <)) = 0. More interesting dynamics
may be obtained when the growth rates of labour productivity are
endogenised (e.g., the Silverberg, 1984 model in its full form). Chapter VI of
this model will propose such an endogenisation for the case of a multi country
48- multi region economy. The next section will explain some of the general lines
along which this will be done.
JJI.3 Economic Geo^rapliy IM an euo/wtionflry perspective
Allen and Sanglier (1978,1979a, 1979b, 1981a and 1981b) developed one of the
first evolutionary models in economics that pays attention to spatial effects.
They designed a spatial model with respect to population dynamics and
assume a mutual interaction between the change in the distribution of the
population of a region and the employment pattern. The result is a dynamic
model of interacting urban centres in which 'historical chance', i.e., the
fluctuations of the system, plays a vital role. ,
Arthur (1990) implements technology in a similar model of economic
geography. He argues that a series of historical events (eventually) results in a
certain spatial pattern of innovative (and economic) activity. An initial
specialisation of a region in a certain innovative activity is reinforced, and a
lock-in process causes innovative activities to concentrate spatially. The
locational pattern of innovative activity is therefore path-dependent.
In general, it can be said that increasing returns to location (economies of scale
and agglomeration economies) and cumulative causation are the main ideas
behind an evolutionary approach to economic geography. The existence of
economies of scale stimulates a firm to locate in one geographical location
instead of several dispersed plants. In addition, agglomeration economies
induce innovative activities to cluster geographically. Agglomeration econo-
mies (see Chapter II) imply that positive externalities will occur when
economic (as well as innovative) activity is located geographically close to
each other. A spatial concentration of economic activity and people generates
positive effects on productivity, because, for instance, the opportunity for
communication of ideas and experience becomes much larger than in case of
the absence of such concentration. Furthermore, differences in innovativeness
across regions may be persistent rather than transitory. This argument is
based on Myrdal's (1957) theory of circular and cumulative causation (see
Chapter II, Section 2). The regional interpretation of this theory is that a region
which starts with an economic or innovative advantage (for any reason), will
go on to stay economically and innovative ahead of other regions in the area
under consideration. Since these differences in innovativeness will be
persistent over time, a spatial pattern will occur that is characterised by spatial
concentrations of innovation in certain regions.
Acknowledging the existence of localised knowledge spillovers may give a
more realistic view on the resulting spatial pattern. Since knowledge will
49diffuse gradually to a bounded space, regions with a high proximity to an
innovative (or economically strong) location will receive many spillovers and
therefore have only small gaps towards the innovative region. The gaps will
become larger at larger distances from the innovative location.
How could a regional spillover model be set up along these lines? It is realistic
to assume that regions differ in characteristics and therefore are
heterogeneous with respect to their behaviour. The specific characteristics of a
region determine the amount of spillovers a region receives at a specific time
and the potential for transmitting spillovers to other regions. Factors such as
the educational system, the quality of the infrastructure and the state of
technology set the extent to which a region can implement external
knowledge. Regions differ with respect to such factors.
Furthermore, such a regional spillover system would be characterised by a
continuous flow of spillovers from each region to other regions. At each
period in time, there is interaction. The amount of spillovers that is received
by a certain region depends on the past interactions within the whole system.
The system is constantly in motion. Groups of regions grow, while others
decline. Therefore, the process cannot be described in a static way (using the
concept of market-equilibrium).
Evolutionary modelling is very apt to analyse such a multi-regional model.
The different behaviours of regions with respect to receiving knowledge
spillovers form the input to the selection mechanism. The selection
mechanism explains the motion in the system. During the transitory dynamics
regions with favourable characteristics at a certain moment in time will grow,
but may decline after a while when other regions' favourable characteristics
for growth emerge. In the end this system might lead to a dynamic
equilibrium in which regions still grow (in terms of their knowledge stock)
but have reached a stable (relative) position towards all other regions (if they
are not falling behind instead, see Chapter IV). The dynamic character of such
a regional spillover system is grasped by evolutionary modelling in the
application of the selection mechanism.
The Goodwin-type model in this thesis will use the idea of localised
knowledge spillovers to endogenise technology (labour productivity) in a
regional context. In the model, the growth of the labour productivity is set
proportional to the growth in the knowledge stock. This growth rate, in turn,
is determined by several factors (for details is referred to Chapter VI) among
others the spillovers received from all other regions in the world. The effect of
increasing returns to location is present in the model in two forms. First, via
the Verdoorn effect (agglomeration economies): productivity growth in a
region is positively related to output growth in the same region. The second
50effect stems from geographical distance in combination with technological
distance (as used in the technology gap models, see Chapter II). The smaller
the distance (geographical and/or technological) towards an innovative
region, the larger the amount of received spillovers and therefore the higher
the growth rate of the knowledge stock of a region, which implies a higher
growth rate of labour productivity.
Instead of a countrywide wage rate (as in Silverberg, 1984) the proposed
model will use regionally determined wage rates. This implies that each
region has its own Goodwin-cycle. Since the regions influence each other by
means of spillovers in each time period, the vortexes (one for every region) are
dependent on each other. In fact, centres move over time.
Chapter IV will develop a system by which spillovers take place between
regions. In Chapter VI, a Goodwin-type model, including such a spillover
system, will be set up.
51IV
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The aim of this chapter is to integrate space as explained in Chapter II into
technology gap models. The absence of space as an explaining factor in
technology gap models is addressed in this chapter by extending a simple
technology gap model with the concept of geographical distance. In order to
do so this chapter is organised as follows. In Section IV.l, a spillover system is
described. A region gets a certain amount of spillovers from its neighbour
according to certain rules. These spillovers are the input to the growth of a
region. In Section FV.2, the model is extended to a multi-region model. Section
IV.3 outlines some general conclusions of the model.
IV.2 Description o/tfie
The model that is presented in this section will be aimed at incorporating
several considerations from economic theory and geographic theory. As in
other (empirical) catching up literature, the assumption will be adopted that
technology is the only factor that influences output. In fact, output growth is a
linear function of the growth of the knowledge stock.
- ß, AT/
(IV-1)
in which Q, denotes the level of output of region i and K points to the level of
the knowledge stock of region i. /3 is a parameter. Dots above variables denote
time derivatives.
53Next, the equation of the knowledge stock in region / (K) is specified. The
growth of the knowledge stock in region / is assumed to be a function of
output growth (via the Verdoorn effect, see Chapter II), spillovers received
from surrounding (not necessarily contingent) regions (S,), as well as an
exogenous rate of growth (p).
(IV-2)
in which a and A are parameters.
The growth of the knowledge stock of a region is partly determined by the
spillovers received from surrounding regions. For the explanation of the
spillover term, it is convenient to first consider two regions, later on (Section
IV.3) this framework will be extended and a multi-region model will be
constructed. In the two-region setting it is assumed that there is one
technologically advanced region and one backward region. There are two
factors which determine spillovers between regions. The first is the existence
of a technology gap, which induces spillovers from the advanced region to the
backward region. This is the 'ordinary' way of modelling this, theoretically
justified by the technology gap literature and analogue to the procedure
developed by Verspagen (1991, 1992b). The second factor is geographical
distance. A small geographical distance facilitates knowledge spillovers
between regions. This assumption comes forward from geographical
literature. The occurrence of face-to-face interaction between firms will be less
intensive as the geographical distance between them is increased.




in which S, denotes the spillovers generated by region y and received by
region /'"*. G,, points to the technology gap of region / towards region /.
Equation (IV-4) gives the exact specification of the technology gap. y is the
geographical distance between the two regions. If y increases, the spillover is
Note that the lower the initial stock of knowledge a region is endowed with, the more
spillovers it will receive. This is similar to the concept of ß-convergence (Barro, 1984;
Baumöl, 1986; De Long, 1988; Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1991, 1992a, 1992b) in which a
backward economy (an economy with a low initial level of GDP per capita) will grow faster
than a rich economy and therefore catch up.
54reduced. 5. points to the intrinsic learning capability of region /. The
assumption, taken from technology gap models, is that regions which have a
high capability to learn (because they have an educated workforce, good
educational facilities, and/or a developed knowledge infrastructure) can
implement the knowledge from other regions more easily. The part of the
received knowledge that is valuable for these regions (in the sense that they
can implement it straight away) is much larger than for regions that have a
low 'learning capability'. In Equation (FV-3), a high learning capability assures
that a region will receive much spillovers. |i. can be interpreted as a catching
up parameter, it determines the magnitude of the gap at which catch up
occurs. We will come back on this factor later. The technology gap (G..) is also
used as an indicator of technological distance. G.^ is defined as the log of the
ratio of the knowledge stocks of two regions.
The specific feature of introducing geographic distance the way it is done in
this model, is that there will always be spillovers (although they might be
small) from one region to another. This is due to the measurement of
geographic distance", which is always larger than, or equal to, one. Therefore,
the spillover function is never exactly equal to zero (although it approaches
zero in the limit). This is in contrast with other catch-up literature in which no
spillovers exist if the knowledge stocks in the regions are equal. Thus, the
model allows spillovers to occur in two directions, from the technological
leader to backward region(s), and vice versa. Generally, the first stream will
be largest, since the backward region can learn more than the advanced
region. However, spillovers from a backward region to the leader region also
take place because it could well be possible that the backward region has
(developed) complementary knowledge, knowledge that was not yet in the
hands of the leader. So there always is a small flow of knowledge from




' Section 2 in Chapter VI explains in detail how the geographic distance is measured.
55If the spillover functions of two regions are drawn, (all parameters are
assumed to be equal between the regions), we get Figure FV-1. As can be seen,
the expression for the knowledge spillovers takes the shape of a Bell-function.
Left from the y-axis region / is the most advanced region, here region z
receives the most spillovers. Right from the y-axis the opposite is the case, i.e.,
region z is the leader region. As can be seen in the figure, below the graph of
the spillover / receives from z (S) there lies still a small part of the S. line,
indicating that, however region / is the leader, still spillovers from region / to
region / take place, although they are small (see above). Another point that has
to be noted, is that the net spillover will be equal to zero in the case where the
gap between the two regions is zero (i.e., they have equal knowledge stocks).
This emphasises the unique working of this model. In this situation there are
still spillovers (although the knowledge stream from region z to;' is as large as
the other way around), contrary to regular catch up models, where knowledge
spillovers are reduced to zero, if knowledge stocks are equal between regions.
The latter situation only holds, however, when parameters (p, X, u, 8) are














Figure IV-2 Figure IV-3
In Figure IV-2 the spillovers received by one region for a two-region model
are displayed. With the help of this graph, many characteristics of the
spillover function become clear. Note that the top of each spillover curve lies
at a technology gap equal to uß. The maximal spillover corresponding to this
is equal to 8/y„. We take SI as the starting point, and we consider what
happens to the spillover function under certain conditions. First, an
enlargement of the geographical distance between two regions will lead to
lower spillovers received by each region, depicted by the thick line (S2, which
shows the situation for the laggard region only). With the same technology
gap, fewer spillovers occur. Second, an increase in the learning capability of
the lagging region (8) will cause the spillover function to behave as displayed
by the dotted line (S3). The spillovers that region; will receive are now larger.
The gap at which maximal spillovers occur is also larger, indicating that not
only more spillovers are received, but also that the range over which
spillovers increase as a function of the technology gap, is larger. Thus, the
56laggard is able to learn more (magnitude of the spillover function) and more
easy, or earlier (at a larger technological distance). The top of the curve (which
is equal to 5,/y,.) has been replaced upward and to the right of the original
position"*.
A third characteristic of the expression for the spillover can be shown with the
help of Figure FV-3. If |x. is increased, all other things being equal, the curve
will shift to the right (S5). This has several effects. First, the level of spillovers
in the case of equal knowledge stocks across regions (G=0), is smaller. This
indicates that for relatively large |i, the model resembles a regular catch-up
model, which is characterised by zero spillovers for zero technological
distance.
Second, because the top of the curve moves to the right, catch-up becomes
easier. At a larger technological distance, it is still possible to receive much
knowledge spillovers, and, therefore, to catch up. The specifics of this
mechanism will become clearer after we discuss the net spillover function.
IV.2 TTre dynamics o/ fTie mode/
To analyse the dynamics of this model, we take the time derivative of the
technology gap in Equation (FV-4) and substitute equations (IV-1), (IV-2) and
(IV-3). For a two-region model this boils down to:
' <fr *-, A:, A:, ;-<*/& '
(IV-5)
in which a, ß and A. are assumed to have the same value in each region. This
expression can be analysed using Figure FV-4.
Two cases can be distinguished, one in which region » is the most advanced,
and one in which region / is the leader region. Since the two cases are mirror
images of each other, we will restrict ourselves to describing only one case,
namely the one in which region / is the leader. In Figure FV-4, S-S, represents
the difference in spillovers generated by the lagging and the leading region
(the net knowledge spillover curve). This curve results from subtracting S,
from S.^. p, - p^ displays the difference in the exogenous rate of growth of the
To achieve this reaction of the spillover curve, the learning capability had to appear in two
places in the spillover function (Equation IV-3).
Note that a net spillover curve not necessarily intersects with the origin. In Figure V-4 the
learning capabilities 5. and 8 are assumed equal to each other, as well as the catch-up







knowledge stock between the two regions. If we assume that region 1 is the
most advanced, it is expected that the exogenous rate of growth of the
knowledge stock in region / exceeds that of region /, thus p, > p, and therefore
p. - p > 0 (as drawn in the figure)"". The intersection points of the two curves
correspond to equilibrium points (where the time derivative of the technology
gap is equal to zero). The nature of these equilibrium points differs. The
intersection point at which the S-curve has a positive slope is stable, whereas
the other intersection point is unstable. Therefore, the arrows of motion can be
drawn as is done in Figure IV-4. When the S-S curve is below (above) the p. -
p, line, that means that the knowledge spillovers received by region / are
smaller (larger) than the exogenous increase of the gap, resulting in a net
increase (decrease) of the technology gap. Therefore, depending on the net
knowledge spillovers, the technology gap either converges to the equilibrium
point close to the y-axis, or goes to infinity.
The position of the intersection points differs if one of the two curves, either p.
- p or S-S,, or both, move. In order to distinguish between the different effects
we will first consider a variation in the difference in the exogenous rate of
growth of the knowledge stock between the two regions, p, - p^. If the
difference is enlarged in favour of the leader, the p, - p, line in Figure IV-4
moves upward, meaning that the range of technology gaps at which catch-up
occurs becomes smaller. Eventually, when the p, - p. line shifts to a position
above the net spillover curve, there will be no opportunities for catch-up. If,
on the other hand, the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock in the
backward region in increased (e.g. by expanding research efforts) up to a level
comparable with the advanced region, i.e., the p. - p, line is positioned on the
x-axis, the technology gap will eventually close and the regions will converge
completely.
As P| exceeds p, the intersection of the curve with the horizontal line is located at the left-
hand side of the y-axis. Here region ; is the leader, therefore this assumption holds again.
58The second possibility to alter the position of the intersection points, is to
change the position of the spillover function Sj-Si, by varying the parameters
y, 5 and/or u. First, we consider a variation in the geographical distance
between two regions. Of course this experiment seems a little odd, since we
consider only two regions, and we cannot pick up one region and locate it
somewhere else in order to decrease the geographical distance. However, this
experiment is carried out in order to show the influence on the net spillover
curve of this parameter. A decrease in the geographical distance has the effect
that the spillover curves S, and S. increase proportionally to the decrease in
geographical distance (explained by Figure IV-2) and the maximum of the S-S,
curve in Figure rV-5 moves upwards^*. 'M
The bifurcation diagram is displayed in Figure IV-fr*". The horizontal axis of
the bifurcation diagram shows the values of the geographical distance
parameter y.. The vertical axis shows the equilibrium values of the technology
gap. The line E^ shows a stable equilibrium, while the line E„. points to an
unstable equilibrium. The line S^ represents the top of the net spillover curve
in Figure IV-5. This figure shows that for high values of y. no equilibrium
value of the technology gap exists. If we look at the horizontal line (p, - p^) in
Figure IV-5, it becomes clear that there are positions of the net spillover curve,
for which there is no intersection point with this line. For the threshold value
of y.|, one equilibrium appears. This equilibrium point B. is the point of
tangency between the p, - p^ line and the S-S, curve. For values of y. smaller
than the threshold level, two equilibria exist, as described by the curves in the
bifurcation diagram. As shown in Figure FV-6 the value of the stable
equilibrium is always closer to zero than the maximum of the knowledge
spillover term.
/ \Sj-Si
Bj \ pi- pj
Smaxj
Figure IV-5 Figure IV-6
The maximum also moves a little bit away from the y-axis, but this is a very small effect.
Note that the figure should show a discontinuous graph (in the model a geographical




Figure IV-7 Figure IV-8
However, the geographical distance is not something that can be influenced
by a region. What can be influenced is the intrinsic learning capability of a
region. This is the second parameter that can move the S-S, curve. The effect of
an increase in the learning capability of region ;' (5) on the S-S, curve is
displayed in Figure IV-7. Note that 8, has not changed. It can clearly be seen
that on the right hand side of the figure the top of the curve has moved to the
upper right of the figure and the curve does not intersect with the origin
anymore. What has happened on the left-hand side is a bit more difficult to
see. The minimum point has moved upwards so that it is closer to the
horizontal axis. Also, there is a small movement of the minimum point away
from the y-axis.
The bifurcation diagram now looks as displayed in Figure FV-8. On the
horizontal axis, the learning capability is displayed. This figure shows that as
the learning capability of the lagging region increases, a threshold level is
reached at which the curves S-S, and p, - p^ in Figure IV-4 are tangent. This is
the bifurcation point B. A further increase of the learning capability leads to
two equilibria, a stable and an unstable one. Note that the E, line for the stable
equilibrium can even go below the x-axis if the difference in exogenous
growth rates of the knowledge stock is small enough. This situation indicates
a take over in leadership by the (initially) lagging region. In Figure FV-7 the
horizontal line (p, - p,) intersects with the S-S, curve left from the y-axis, where
the gap is smaller than zero, indicating that region / is the leader region. The
combination of a large learning capability in the lagging region together with
a small difference in the exogenous rate of growth between laggard and leader




The final parameter that can be changed and will have an effect on the graph
in Figure FV-4 is the catch-up parameter u. We will increase n and u,
simultaneously (|X, = u.)". The effect on the net spillover curve (S-S.) is that the
extrema will move away from the x-axis and the y-axis, as displayed in Figure
IV-9. As can be seen on the right hand side of Figure FV-3, as u goes to infinity,
































































This assumption has the consequence that both regions are affected in the same manner by
a variation in this parameter. Furthermore, the net spillover curve is forced to intersect with
the x-axis by this assumption.
61will increase in value, the net spillover function will approach the shape given
by Equation (IV-3). Therefore, the top of the net spillover curve (S-S.) will
approach the value 8/y. In the left-hand side of the Figure FV-9 the minimum
point will approach the value -8/y for the same reason.
This is explained in Figure IV-10. The upper part (panel A and C) shows the
individual spillover curves for each region, whereas the lower part (panel B
and D) shows the net spillover curve. The left-hand side (panel A and B)
points to a situation with a small (i, whereas the right-hand side (panel C and
D) point to the case of a large |i. Note that in the case of a small catch-up
parameter, the extrema of the net spillover curve (panel B) are below 8/y
(right hand side) and above -8/y (left hand side). In panel D the difference
between the curve and the lines 8/y and -8/y is negligibly small. This has the
important consequence that an increase in u will enlarge the effect of the
geographic distance parameter in the model. A variation in the geographical
distance will affect the figure in the following way. An increase (decrease) in y
will decrease (increase) the top of the net spillover curve proportionally if the
catch-up parameter is large. Suppose n is small (panel A and B), in this case, a
variation in y (all other thing equal) will have a /ess ffon proporf/o«fl/ effect. S,




The bifurcation diagram now shows |i. (=^.) on the x-axis. As can be seen in
Figure IV-11, the stable equilibrium first moves towards the y-axis as |i, (=u.) is
increased. If |i is increased even further, the stable equilibrium starts to move
away from the y-axis with a steady pace. The reason for this can be seen in
Figure IV-9. Here it is shown that the S„„ curve approaches the value 8/y
(because the larger u becomes, the more the S and S curve resemble a Bell-
function), this implies that a further increase of n leads to only a minimal
increase in height of the curve, meaning that the E^, E^ and S^, curves increase
with a steady pace in the bifurcation diagram.
" Figure V-10 is based on numerical analysis.
62IV.3 Mii/ti-regiow version o/fizemode/ , <
This section describes the model as it is extended to hold for H regions. When
Equation IV-5 is rewritten for « regions, it looks as follows:
,. (IV-5')
"'' wirA0<a/U<7, •
in which E„S„ and Z,,S,, denote the spillovers received by region z and /
respectively from all regions n for which n * /, /. Note that this equation
specifies the (growth of the) gap between two regions. There are « regions in
total, thus every region i has «-1 of these equations.
The right hand side of Equation (FV-5') consists of several important terms.
The first and the second term between the large brackets, (p, - p^) and (£„S„, -
£„S.„), together, determine the position of the horizontal line in Figure IV-4".
Therefore, a movement in the horizontal line (and therefore in the horizontal
position of E2) can be caused by two factors. First, a variation in the difference
between the exogenous rates of growth of the knowledge stocks of two
regions. Second, a difference across regions in the spillovers received from all
other regions. For this term, the geographic location of a region is important.
The third term in Equation (IV-5'), (S^. - S,.), determines the shape of the curve
in Figure IV-4.
Figure IV-12
This is the case because both terms are exogenous to the net spillover function of the two
regions under consideration. Note that (IS,, - IS„) denotes the spillovers that are received
from all regions except the two for which the gap is determined.
63A brief example can illustrate this. Suppose there are two regions (a and ft) in a
lattice of « regions of which one (region a) has a central position in the lattice
and the other (region ft) is located at the border of the lattice. Figure IV-12
gives an illustration of this geographic situation for a lattice with 19 regions.
Suppose the most advanced region (c) is located at the centre of the lattice and
therefore is geographically close to region a (y, = 1) and geographically distant
(y^ = 2) from region ft. We assume that the geographic location is the only
parameter that differs across regions a and ft. In all other respects regions a
and ft are completely the same. Now we examine the growth of the
technological gap of each region towards the advanced region by using
Equation (IV-5'):
a ((p, - p„) +
) - (5,, - 5, )>
) - (5, - 5,))
The difference in the gap between the two regions is determined by two
terms. First, (S, -S.) differs from (S,, -S) as illustrated by the curves in Figure
IV-13. Since region a is located closer to the most advanced region it will
receive more spillovers from region c than region ft.
The horizontal line in Figure FV-13 illustrates the second effect. Since region a
is closer to all other regions, due to its central position, it will receive more
spillovers from all other regions in the lattice, compared to region ft. In other
words, I„S„, > I„S„„, indicating that (I„S„, - I,SJ < (Z,,S„ - I,S„„). The horizontal
line will be lower for region a. It becomes clear that whereas region a has
many possibilities to catch-up and tend to the stable equilibrium point El,
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The situation for regionIV.4 Genera/co«c/«s»ons . ,-
In this chapter technological spillovers are assumed to be generated via two
different factors, which are based on two different concepts of distance. First,
geographical distance relative to another region is an important factor, which
determines the amount of knowledge spillovers. In addition, technological
distance, i.e., the technology gap, plays an important role. This refers to the
degree to which a region is able to assimilate knowledge from other regions,
and is measured by the level of the knowledge stock of one region relative to
the level of the knowledge stock of another region. Related to this concept of
technological distance is the learning capability (5), which denotes the iwfrinsi'c
capability of a region to implement knowledge from other regions. This
concept differs from the technology gap in that the learning capability is a
characteristic of a region, whereas the technology gap can differ (and can be
measured at) several moments in time.
The difference in received spillovers between regions is an important
determinant of the size of the equilibrium gap a region has with respect to
another region. From the equation for the two-regional model (Equation IV-5)
it becomes clear that there is another important factor, namely, the differences
in exogenous rates of the growth of the knowledge stock (p) can influence the
gap to which a region tends to stabilise after the transitionairy dynamics are
over (the equilibrium point El in Figure FV-4). The exogenous rate of growth
of the knowledge stock can be influenced, among others, by the amount of
expenditures devoted to research and development of a region. For a
backward region to increase the R&D expenditures relative to the other
region, would lead to a shift in the horizontal line of Figure IV-4 and therefore
to a lower gap with respect to the leader region, i.e., catch-up.
Equation FV-5' for the multi-region model shows that besides the difference in
exogenous rates of growth of the knowledge stock, there is another term,
which has an influence on the height of the horizontal line and therefore the
size of the equilibrium gap. This term is the difference in spillovers each
region receives from all other regions except from the regions under
consideration. Of course the learning capability of each region in the plane has
an influence on these spillovers.
In short, it is concluded that space has an influence on catching up and falling
behind. It becomes clear that since spillovers are assumed to be bilateral,
many interactions across regions occur in each period of time. This makes the
model too complex to analyse mathematically. Using simulations enables us
to analyse the model more in detail. Chapter V will be devoted to this
exercise.
65Furthermore, from the set up of the model is clear that spillovers take the
crucial role in the model. These spillovers take place according several
intuitive rules, like the shorter the distance between two places, the more
spillovers will be transferred and the higher the capability of a region to
implement new technology, the more spillovers will be accommodated. These
simple rules give occasion to an analysis by simulations for several regions on
a plane. These simulations will be described in Chapter V. :
66y
Chapter IV modelled technology spillovers across regions while taking into
account geographic proximity and technological distance. This chapter will
analyse the model by use of simulations.
Because spillovers are bilateral, the model in Chapter IV describes many
interactions between regions in each period of time. The non-linearity of the
model potentially leads to a high sensitivity to the initial conditions or
parameter constellations. However, by carrying out many simulations (with
randomised initial conditions or parameter constellations) it is possible to
examine the general behaviour of the model. In fact, when we look at the
general behaviour, we find that certain patterns in the gaps of the knowledge
stocks appear repeatedly.
The chapter follows an organisatton in six sections. The first section explains
the geographical spheres that are used for the simulations. Section V.2 focuses
on the measurement of geographical distance in the model. Several alternative
ways of measuring and modelling geographical distance will be discussed.
Next, results will be presented for several experiments in which the initial
conditions and parameters are varied, starting in Section V.3 with variations
in the initial level of the knowledge stock. This is followed by two sections
describing variations in parameters. Section V.4 examines the effect of the
learning capability, whereas Section V.5 focuses on the influence of the
exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock. Section V.6 presents a
summary and a conclusion.
67V.I Description o/ tfie «rti/icia/ data and t/ie arri/i'cüiZ geograpnicaZ
spheres
The model described in the former chapter is analysed, generating artificial
data and using artificial geographical spheres. Although the model in Chapter
IV fully describes interactions between regions, it does not provide a
description of how regions are located in space. This section explains three
different ways in which this gap will be filled. The three possible spatial
structures considered are a lattice of honeycombs, a column and a globe. The
first of these spheres is two-dimensional. A honeycomb pattern is chosen in
order to provide an equal amount of contingent neighbours for each region,
with each neighbour having an equally long border (this would not be the
case by using a lattice of squares, which would have the additional difficulty
of judging the importance of the different kinds of neighbours - queens,
bishops or rooks^ - by assigning weights to them). Because the lattice is flat
and has a hexagonal shape in itself, there is always exactly one central region.
This region has a favourable location, as will become clear from the
experiments.
Second, the model is simulated using a space in the shape of a column. In the
column the single central region from the lattice is replaced by a belt of
regions around the middle of the column. Finally, a globe is modelled. In the
globe there is no inherently central location.
Both the column and the globe consist of a honeycomb pattern, in the case of
the globe pentagons had to be added (the regions are constructed as the
pattern on a soccer ball, i.e., 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons)". The lattice of
honeycombs can be considered similar to a country, whereas the globe could
be a model for a world. The column can be seen as an intermediate case, since
These terms are borrowed from chess. A queen is allowed to move in all directions
indicating that all 8 neighbours of a square are equally important. A lattice with these
characteristics is called a Moore neighbourhood. A bishop is only allowed to move in a
diagonal way, while a rook is only allowed to move horizontally or vertically, meaning that
one might want to assign a different (lower) weight to a neighbours, which do not share a
border but only one point (the bishops-case) than to neighbours, which do share a border
(the rooks-case). When only neighbours of the rook type are considered, the plain is called a
von-Neumann neighbourhood.
It is impossible to construct a three-dimensional figure by the single use of hexagons.
Hexagons will always produce a flat sphere, since the sum of the angles of three contingent
hexagons is equal to 360 degrees. By adding pentagons the total angle will be less than 360
and thus producing a three-dimensional figure. It would have been possible to construct a
three-dimensional sphere by using pentagons only, however, in that case the total number of
pentagons (regions) used would be twelve. The globe that is used in the simulations consists
of thirty-two planes (regions), which was considered to give more interesting interactions
than a sphere containing only twelve planes.
68it replaces the one central region of the lattice by a belt of centrally located
regions, whereas on the globe every region is centrally located. Appendix V.B
shows the three spaces considered.
Geographic distance in the artificial geographical spheres is measured by
assigning a weight of 1 to neighbouring regions (in the sense that two regions
share one border). Regions which do not share a border with a specific region
are given a weight by using the concept of nearest neighbours, which means
that a different (lower) weight is attributed to a second order neighbour. A
second order neighbour does not share a border with a specific region, but
does share a border with a neighbour of the specific region. It is very
important to notice that no evaluation of relative importance of the connection
between regions, based on ex ante known information (for example the
presence of roads and railways) is taken into account. Only geographical
distances are reflected. In this way the distance y„ is determined for every
region towards every other region. Now, it is possible to construct a region-
by-region matrix of shortest paths. Then, the corresponding weights are
determined using the inverse of the orders (inverse shortest path, Hagett, Cliff
and Frey, 1977). Note that this way of measuring geographical distance is a
special case of 1/(Y„) in which x is equal to 1. In the specification of the
spillover function (Equation (IV-3) of the model in Chapter IV) x was set equal
to 1, assuming a simple inverse relationship between geographical distance
and knowledge spillovers.
V.2 Van/i«g the impact o/geograp/iica/ distance
With respect to the resulting pattern of the gaps towards the leader region (for
a lattice of honeycombs), the inverse order method leads to a pattern as
displayed in Figure V-l. The numbers within each cell refer to the size of the
technology gap a region has towards the leader region. Darker patterns
correspond to smaller gaps. In the next section, we will come back to this
pattern. Note that initial knowledge stocks and parameter values are identical
across regions*.
Knowledge spills over to a region more easily when the distance towards a
knowledge intensive region is small. Since region 1 has the most favourable
location, it will end up being the leader (all other things equal).
The initial values of the data are described in Appendix V.A.(0.13324 V-40.13324')
^iQ.1805 ^> (0.03971) (0.1805:
403971





Figure V-l • ,,.•.-
We can add more importance to the geographic distance by increasing the
value of x in the relation 1/(Y,.')'". Figure V-2 shows the results for the lattice of
honeycombs. The horizontal axis displays the power x. The vertical axis
shows the coefficient of variation across the gaps towards the leader at the
end of the run. By increasing the influence of geographic distance (x), it is
expected that more polarisation occurs, and therefore the coefficient of
variation goes up. However, Figure V-2 shows that over the range x = 3 to 5,
initially the coefficient of variation decreases. An explanation for this is that
the two components of the coefficient of variation (the coefficient of variation
of the gaps is the ratio between the standard deviation over the gaps toward
the leader and the average gap) react in different ways to an increase in the
power x. As x is increased from the standard situation x = 1 to x = 2, both the
standard deviation and the average increase (the standard deviation increases
more than proportional to the average), causing the coefficient of variation to
rise as well. From x = 2 to x = 4 the standard deviation and the average
continue to rise, although the average increases more than proportional than
the standard deviation, causing the coefficient of variation to decrease in
value. From x = 5 onwards the average and standard deviation decrease (the
average more than the standard deviation), thus the coefficient of variation
increases again.
For the lattice of honeycombs, an increase in the power x (geographical
distance becomes more important as a factor determining the spillovers across
regions) quite quickly (after x = 5) leads to higher disparity across the gaps in
'' One has to keep in mind that all matrices of weights are scaled to 1000 (££7, = 1000),
therefore making it possible to compare the results across methods and across spheres.
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the regions, indicating a higher degree of polarisation. The curve flattens at
values of x close to 30, pointing out that a further increase in x will cause less
polarisation.
The column shows different results. Where the coefficient of variation for the
lattice seems to stabilise at a certain level when x is increased, the coefficient
of variation for the column increases exponentially after an initial decrease
(Figure V-3), indicating that there seems to be no bound to the growth of
polarisation as a function of x. Note, however, that the increase in polarisation
may eventually level off for even higher values of x. No experiments to
investigate this were conducted.
The globe shows results that are even more interesting. Since the globe
consists of relatively many regions compared to the lattice and the column, we
only succeeded in taking x up to 3. However, the coefficient of variation is the
same for every value of x, {xe9?|l<x<3}. Thus, for the globe an increase in
importance of the geographical distance in determining the spillovers across
regions does not have an impact on the dispersion of the gaps. This
observation follows from the specific characteristics of the globe, on which
each region can be regarded as being centrally located, i.e., the distance from
each region to all others is identical. Therefore, an increase in importance of
geographical distance will have an identical impact on all regions.
71V.3 Variafions in tfie tntfia/ srocfc o/ fcnow/edge
This section addresses the question whether there is path dependence, in the
sense that the resulting gaps at the end of the simulation period (here 10000
time intervals are used) depend on the variation in the initial knowledge
stock. To examine this possibility we let the initial knowledge stock of each
region vary across runs. All simulations use a Pascal computer program that
implements a Runge-Kutta algorithm to numerically solve the differential
equations for the technology gap.
V.3.a La tticcqf honeycombs
By carrying out many simulations (with randomised initial values for the
knowledge stock across regions), it is possible to examine the general
behaviour of the model. We find that certain patterns in the gaps of the
knowledge stocks appear repeatedly.
Figure V-4 displays the results based on a lattice of honeycombs. The x-axis
represents the coefficient of variation of the knowledge stock at the start of the
simulation. The vertical axis represents the coefficient of variation across
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It appears from the figure that there exists a distribution in five groups. Most
prominent are simulations in which the final coefficient of variation has a
value around 0.6, simulations in which the final coefficient of variation is
about 2.8 and simulations in which the final coefficient of variation is about
3.9. The number of groups that exists decreases when the initial disparity
72across regions decreases. When the coefficient of variation at the start of the
simulation has a value of 0.2 or lower only two groups exist. For an initial
disparity of 0.04 (or lower) only one group prevails.
How do these different groupings come about? To answer this question, we
have to keep in mind that a higher coefficient of variation indicates a larger
dispersion between the gaps towards the leader. A coefficient of variation
around 2.8 at the end of the simulation indicates that two regions have fallen
behind, i.e., display a very large gap towards the leader. A final coefficient of
variation around 3.9 indicates that only one region has fallen behind.
It is notable that all simulations that were performed with an initial coefficient
of variation of 0.04 or lower display the same coefficient of variation in the
final period, indicating that the same pattern in the gaps occurred in every
simulation run after a certain time. In every simulation run, the same leader
prevailed and every other region in the lattice had the same gap towards the
leader. These gaps are displayed in Figure V-5. This figure clearly indicates
the influence of the geographical distance. The central region has the most
favourable position and therefore always prevails as the leader region. The
regions located in the first ring around the middle display the lowest gap
towards the leader. In the second ring, there is a difference in 'locational
advantage'. The regions that have 'a full' honeycomb between the central
region and themselves have the largest gap towards the leader. When a
straight line is drawn between the central point of such a region and the
central point of the centre region, this has the largest length possible in this
pattern. A more favourable position have those second ring regions which are
located in a way that a straight line drawn between their central point and the
centre region is relatively short. They are more closely located to the central
region and therefore, on average, get more spillovers than their neighbours on
the second ring. The coefficient of variation for this pattern of dispersion is
equal to 0.577.
Figure V-4 shows also that a high initial dispersion across regions in their
knowledge stock induces a wide variety in resulting coefficients of variation
at the end of the simulation. Identical (large) initial coefficients of variation
may lead to different degrees of disparity across runs in the final period. In
other words, the initial dispersion cannot exactly determine the distribution of
gaps within a single simulation, but it has an influence on the variation in the
final coefficient of variation across simulations. Figure V-4 shows clearly that
if the initial coefficient of variation is low, the variety in resulting final
coefficients of variation has decreased as well. Thus, there seems to be some
path dependence (at large initial dispersion).
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Why is the model so sensitive to the initial dispersion across regions with
respect to their knowledge stock? After the random distribution of knowledge
stocks at t=0, the model generates spillovers for every region. With a higher
initial dispersion of the knowledge stocks, the probability on a large (initial)
gap for one (or more) of the regions is higher. In the case of an initial high gap,
the laggard region will barely receive spillovers from the leading region and is
likely to fall behind instead of catch up. This implies that the final coefficient
of variation for this simulation is quite high. When the initial dispersion
across regions is low enough (say 0.04), a lagging region will be able to
overcome its technology gap by receiving enough spillovers to prevent falling
behind. Thus, for several values of the initial coefficient of variation, no region
will fall behind and the gaps at period 10000 will show the pattern as
displayed in Figure V-5.
Table V-1
Range out of which the initial knowledge stock Percentage of runs that show behind falling
of each region is taken (at random) regions (out of 50 runs)
Range 1 -2 0%
Range 0.5-2 0%
Range 0.1-2 ' • 16% ' '
Range 0.01 - 2 68%
Range 0-2 74%
Table V-1 confirms this argumentation. In the present experiment, the
knowledge stock for each individual region is drawn from a uniform
distribution, from which the lower boundary is shifted upwards, while the
upper boundary remains constant. Table V-1 displays in the first column the
boundaries of the uniform distribution. This gives an indication of the
74variation in the initial knowledge stock across regions. The second column
displays the percentage of runs in the range containing regions that fell
behind. This table points to the conclusion that the number of runs in which
falling behind occurs increases as the initial range is increased and there is a
higher probability of a large variation in the initial knowledge stocks.
Figure V-6 shows how this happens. The curve in Figure V-6 displays the net
spillover function between two regions, the leader region versus another one
(the geographical distance between the two regions is equal to three in this
figure). A small variety in initial knowledge stocks implies that all regions
start from a position in range A or ß (the catch up area, the region will
undergo dynamic forces that move it along the curve towards equilibrium E,),
but never C (the falling behind area, dynamic forces will cause the gap
towards the leader to increase). At a high initial disparity across regions, the
chance is enlarged that regions will start at a position located in C. Therefore
some regions will fall behind and 'disturb' the pattern in Figure V-5.
Of course there are other factors that determine the location of equilibrium
point E2, which is the border between catching-up and falling behind.
Equation 5' in Chapter IV showed that the terms (p. - p.) and (£„S^ - £,S.J,
together, determine the position of the horizontal line in Figure V-6.
Therefore, a movement in the horizontal line (and therefore in the horizontal
position of E2) can be caused by two factors, first a variation in the difference
between the exogenous rates of growth of the knowledge stocks of two
regions. In the experiment we consider in this section, this factor is equal to
zero, since we assume that the rate of exogenous growth of the knowledge
stock is equal across regions. Second, a difference across regions in the
4 O
Figure V-6
75spillovers received from all other regions. For this term, the favourability of
the geographic location of a region is crucial, as was confirmed by Figure V-5.
6 .
V.3.& A co/wmn
In the previous section, the regions located in the centre or in the ring around
the centre had a locational advantage with respect to receiving knowledge
spillovers. This is partly reproduced in the present set of simulations, which
use a column as the spatial structure.
Figure V-7 corresponds to V-5. It displays the case for which no falling behind
takes place. The regions located in the middle band of the column have the
most favourable position with respect to receiving spillovers from
neighbouring regions, because they have more neighbours with a low order
than the regions on the edge of the column. As said before, the more
•;-.*••
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Figure V-8neighbours a region has with a relative low order, the more potential
spillovers it will receive.
Figure V-8 shows the sensitivity of this sphere to variations in the initial
knowledge stocks across regions. Again, the disparity at the start of the
simulation is plotted against the disparity at the end of the simulation. Six
groupings are visible, at different values on the vertical axis from the ones in
the lattice. This is due to the fact that the dynamics of this sphere lead to a
different final outcome of the model, namely the one presented in Figure V-7
(e.g. three leaders instead of one in the case of the lattice). The disparity of the
gaps across regions as displayed by Figure V-7 becomes unique when at the
start of the simulation there is little disparity across knowledge stocks, i.e., the
initial coefficient of variation has a value of 0.1 or lower. This is the case at the
utmost left of Figure V-8.
V.3.c ,
For the final experiment in this set, the regions are located on a globe. In this
sphere, all hexagon shaped regions have an equal potential for receiving
knowledge spillovers. The same holds for all pentagon-shaped regions.
However, a hexagon-shaped region has a small advantage over a pentagon-
shaped region with respect to receiving knowledge spillovers, since the
honeycomb-shape provides a region with six instead of five direct neighbours
and thus probably more spillovers.
Similar to the experiments carried out with the lattice and the column, several
simulations based on this sphere were performed. One single pattern of gaps
toward the leader occurred at low initial disparity of the knowledge stocks.
This pattern is displayed in Figure V-9. In this pattern, every hexagon-shaped
region became a leader eventually, and every pentagon-shaped region
developed a gap towards the leader of size 0.01248. This result indicates that
hexagon-shaped regions indeed have a small locational advantage compared
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Figure V-10 gives an illustration of the average coefficient of variation over
the gaps towards the leader in period 10000 in every run. The figure shows
that when the initial disparity increases from 0 to about 0.6, the number of
different groupings increases, until there are six different groupings at an
initial coefficient of variation of 0.6. Each of these six differejat ^roiip'mgs
corresponds to a unique number of regions that fell behind during the
simulation run. This is illustrated by Figure V-ll.
Figure V-10 points out that at a large initial disparity across regions several
situations occur, in the most extreme case, five regions fall behind. As the
initial disparity decreases, the emphasis shifts to situations in which little
regions fall behind. Finally, (coefficient of variation is equal to about 0.1) the
model arrives in a situation that no regions fall behind and the dispersion of
the gaps displays the pattern shown in Figure V-9 at period 10000.
Number or region, that I en behind
Figure V-ll
78V.3.d Summary and conc/ustbn
In this section, the disparity across the knowledge stock of each region at the
start of the simulation was plotted against the disparity in knowledge stocks
resulting at the end of the simulation. It was shown that the resulting
disparity in gaps across runs is sensitive to the initial disparity across
knowledge stocks. For each sphere, there is a certain interval in which no
falling behind of regions will occur. When there is no falling behind, the
influence of geographic distance on the model becomes clearest. The lattice
shows the typical resulting pattern with the centrally located region being the
leader. The geographical distance towards the central region determines the
gap of all other regions. The column is characterised by a belt of leaders. The
globe has many leaders, since all hexagon-shaped regions have the same
favourable geographic location for receiving spillovers from other regions.
Thus, if there is no falling behind, each run in each geographical sphere locks
in to a certain chain of events, which in the end will lead to a pattern of gaps
that is solely determined by geographical distances. Falling behind may
'disturb' this pattern, and lead to higher disparity.
V.4 Variflfiows IM fne /earning
In this set of experiments a randomly generated learning capability (5) is
assigned to each region. The value for 8 is drawn from a uniform distribution
for which the upper boundary and lower boundary are determined by
calibration (Table V-2). Several sets of 50 runs with different ranges were
generated*. Table V-2 gives some statistical information on the results.
Table V-2: Average, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the gap over all
regions (50 runs)
0 to 2 0 to 10 0 to 50 1 to 10 1 to 2 2 to 3 40 to 41
Average 1.562 1.562 1.562 1.901 0.543 0.543 0.580
Standard deviation 0.435 0.435 0.435 0.578 0.088 0.078 0.016
Coefficient of 0.278 0.278 0.278 0.304 0.161 0.144 0.028
Variation
A number of conclusions can be drawn from this table. First, we observe that
the range in which the learning capability is allowed to vary should be small
in order to have a low coefficient of variation. Second, the interval should be
small re/flf/ue to the level of the learning capability. If the interval 1 to 2 is
38
The calibration shown applies to the lattice of honeycombs. Calibrations for the other
spheres indicated that the choice of a different sphere does influence the calibration.
79compared with 2 to 3 and 40 to 41, it can be seen that the coefficient of
variation decreases over these intervals.
This is quite intuitive, since a relatively large difference in learning
capabilities means that regions cannot implement the knowledge spilled over
from other regions. This is illustrated in Figure IV-7, in which a relatively
large difference in learning capabilities among two regions causes a skewness
of the spillover curve, so that it becomes very difficult for the backward region
to catch up. • • • • .
The sensitivity to the lower boundary for the lattice is shown in Figure V-12.
In this figure the value for 8 is drawn from a uniform distribution with upper
boundary 2, and lower boundary varying from 1.8 until 2, taking steps of 0.01.
The lower boundary is displayed on the horizontal axis. On the vertical axis,
the coefficient of variation of the resulting technology gaps over all regions
(after 10000 simulated time periods) is shown. The shades in the figure
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80corresponding to a frequency of 50 (i.e., all runs). White shades indicate very
low (sometimes zero) frequencies.
It has to be noted that in none of these ranges falling behind occurs, i.e., an
equilibrium value of the gap always exists. Recall that the higher 8 for a
region, the more it is capable to implement the knowledge that spills over
from other regions. Regions with a high learning capability make more
effective use of the knowledge they receive.
For the column (Figure V-13) and the globe (Figure V-14) the same analysis is
done. A number of striking features emerges from these three figures. The
coefficient of variation for the lattice is comet-shaped. The trail of 'the comet'
(the dark spot at the right of the figures) disperses equally to all directions as
the lower boundary is decreased. The coefficient of variation for the column
does the same, but exclusively in a downward direction. The globe does not
show such a clear fan-shape. In this case, there is only little dispersion on the
left-hand side of the curve, but the coefficient of variation across the ranges
shows the same downward sloping trend (from right to left) as the column.
This last result is counterintuitive. A higher diversity across regions (in terms
of the initial learning capability) causes lower levels of disparity in the
resulting gaps at the end of the simulation, whereas less initial diversity leads
to more disparity in knowledge stocks.
What causes the dispersion in the trail of 'the comet' in the figures for the
lattice and the column? When the range is limited to only one value (in this
case 2), the only factor that has an influence on the difference between regions
is the geographical distance. As was seen before, distance is a polarising factor
and leads to a distribution of gaps for the lattice as displayed in Figure V-5
and a distribution of gaps for the column as displayed in Figure V-7. When
the range is broadened, a second polarising factor executes an influence on the
regions, namely the learning capability. These two polarising factors
counteract. A region with an unfavourable geographical location may
(randomly) obtain a high learning capability, while the centrally located
region may (randomly) obtain a low learning capability. This leads to lower
levels of disparity «Hf/im one run, but also leads to more disparity across the
runs. Since there is more opportunity for the learning capability as a second
polarising factor with larger ranges (at the left end of the figure), the outcomes
- in terms of coefficient of variation across the gaps - of different runs become
more distinct, causing the fan-shape in the lattice and the column.
This does not yet explain why the figures for the column (V-13) and globe (V-
14) show an upward slope, and the lattice does not. The difference between
the spheres lies mainly in the fact that the column and globe have three or
81more regions that will become leader in the end (if only geographic forces are
considered). In addition to these leaders, there are a number of regions, which
display a very small gap towards the leaders. For the lattice there is only one
region which becomes a leader. The six first ring regions have a gap that is
relatively large.
This means that in the case of a globe or column, there are more than one
'neighbourhoods', with 'local' leaders. When such a 'local' leader is affected
by a low learning capability (which is more likely for larger ranges of this
parameter), this not only affects the local leader, but indeed the whole
neighbourhood. This causes an overall lower coefficient of variation. On the
other hand, a lower coefficient of variation could be the result of higher
learning capabilities for the peripheral regions. However, the chance that all
(or at least a large part of the) peripheral regions (randomly) obtain(s) a higher
learning capability than the potential local leaders is limited. The impact of
differences in learning capability grows disproporrionally with the range,
causing the upward sloping pattern in Figures V-13 and V-14. Since the globe
has more potential local leaders than the column (20 versus 3), the chance is
higher in case of the globe that a local leader (randomly) obtains a low
learning capability. Therefore, Figure V-14 displays a higher upward slope
than Figure V-13.
What is also peculiar in Figure V-14 is the typical curve the coefficient of
variation displays when the lower boundary is decreased. From 1.9
downwards there seems to be a horizontal trend. This can be explained as
follows. At the left-hand side of the figure, the randomness in the parameter
apparently has a level that additional randomness does not increase the
chance that an additional potential local leader obtains a relatively low
learning capability. Therefore, the number of potential local leaders does not
decrease any further at larger parameter ranges, resulting in a horizontal part
in the figure.
The conclusion that can be drawn from these figures (V-13 and V-14) is an
extraordinary one. Contrary to what is generally assumed, it is found that
when differences in learning capabilities increase across regions, the disparity
between them decreases. This is a direct effect from the inclusion of
geographical distance in the model. Thus, the results show that leaving out
distance from a model of technology gaps may indeed lead to rather special
results.
82V.5 Variations IM tfie exogenous rate o/grow;f/i o/ tne /cnoitf/eage sfocfc
In the following set of experiments the exogenous rate of growth of the
knowledge stock is randomly chosen from different ranges, while the initial
knowledge stocks (as well as other parameters) of the regions are equal.
Compared to the first set of experiments, in which the knowledge stock was
initially random, this set behaves a little differently. In general, it does matter
for final leadership whether a region has an initial advantage. The region
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Two determinants of leadership in the first stages of the simulation occur. On
the one hand, the initial exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock is a
very important influence in determining the leader in the first periods of
simulation. However, the geographical distance to centrally located regions
has not to be taken for granted, since geographic forces rule the amount of
spillovers received by all regions. In general, the region that has the highest p
83of all centrally located first order regions (which receive many spillovers due
to their geographic location) will most likely become a leader.
This can be explained by looking again at Equation (FV-5') in Section IV.3. The
term (p, - p,) together with the term (E„S,„ - I„S,„), determine the position of the
horizontal line in Figure V-6. In the foregoing experiments the term (p, - p,)
was equal to zero, in this experiment p is randomly chosen out of different
ranges. It can easily be understood that if the difference between the
exogenous rates of growth of the knowledge stock across regions is small, the
horizontal line in Figure V-6 will be located close to the x-axis. This implies
that the horizontal line and the S-S, curve intersect at the two equilibrium
points of which the right one has a position relatively far to the right of the top
of the spillover curve. Therefore, regions can catch-up even at a large initial
gap towards the leader. A small difference between the exogenous rates of
growth of the knowledge stock in the lattice therefore implies a high chance
on a distribution of gaps as displayed in Figure V-5 (in which all regions
catch-up). However, if every region is able to catch-up, that does not
necessarily mean that the pattern of Figure V-5 comes up. It is very well
possible in this experiment that another region than the central region will
end up with final leadership, and all other regions will catch-up to their stable
equilibrium gap towards this leader region.
In order to see in which way the model is sensitive to changes in the range out
of which the exogenous rate of growth was chosen at random, several sets of
50 runs were carried out each with a different range. Figure V-15 shows the
results for the lattice when the lower boundary of the range is increased from
1.8 to 2 with steps of 0.01. The upper boundary is held constant at 2. The
vertical axis shows the coefficient of variation over the last period in every
run. This figure illustrates that only for a very small interval all 50
observations show nearly the same coefficient of variation.
The coefficient of variation displays a fan-shape (identical to the experiment
with the learning capability). All coefficients of variation tend to one value as
the gap between lower and upper boundary decreases. The explanation is the
same as in the experiment with the learning capability. Increasing the
difference in exogenous rates of growth of the knowledge stock introduces a
second polarising factor, next to the geographic distance. The two polarising
factors counteract, thereby causing a larger equality across gaps wiffn'n one
run and a larger disparity across coefficients of variation across several (50)
runs.
For the column, the sensitivity to the lower boundary of the interval is given
in V-16. Contrary to the lattice this sphere seems to generate mostly
coefficients of variation which are smaller than the one in which three leaders
84appear (the dark spot at the right of the figure)". Again a fan-shape appears.
The explanation for these features is the same as for the case in which the
learning capability was varied across ranges. The fan-shape is generated by
the growing inequality in the coefficient of variation across runs, as the
difference in learning capabilities across regions counteracts the difference in
geographic location (from right to left). The line is upward sloping because
within each run the disparity across gaps increases, as the range is decreased,
due to the characteristics of the column.
The figure for the globe (V-17) shows a curve that is upward sloping and
shows less of a fan-shape. There is only little dispersion at the left-hand side of
the curve. Contrary to the former experiment with the learning capability, this
curve does not yet show a horizontal part when the gap between lower and
upper boundary is large. However, we see that the lowest observation has a
coefficient of variation of about 0.6 at a lower boundary of 1.4. If the lower
boundary would further be decreased, the figure would start to show a
horizontal trend.
The general conclusion from this section follows the same directions as the
former section in which the learning capability of each region was varied. The
patterns in this section show similar trends, although there are a few
differences. The graph for the column, under a variation of the exogenous rate
of growth, shows the same fan shape, but the upward trend is much less steep
than under a variation in the learning capability in the former section. This
indicates that a variation in the learning capability has a stronger
counteracting effect (to geographical distance) than a variation in the
exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock. If the range in which a
parameter can vary is small, larger differences occur across runs in the case of
the learning capability compared to the exogenous rate of growth of the
knowledge stock.
Virtually the same holds for the globe. The effect of the learning capability on
overall disparity is larger than in the experiment in which the exogenous rate
of growth of the knowledge stock was varied in the same range.
Figure V-7 shows the distribution of the gaps across regions as occurs at the utter right of
the figure.
85V.6 Summart/ and conclusions •• '
This chapter presented the simulation results for the spillover model as
discussed in Chapter IV. From the simulations executed until now, we can
draw several conclusions. Certain structures appear when different kinds of
simulations are compared. Table V-3 allocates the findings into four groups
that show similar characteristics.
Table V-3: Summary of the results _____^_
Lattice Column Globe
Variations in the initial knowledge stock
Variations in the learning capability




The cases A show that if initial differences in knowledge stocks across regions
are small enough, no falling behind occurs. The system locks in to an
evolution of events, which leads to an equilibrium state in which geographical
proximity is the only determinant of the size of the gaps of the regions.
B, C and D show cases in which parameter changes have an effect on
disparity. We can discriminate the results according to geographic sphere. The
lattice generates the following characteristics of the results. The more
differences there are across regions with regard to learning capability and
exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock, the larger is the variation in
resulting gaps. The runs can show both higher and lower disparity than the
'perfect' distribution of gaps as regions initially have more differences.
We see a clear difference of the situation under B with the situation under C,
in which the column is concerned. In C, the case in which all regions are equal
to each other generates the highest disparity. As soon as regions show
differences with respect to the learning capability or the exogenous rate of
growth, the disparity becomes less. In this case, there are no runs that have a
larger coefficient of variation than the equilibrium distribution of case A.
The globe (D) has a slightly different effect of the change in parameters. The
disparity decreases as regions show larger differences with respect to the
value of their parameter. In this respect, these results are similar to the ones
for the column. However, if a certain minimum level of disparity is reached,
the disparity will not decrease any further. Larger initial differences in
parameters will induce results which have a similar coefficient of variation.
Thus, varying a level variable as the initial knowledge stock has a different
kind of effect than varying a parameter (which influences the growth rates).
86The first one causes geographic proximity to become the main influence as
regions become more equal, whereas the latter shows that there are two
counteracting forces at work. Increasing differences in the learning capability
and the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock are in themselves
polarising factors. Combined with geographic forces, however, they lead to
less disparity across regions.
From a policy perspective, the learning capability of a region can be
influenced by actively trying to enhance the knowledge infrastructure of a
region. Stimulating co-operation between firms and research organisations
and ameliorating the educational structure are measures that have this effect-
However, from this study it appears that the existence of differences across
regions may not be as 'bad' as is generally believed. The mere existence of
differences in learning capabilities across regions may cause disparity
between regions to be relatively small.
With respect to the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock of a
region, this could be enhanced by stimulation of the R&D activities in a
region. In fact, there are several policy measures that aim at stimulating
(private) R&D. Again, the present model points out that small differences
across regions in their exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock may
lead to relatively large differences across regions with respect to gaps in the
knowledge stock.
87APPENDIX V.A ^^ ;
Default levels of the variables and values of the parameters: ...
10000 (Number of periods, t)
10 (Knowledge stock, K) • ' '
1 (Exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock, p)
1 • (Learning Capability 8)
1 (Catch-up parameter, |i) • • • •
0.005 (ß) ....->.. • •
0.005 (a) - -.-.- . , •: .
1 .-. (Verdoorn parameter, X.) .-.-,.
7 (geographical distance) is constructed with the help of three different types of distance
tables, one for each sphere.
88APPENDIX V.B
Figure V.B-1: Lattice of honeycombs Figure V.B-1: A column
Figure V.B-1 displays the topography of the regions on a lattice of honeycombs. The number
within each hexagon was used to establish the geographical distances between all hexagons.
Figure V.B-2 displays the column. Region 1 borders to regions 4, 5 and 2 as well as 18 and
19, region 2 to regions 1, 5, 6 and 3 as well as 19 and 20, and region 3 has next to region 2, 6
and 7 also regions 20 and 21 as its direct neighbours. Thus if one would walk from region 20
to the right, one would reappear at the left of the figure in region 2 or 3.
The figure below (Figure V.B-3) represents a globe with 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons. For
the graphical representation, we used the same principle that was applied in making a map
of the world. Hence, the regions close to the poles look larger as they actually are, while the
regions around the equator show their true proportions. At the bottom and at the top are
regions 29 and 9. These are pentagons, for example region 9 borders to five regions, namely
3, 2, 8, 10 and 11. Region 29 and 9 are in reality as large as region 1. The graphic
representation of a globe has also as a consequence that for example region 3 seems to differ
in size from region 6. Again, this is not the case in reality, region 3 is an ordinary hexagon.
Figure V.B-3: A globe
89The same goes for all the other regions bordering 9 or 29. It should also be noted that region
11 borders not only to regions 9,10, 24, 25 and 12, but also to region 3. In this way, region 12
also borders to regions 3 and 4, region 13 has regions 4 and 14 as direct neighbours as well,
whereas region 28 also shares a border with regions 14 and 15.
90countries
The model that will be presented in this chapter can be viewed as an
elaboration of the model in the previous chapter. In the former model regions
were assumed to coexist in a world without national borders. A complete
unification of the involved economies prevailed. In fact, no distinction was
made between countries. The model in this chapter gives a more adequate
representation of reality, in that it distinguishes between countries by
introducing (among others) an exchange rate system. A labour market and
capital accumulation are also added in this extended version of the model.
These changes make it possible to focus on the economic relations between
countries in addition to interregional knowledge spillovers. Only the latter
aspect was the focus of the previous chapter. This elaboration also allows us
to explore the influence of economic integration on the distribution of
knowledge and growth across regions.
The main economic content will be taken from the Goodwin model, as
described briefly in Chapter III. Section VI. 1 discusses arguments for the
introduction of countries into the model. This section is followed by a
description of the extended model (VI.2.a) and the verification of this model
(VI.2.b). Section VI.3 is directed to the simulation results. The first part of this
section (VI.3.a) focuses on the introduction of a monetary union*', while the
The terms 'monetary union' and 'system of fixed exchange rates' will be used
interchangeably, since in terms of the model a system of fixed exchange rates is identical to a
monetary union. Both refer to a situation in which each currency can be denominated in the
currency of another country against a fixed rate.
91second part (VI.3.b) deals with barriers to knowledge spillovers. Section VI.4
concludes and summarises the main findings of this chapter.
V7.3 Why inrrodwriMg co««tries
In what respect does the introduction of countries enrich the model? By
abstracting from countries, the model in the former chapter refrained from
barriers to trade and barriers to knowledge spillovers. These barriers can have
an important influence on the distribution of growth across regions. First,
trade can have an influence on growth, by enhancing specialisation and thus
enabling increasing returns to scale. Various trade-growth models explore this
relation (Grossman and Helpman, 1990). Second, international specialisation
may have an impact on the amount of spillovers that take place within a
country relative to the amount between countries. Thus, barriers to trade and
to knowledge spillovers may well have an influence on the distribution of
gaps throughout all regions.
Traditional trade theory explains differences in production structures mainly
through differences in underlying characteristics (endowments or
technologies). In the Heckscher-Olin explanation of international trade, trade
is driven by comparative advantage based on factor endowment differences.
In the classical Ricardian theory, industry-wide differences in technology
endorse trade (Flam, 1992). New trade theory explains differences in
production structures through differences in underlying characteristics as
well, but focuses on increasing returns to scale and allows imperfect
competition and, moreover, countries are assumed to specialise in industries
where they have economies of scaled Consequently, geographic concentration
of production will occur. Economies of scale are essential for explaining the
uneven geographical distribution of economic activity. Economic integration
leads to larger markets and therefore to economies of scale. This results in
specialisation and polarisation of economic activity (Ottaviano and Puga,
1997).
Within the broad stream of new trade-growth models, three currents can be
distinguished (Dowrick, 1997): neo-Smithian models emphasising that trade
enables specialisation which - through learning by doing - yields increased
productivity. Every activity in which a country is specialised has the same
This is true for models that are constructed along the lines of the Marshallian approach. It
is assumed that industry-specific externalities (Marshallian externalities) exist. The
Chamberlinian approach, on the other hand, assumes product differentiation. In this
approach countries specialize in different versions of the same product. In this section we
limit the overview to models that contain Marshallian externalities.
92possibilities for growth. Only the geographic distribution of growth per sector
is influenced by trade. The gains from trade liberalisation are spread evenly in
this theory. Neo-Ricardian models focus on specialisation in particular
activities, induced by comparative advantage. Countries will specialise in
certain activities according to their comparative advantage. However,
activities can have different growth rates. Therefore, countries will grow faster
if the activities in which they are specialised are characterised by higher rates
of productivity. Again, the geographic distribution of growth differs per
sector, but this theory goes even further: a disparity in overall growth can
emerge because different sectors have different rates of productivity.
Economic integration could have the consequence that some countries end up
having low growth, because their comparative advantage lies in low growth
activities. Finally, neo-Millian theories emphasise the role of trade as a
channel for international diffusion of ideas and technology. Imitation, reverse
engineering and direct exchange of ideas between buyers and sellers - all
inherent to trade - causes an effective distribution of knowledge throughout
the world. International trade enhances knowledge spillovers across country-
borders. Trade-liberalisation would therefore increase output for all
economies involved.
Quantitative studies along these lines have focused on samples of countries
throughout the world (not specific EU) and have indicated a positive
relationship between trade liberalisation and growth. The results suggest that,
gains of the order of 0.5 percentage points per year (in terms of growth rates)
might be expected (Dowrick, 1997).
To be able to study these influences, the situation under barriers to trade and
knowledge spillovers has to be compared to a situation in which these barriers
are released. In other words, comparing a situation before and after economic
integration will make it possible to explore the effects of trade barriers on the
distribution of growth. Pelkmans (1997, p.2) defines economic integration as:
"the elimination of economic frontiers between two or more economies. In
turn, an economic frontier is any demarcation over which actual and potential
mobilities of goods, services and production factors, as well as communication
flows, are relatively low". Economic frontiers can have different forms.
Balassa (1975) describes the different stages of economic integration. In each of
these stages one sort of economic frontier is released. At first tariffs and
quotas are removed. One of the final stages of integration is the introduction
of a monetary union (pegging the exchange rates).
It is difficult to make a clear-cut distinction between barriers to trade and
barriers to knowledge spillovers. International barriers to trade come in
various formats. Exchange rate volatility (Section VI.3.a), quota's, tariffs and a
political unstable situation all form a barrier to international trade. Under the
93(Millian) assumption that trade in goods is accompanied by diffusion of
knowledge (every product contains information about for instance its
construction that can be deduced by reverse engineering) a barrier to cross
country trade can limit the knowledge spillovers in these directions. However,
trade is one (indirect) way in which knowledge is diffused.
In this chapter, the focus will lie on removing trade barriers by introducing a
monetary union. The model developed in this chapter will take into account
increasing returns, through the Verdoorn effect. Specialisation will not be
endeepened as a source of disparity across regions, since only one sector will
be introduced. Although the focus will lie on the effect of (releasing the)
barriers to trade, one section will be devoted to barriers to knowledge
spillovers.
V7.2 Description o/ rfie mode/
V7.2.a
This section will concentrate on the extension of the model compared to the
model presented in the former chapters. The economy consists of a number of
countries (denoted by /' = l..m), each of which contains several regions
(denoted by / = 1..«,). Only one good is produced (specialisation is ruled out).
Demand for the good is assumed to be determined by the number of people
(denoted by N), labour productivity (defined by a = Q/L, in which Q denotes
production and L denotes the number people who have a job) and the world
price in terms of the home currency (<?P, e denotes the exchange rate and P the
world price) for the good. Increasing labour productivity is assumed to have a
positive influence on demand, since it gives an indication of a relative high
general level of development of the economy'". The demand function is given
by the following equation:
_ rf.y Mj a»
(VI-1)
in which d is a parameter.
Supply is assumed to be inelastic in the short run, so that it can be set equal to
productive capacity (Q). Capital is homogenous. Assuming a fixed coefficients
production technology, labour demand is simply a function of the capital
*" Of course, it should be noted that this holds only for a certain group of goods, namely
goods that satisfy the non-primary needs (normal goods). For instance, people will always
need food, independent of the development of the economy.
94stock in the sector. We assume one world price for the good, which can be
found by confronting world demand with world supply:
m n i »7 m n
V V g|> /Vi/flij VV. »r
2,2, . p =2*2/?M>a'>»
(VI-2)
where the share of total population employed in region j of country / is
defined as T = L,/N^ (I. is labour demand, equal to C/(oc), where C is the
capital stock, and the capital output ratio c s C/Q is assumed to be a fixed
parameter). When (initial) levels for C, N, a and e are given, this equation can
be solved for the world price P as follows:
(VI-3)
The growth of labour productivity is assumed to be proportional to the
growth of the knowledge stock:
(VI-4)
in which ^ is a parameter which is set equal to one in the following
experiments. The spillover system, which determines the knowledge stock of
each region at each moment in time, is unaltered compared to the model in
the former chapter.
Next, we define capital accumulation. The 'real' profit rate (profits as a share
of the capital stock) is defined as follows:
(VI-5)
where zy is the nominal wage rate (measured in domestic currency). We
assume that all profits are reinvested in capital in the same region, and that
the price for capital equipment is equal to the world price of output. Thus, the
growth rate of the capital stocks can be written as:
C=r„.
(VI-6)
Now, we add the dynamics of the exchange rates. The value of the trade
balance measured in foreign currency per sector is equal to the difference
between the country's production and its consumption, i.e.:
95(VI-7)
The assumption is that the growth of the exchange rate depends on the value
of the trade balance as a fraction of the value of total GDP (both measured in
current prices and foreign currency). More specifically, we assume that the
following equation holds:
(VI-8)
where e (>0) is a parameter. The superscript * indicates the reference country
for which the growth in the exchange rate is equal to zero, (e = 0, e = 1). This
formulation ensures certain basic characteristics with regard to consistency.
For example, a change of the reference country (i.e., expressing all values for
all countries in the currency of a different country) does not change the
growth rates of the exchange rates using the above equation. Also, note that
the exchange rate between two countries of which neither is the reference
country can be calculated by dividing their exchange rates relative to the
reference country. Thus, for m countries, one can calculate all remaining (wf-
m)/2 exchange rates if the m exchange rates relative to one reference country
are known. The above equation for the dynamics of the exchange rate ensures
that changing the reference country does not change the resulting values of
the exchange rate growth rates. .
The labour market is characterised by a Phillips curve, determining the
growth of the nominal wage rate: , _
vr = - m +
(VI-9)
in which m and « are parameters. Population (N) is assumed to grow at a
fixed rate n.
.2.b Veri/icflf/on o/f/ie mode/
In essence, the model works as follows. The regions converge to a steady state,
in which all regions have a certain gap towards the leader region (in terms of
knowledge), see Figure VI-1 (stable equilibrium point El). If a region has
converged to its steady state equilibrium, its gap towards the leader region
does not change anymore. This is analogue to the situation in the model in the
former chapter. In this steady state, profit rates (and hence unit labour costs)
are equal across regions, ensuring equal growth rates. Possible differences in
the three factors defining unit labour costs (profit rates), i.e., labour




other. Differences in labour productivity arise from the knowledge spillover
system, the Verdoorn effect and exogenous differences in the world price.
Exchange rates may operate at the level of a country, whereas wages were
assumed to be specific for regions.
The introduction of a monetary union has the consequence that exchange rate
adjustments are no longer possible. Therefore, an asymmetric situation
regarding the competitiveness can only be compensated by a change in the
wages.
In the remainder of this section, some experiments will be carried out to
illustrate the working of the model. The experiments are based on the
honeycomb structure in which a border is drawn to divide the plain in two
groups of regions: the two countries. This can be done in several ways. Here
we show two alternatives. Figures VI-2 and VI-3 show two geographic
structures. In both figures region 1 until 10 make up the first country, which is
the largest, and region 11 until 19 make up the smaller second country. The
two geographic structures differ in whether the largest country contains the
Figure VI-2 Figure VI-3
97overall centrally located region. This might give different resulting gaps,
because this region is the most favourable for receiving knowledge spillovers.
The experiments so far, however, seem to show that these two different
geographic structures do not cause differences in the resulting gaps'". This is
probably so because the regional differences in labour productivity do not
influence the exchange rate. Therefore, it does not really matter whether the
smallest or the largest country contains the central region. In the remainder of
this chapter, the second geographic structure will be used, in which the
central region is located in the smallest country.
Figure VI-4 shows that the rra/ regional wage rates (w/eP) form an image that
follows the trends in the disparity in labour productivity. This figure depicts
the average gap over the last 100 periods. Regions with a high gap with
respect to labour productivity also have a high gap in real wages. The gaps
reflect the geographic location of the regions. The central region (region 11,
see the structure for the lattice of honeycombs) has the lowest (average) gap
with respect to all variables. Note that the gap with respect to GDP per capita
and real wages in the central region is not equal to zero. This is due to the fact
that these variables behave in a cyclical manner. Since the cycles of the
different regions are generally in different phases, leadership (with respect to
GDP per capita" and real wages) switches quite often, which results in an
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Figure VI-4: Gaps per region under flexible exchange rates in case of no falling behind
This holds for experiments with respect to barriers to trade. In Section VI.3.b will be
shown that the country containing the overall centrally located region experiences less
disparity.
" GDP per capita is in the model defined by Q/N. Note that Q/N = Q/7 * L/n = Q/L * /. The
employment rate in a Goodwin model is known to be subject to cycles (see Chapter III).
98which is larger than the amplitude of the cycle in GDP per capita, therefore
real wages show a larger average gap than the other variables.
Next we focus on regions that are falling behind and have not converged to
the steady state El in Figure VI-1, but instead are moving over time along the
arrow at the right side of the Figure VI-1. Their gaps toward the leader region
keep increasing. The resulting effect on the components of the unit labour















The experiments above contain two regions that were falling behind, both
belonging to country 1. In the upper panel of Table VI-1 the ratio in wages and
labour productivity between a lagging region in country 1 to a 'normal' region
(in the sense that it does not fall behind) in country 1 is shown. The wages of
the laggard decrease relative to a region of the own country. In this case, the
regional wage rate counteracts the difference in labour productivity.
The lower panel of Table VI-1 documents the components of the unit labour
cost of a lagging region of country 1 compared to a region belonging to
country 2. The lagging region shows an increasing technology gap toward the
region from the other country. At first sight, it is surprising to see that the
wages of the laggard increase instead of decrease. A decrease would have
been expected, because the unit costs have to fall in order for this region to
stay competitive. The increase in wages is caused by the fact that exchange
rates act on a national level and therefore do not react to the increasing gap of
one (or in this case two) regions. It happens to be the case that country 1 does
not depreciate, it even appreciates. The high labour productivity of the non-
falling behind regions in country 1 drives up the exchange rate. This has a
negative effect on the lagging regions, because their regional wages have to
adjust by an increase. In a way this points to the feature of Dutch disease: one
'activity' is driving up the exchange rate and decreasing competitiveness for
the other 'activity' in the country. Only here several regions drive up the
exchange rate for a few laggards.
Therefore, GDP per capita is subject to cycling.
99The introduction of a monetary union has no important influence on this
aspect of the behaviour of the model, because the exchange rate does not
adapt when a few regions fall behind. Fixing the exchange rate, therefore,
does not restrain the mechanism of adaptation. Even if the few laggards cause
the average labour productivity of the first country to be much lower than the
average labour productivity of the second country, the national exchange rate
of the backward country undergoes no influence. However, we only looked at
the stylised situation in which only 2 regions in 1 country were falling behind.
In the next section, we will examine the question of what would happen if
more regions are falling behind.
V7.3 Simw/afiOM resw/fs
W.3.a F/otib/e orc/wnge rates wrsws/fxerf exchange rates
In the recent literature, a discussion takes place about whether economic
integration, more precisely a monetary union, will have overall positive or
negative effects on the growth of the economies involved (Flam, 1992).
This section focuses on the introduction of irrevocably fixed exchange rates
and the effects of this on growth. Some general characteristics of the
simulations here in comparison with the previous chapter will be illustrated
using the globe (because, in a sense, this provides the most interesting
dynamics). Later on, a more complete analysis will be carried out for all three
spheres.
The geographic space of the globe is distributed between two countries in a
way that each country comprises a different amount of regions. The first
country contains 9 regions and is therefore labelled as small compared to the
second country which consists of the resting 23 regions. The analysis is
initially limited to determining the effect of different exogenous rates of
growth of the knowledge stock (p) across regions. In this experiment p was
chosen from a range of decreasing size starting at [1.6, 2.0].
Figure VI-5 is reproduced from the previous chapter, where no countries were
distinguished. The vertical axis shows the coefficient of variation of each run.
The darker the pattern the higher the frequency. The horizontal axis indicates
the lower boundary of the range out of which the exogenous rate of growth of
the knowledge stock is randomly chosen (the upper boundary is set equal to
2). Figure VI-6 and VI-7 display the results for the same experiment for the
multi-country model in this chapter under flexible and fixed exchange rates
respectively. Figure VI-5 is virtually identical to Figure VI-6 and VI-7. The
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Figure VI-5: Frequency diagram of the
coefficient of variation at the end of the
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Figure VI-6: Frequency diagram of the Figure VI-7: Frequency diagram of the
coefficient of variation at the end of the coefficient of variation at the end of the
run, disparity under flexible exchange rates run, disparity under fixed exchange rates
indicates that the basic results of the model in this chapter are robust towards
the results of the model in the former chapter, which did not implement
countries.
Another issue comes forward from comparing Figure VI-6 and VI-7. At first
sight there seems to be no difference between the situation under flexible
exchange rates and the introduction of a monetary union. However, if the
exact values of the coefficient of variation are compared, we arrive at the
result documented in Figure VI-8. The figure shows the coefficient of variation
(the average over the last 100 periods) over the gaps in all regions for each run
in two cases: flexible exchange rates and a monetary union. The exogenous
rate of growth of the knowledge stock is set equal to 2; therefore every region
has exactly the same initial parameters^.
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Figure VI-8: Overall disparity per run
The figure points out several things: first, the disparity under a monetary
union is larger than under flexible exchange rates. This leads to the tentative
conclusion that the introduction of a monetary union leads to an increase in
the gaps of the regions. Second, the disparity under a monetary union shows
less variability than the disparity under flexible exchange rates. A monetary
union therefore leads also to a stabilisation of the outcome. As can be seen in
the figure, every experiment out of fifty generated this same distribution of
gaps.
The question arises whether the monetary union will always cause a higher
disparity across regions compared to the flexible exchange rate case. What
influence do the parameters in the model have on the distribution of the gaps
under a monetary union versus flexible exchange rates? To explore these
questions we will address all geographic spaces starting with the lattice,
followed by the column and the globe. Simulations were generated for several
start values of the parameters and variables. At the start of each simulation all
regions had exactly the same 'endowments', in the sense that each region has
an equal learning capability, level of the knowledge stock, population etc.
(Appendix VI.A shows the initial values of all parameters and variables). The
geographic location is the only parameter that differs across regions. Across
simulations, the parameters and variables were initially set at a different level.
In each constellation, the coefficient of variation was determined in the case of
flexible exchange rates and a monetary union. Figure VI-9 gives a visual
impression of the results for the lattice of honeycombs. On the horizontal axis
the value of the learning capability, which varied from 0.5 to 4.5 is denoted.
The vertical axis shows the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock
whereas Figure VI-7 used a learning capability of 1. This is done so, in order to envision the
differences between a monetary union and flexible exchange rates more clearly. Furtheron in
this chapter, we will explore in detail the effects of values of the learning capability on the
differences in disparity caused by a fixed exchange rate system verses a system of flexible
exchange rates. For Figure VI.8 holds that p is set equal to 2 and the initial level of the
knowledge stock is equal to 10 (as in Figures VI.5, VI.6 and VI.7).
102that varied in the same interval. A grey cell indicates that the disparity under
a monetary union was higher than under flexible exchange rates. The five
different panels are made for five different values of the initial level of the
knowledge stock.
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Several interesting phenomena are illustrated by this figure. First, a clear
pattern is shown in the panels. There appear to be zones, which stretch from
the upper left to the lower right. In each zone, either a monetary union or a
system of flexible exchange rates causes more disparity across regions. The
combination of learning capability and exogenous rate of growth of the
knowledge stock therefore causes the disparity in the monetary union to be
higher or lower than under flexible exchange rates. Second, as the knowledge
stock is increased, some changes occur in the pattern, but these appear to be
less systematic. This indicates that a change in the knowledge stock has some
influence as well on whether a monetary union causes more disparity across
regions than flexible exchange rates. We will analyse these general results in
more detail.
Figure VI-10 focuses on one constellation in which the learning capability and
the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock are both set equal to
O.5.* This corresponds to the cell in the lower left corner of each panel in
Figure VI-9. The horizontal axis of Figure VI-10 shows the different values for
the initial level of the knowledge stock. When the knowledge stock is low, for
The same figure could be made with respect to a variation in the learning capability or the
exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock. However, these constellations do not
show any clear trends. This is already indicated by the complex pattern of grey and white in
Figure VI-9. Observing one column or row within a panel (meaning that the level of the
knowledge stock is kept fixed as well as either the learning capability or the exogenous rate
of growth of the knowledge stock) shows that the colour changes frequently, indicating that
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Figure VI-10: Difference in disparity Figure VI-11: Difference in disparity
between a monetary union and flexible between a monetary union and flexible
exchange rates, 8 = 0.5, p = 0.5 exchange rates, 8 = 1, p = 1
instance 0.5 or 1, the disparity that is generated by a monetary union is less
than the disparity caused by a system of flexible exchange rates. As the initial
level of the knowledge stock is increased, the monetary union shows an
increasing diverging effect compared to the flexible exchange rates'. Finally,
the curve becomes less steep and the effect stabilises. A similar trend is also
found if we examine other combinations of the learning capability with the
exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock as in VI-11.
Note that the pattern in Figure VI-8 may also be reversed, i.e., a monetary
union leading to higher disparity between runs. Figure VI-11 illustrates this
by showing a case in which the parameter constellation has this effect.
Figure VI-9 also shows also several cells that do not change colour as the
knowledge stock is increased. In these cells, an upward or downward trend in
terms of the Figures VI-10 and VI-11 occurs as well. In general, it is the case
that if the knowledge stock has reached a relatively high value (8.5), the cells
will not change colour anymore. The situation is now stable in that either the
monetary union or the flexible exchange rates case shows the largest disparity.
This overall result emphasises that under certain combinations of the learning
capability and the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock more
disparity might occur as a result of the introduction of a monetary union. This
contradicts the general believe that the introduction of a monetary union will
generate convergence across the participation countries/regions. ••••••-
More precisely, the results indicate that both parameters (the learning
capability, 8, and the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock, p) and
a variable (the level of the knowledge stock at the start of the simulation) all
The difference is quite small in absolute terms, however, a clear difference is present. Note
that the coefficient of variation over the gaps in labour productivity is taken, in which the
gap is defined by a logarithmic function, which suppresses high values.
104have an influence on whether a monetary union induces a lower or higher
disparity across regions than flexible exchange rates. The influence of initial
level of the knowledge stock becomes marginal as it reaches a high value. This
is based on Figure VI-9 in which not many changes in colour take place
anymore as the knowledge stock has a value of 8.5 and higher. However, the
influence of 8 and p is much higher. An enlargement of the learning capability
(keeping p and the initial level of the knowledge stock equal) will lead to
several switches in colour in Figure VI-9. This indicates that a small change in
the learning capability induces a new situation in which either a monetary
union or flexible exchange rates cause the highest disparity across regions.
The exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock has a less strong
impact. As p is increased (all other things equal) there appear large intervals
in which a monetary union generates a larger disparity across regions than
flexible exchange rates and the other way around. This might lead to the
conclusion that it is easier to use the exogenous rate of growth of the
knowledge stock as a policy instrument (for example by increasing the
amount of R&D) than influencing the learning capability of all regions.
Influencing the learning capability might lead to overshooting of the objective
that the introduction of a monetary union leads to less disparity than would
be the case as flexible exchange rates were maintained.
Until now attention was focused on one aspect, namely under which
conditions a monetary union induces a lower or higher disparity than flexible
exchange rates. The Figures VI-10 and VI-11 indicated that the d/jfference
between the disparity generated by the two stages of integration increases as
the initial level of the knowledge stock is increased. However, it is also worth
to study the absolute effect of the initial level of the knowledge stock on
disparity in general, under a monetary union as well as under flexible
exchange rates. The disparity under a monetary union and flexible exchange
rates could increase as a result of an increase in the initial level of the
knowledge stock, however, the dijffemice between the two could become
smaller. The objective would then be to find the situation in which disparity
across regions is minimal.
Observing the several combinations of 8 and p and focussing on the effect on
disparity under a monetary union and flexible exchange rates as the initial
level of the knowledge stock is increased for all regions, the following result
comes forward. Under flexible exchange rates as well as under a monetary
union the disparity across regions decreases as the initial level of the
knowledge stock is increased. This decrease occurs at a diminishing rate. It is
concluded that an overall increase in the knowledge stock ameliorates the
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Figure Vl-13: Difference in disparity
between a monetary union an flexible •
exchange rates, 8 = 1, p = 1
Figure VI-12 shows the results for the column. The patterns are quite different
from those for the lattice. Starting with a knowledge stock of 0.5 (for all
regions) two distinct areas emerge. The grey area shows the parameter values
for which the coefficient of variation of the monetary union is higher than for
the system of flexible exchange rates. The opposite is the case for the white
area.
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This figure points out that as the level of the knowledge stock is increased, the
grey area is enlarged, until finally the parameters no longer have an influence
on the direction of the difference. For each combination of 5 and p, a monetary .
union causes a larger disparity than a system of flexible exchange rates.
Figure VI-13 shows the difference in disparity as the learning capability and
the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock are both set equal to 0.5
and the knowledge stock is gradually increased from 0.5 to 9.5. The figure
clearly shows that the knowledge stock has a value between 5.5 and 6 as the
disparity caused by a monetary union starts to be higher compared to the
disparity under a system of flexible exchange rates.
106A similar pattern to the one described above is found as a result of the
simulations with the globe (Figure V-14). Again, a clear division appears
between the grey and the white area. As the knowledge stock is enlarged, the
grey area becomes larger. Thus, we find more constellations in which the
disparity caused by a monetary union is larger than the disparity under
flexible exchange rates. Note that the sequence in which the grey area is
enlarged is different from the sequence found by the column. Whereas in the
case of the column the white area is reduced from right to left, here we see
that from the point that the knowledge stock is equal to 4.5 a grey area
emerges at the left-hand side of the panel, reducing the white area from left to
right.
Figure VI-14: Results for the globe
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Figure VI-15: Difference in disparity
between a monetary union and flexible
exchange rates, 8 = 0.5, p = 0.5
When the cell closest to the origin (5 = 0.5, p = 0.5) is explored in further detail,
we come across similar results as shown in the case of the column. The
difference in disparity between a monetary union and flexible exchange rates
increases as the knowledge stock is increased (see Figure VI-15). In both
situations, a monetary union and a system of flexible exchange rates, the
disparity across regions increases as the knowledge stock is increased. As
107shown in Figure VI-14, a variation in the p does not have a large impact on
disparity. This is indicated by the fact that rarely a switch in colour occurs as p
is increased. A variation in 8, however, does have an impact on disparity.
This section illustrated what effects different conditions (constellations of
parameters like the learning capability and the exogenous rate of growth of
the knowledge stock) have on the disparity in the gaps of the knowledge stock
across regions. These conditions are explored in two different stages of
integration, namely a monetary union and a system of flexible exchange rates.
The choice of the geographical sphere has a large impact on the results. The
lattice of honeycombs might be the most realistic sphere to compare with the
European Union. In this sphere, we see that specific combinations of the
learning capability and the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock
lead to less disparity across regions in the case of a monetary union, but other
combinations show an adverse effect.
W.3.b Burners to fcnow/edge spii/overs
The existence of national systems of innovation stimulates inter-country
regional interaction rather than cross border relationships. The experiments in
this section aim to explore the effect of barriers to knowledge spillovers. In
this section a barrier to knowledge spillovers across countries is introduced by
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Figure VI-16
Various experiments are carried out, which differ with respect to the
geographical sphere that is used and the parameter or variable that is varied.
Figure VI-16 shows the results based on the lattice of honeycombs. The
108coefficient of variation at the start of the simulation is plotted against the
coefficient of variation at the end of the simulation. Two things emerge from
this figure. First, as the initial coefficient of variation has a value between 0.4
and 0.7 the observations are quite dispersed. This points to falling behind of
regions within the leading country. Second, at the right-hand side of Figure
VI-16, a higher coefficient of variation appears than at the left-hand side.
Thus, the final disparity across gaps at the right is high when the initial
disparity across knowledge stocks was relatively high as well. When we move
from right to left in the figure, the coefficient of variation at the start of the
simulation decreases. Apparently, this leads to a lower disparity at the end of
the simulation. We will come back to both effects later on.
The two panels in Figure VI-17 show the effect of a variation in the learning
capability and the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock,
respectively. Both parameters are drawn from a uniform distribution of
decreasing size, where, as before, the upper boundary is fixed, and the lower
boundary is shifted. The horizontal axis in each panel in Figure VI-17 shows
the lower boundary of this range. The upper boundary was set equal to 2
throughout the simulations*. The vertical axis shows the frequency of the
coefficient of variation of the gaps.
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Figure VI-17, Panel 1: Frequency diagram Figure VI-17, Panel 2: Frequency diagram
of the coefficient of variation at the end of
the run
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the run
Note that in both panels the right-most coefficient of variation is lower than in
previous experiments (Section VI.3.a). This is partly due to the fact that by
introducing barriers to cross border spillovers, the total spillover that occurs
Appendix VI.A shows the values of all parameters and variables in the model. Different
from these values are the values for 8, p and the initial level of the knowledge stock, as these
are not varied in an experiment (and therefore equal across regions). In this case 6 and p are
both set equal to 1. As the initial level of the knowledge stock is not subject to variation it is
set equal to 10.
109in the model is reduced'". On the other hand, this lower coefficient of variation
is also partly generated by the specific characteristics of this experiment,
which will become clear in the remainder of this section.
The first panel of Figure VI-17 shows the results for a variation in the learning
capability. A comet-shape appears, in which 'the comet' (the dark spot at the
right of the figure) leaves two clear trails: a long one coming from the lower
left and a shorter trail originating from the upper left. This indicates that an
increase in initial disparity across regions induces two effects. The upper trail
suggests higher disparity, however, a stronger effect originates from the lower
trail, which suggests smaller disparity across regions. The more unequal
regions are in terms of their learning capability, the more differences in
disparity exist across runs. .
A similar comet-shape appears when we observe the results for a variation in
the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock (Figure VI-17, Panel 2).
Again, there appear two trails of which the lower one is longer. Based on this
observation, a variation in the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge
stock seems to have the same influence on the behaviour of the model than a
variation in the learning capability.
Figure V1-18
When we observe both panels of Figure VI-17, we see that the dark spot at the
right-hand side of the figure (the coefficient of variation when there are no
differences across regions in parameter values or variable levels at the start of
For the same reason, the regions are allocated to countries in a way that each country
comprises a similar amount of regions. That is, for the lattice country 1 consists of 10 and
country 2 of 9 regions. The column allocates 10 regions to country 1 and 11 to country 2. For
the globe, both countries have an equal amount of regions, namely 16.
110the simulation) has the same value. This value is identical to the one at the
leftmost side in Figure VI-16. It is interesting to observe the distribution of the
gaps across regions at this point. Figure VI-18 reveals the pattern in the gaps
at this parameter constellation. The number within each honeycomb indicates
the size of the gap of the region toward the leader region"'. The regions that
have a large gap towards the leader region are white whereas the leader
region and regions with a very small gap towards the leader are coloured
grey. The thick line demarcates the border between the two countries.
The pattern shows strong inter-country variation, rather than inter-regional
variation. All regions within a country have identical colours. The origins for
this pattern are found in the first periods of the run. The second country
comprises the region that on a world level has the most favourable geographic
location, the central region. This simple fact causes that country 2 in the end
becomes the leader country. The centrally located region (in the world) will
receive most spillovers in the first periods of the run, only because of its
central position. At the same time the regions of country 1, neighbouring to
this central region, undergo a large disadvantage of the border. Their
spillovers from the advanced country 2 are reduced by one half. This process
is reinforced as the simulation time passes.
A second observation is that in the second country the leader region is located
in the most favourable geographic position (the central location) within the
country. The world-leader region is therefore not the 'overall' central region in
world. The other regions within country 2 show gaps which are (line-)
symmetrically distributed around the leader region. Thus, within country 2
the 'usual' polarisation takes place, in the sense that the regions that are
geographically close to the central region display the lowest gaps.
What is the specific effect of introducing knowledge barriers to this model?
This question can be analysed by comparing these results to the results found
in Chapter V. With respect to the variation in the knowledge stocks of the
regions, it is useful to compare Figure VI-16 with Figure V-4.
The right side of Figure VI-16 displays many observations with a coefficient of
variation ranging from nearly 0.95 up to almost 0.98. The broadness of the
range indicates that many runs have a similar, however slightly different,
coefficient of variation. The differences in disparity within this small range are
due to the 'normal' variation between runs within one interval.
The figure displays a few observations with a coefficient of variation of about
0.875. This is the effect of falling behind of regions within the second country
Note that these are average values over the last 100 periods in a run.
Ill(the leader). Falling behind in this experiment is much less compared to the
strong presence in the case of no barriers to knowledge spillovers. Falling
behind in Figure VI-16 leads to less final disparity in this case, contrary to the
case of no barriers to knowledge spillovers in which falling behind induced a
higher disparity at the end of the simulation. This is due to the existence of
two countries. In this case, the regions within the first country experience a
large gap towards the leader region, which is located in the second country
(see Figure VI-18). When a region from within country 2 experiences falling
behind (due to unfavourable low initial values of its knowledge stock), this
induces the overall disparity to decline. Since only a small number of runs is
subject to falling behind, we can conclude that under barriers to knowledge
spillovers, falling behind has less of an impact on the disparity than before.
Another point originates from Figure VI-16. At the right-hand side, the
coefficient of variation is slightly higher than to the left, while this effect is
absent from Figure V-4. This phenomenon finds its origin in the barriers to
knowledge spillovers between the countries. Because the first country receives
little spillovers due to the barriers to cross border spillovers, the equilibrium
gap (towards every individual region from this country converges) continues
to grow during the transitory dynamics. At a high initial coefficient of
variation (right-hand side of the figure), large initial differences between
regions are present. Apparently, this causes a relatively high variety in
equilibrium gaps across regions (of the first country) within a run. Therefore,
the overall disparity is higher than in the case where initial differences across
regions are smaller (left-hand side of the figure).
With respect to a variation in one of the parameters (learning capability or
exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock) both panels in Figure V-17
show clear trails, which were absent before in the corresponding figures in
Chapter V (Figures V-12 and V-15). This means that two states appear most
often as the initial differences across regions increase with respect to one of
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112the two parameters. In one state the disparity is larger than in the distribution
shown by Figure VI-18, in the other state the disparity in the gaps across
regions is smaller.
Figure VI-19 shows the results for the column, concerning an initial variation
in the knowledge stock across regions. Compared to the lattice we observe
only little difference in the shape of the pattern. This is different when a
variation in the learning capability is considered (Figure VI-20, Panel 1). Again
the comet-shape appears, leaving two trails. However, the location of the
trails differs from what is observed in case of the lattice. Here, a high trail with
a downward slope is the strongest. Next to this trail, there is a vague
indication of a second trail with a horizontal slope. However, this second trail
is less strong. This indicates that an increase in the initial differences across
regions with respect to their initial learning capability generally leads to more
disparity in the case of knowledge barriers. This is contrary to the result we
found before (Chapter V), when an increase in initial differences led to a
decrease in disparity (Figure V-13).
The second panel in Figure VI-20 depicts the influence of a variation in the
exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock under barriers to knowledge
spillovers. It shows a pattern in which two trails occur. The high downward
sloping one is the strongest. Again, a clear difference appears with the former
results. Before, we found a clear upward trend (Figure V-17, Panel 2). Here
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Figure VI-20, Panel 2: Frequency diagram
of the coefficient of variation at the end of
the run
The distribution of the gaps without initial differences across regions looks as
displayed in Figure VI-21. The same phenomenon occurs as before with the
lattice. One of the countries shows relatively large gaps (country 1), while the
other shows relatively small gaps (country 2). Moreover, regions with a
113;''ff. •;vt!.f*?''
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relative small gap in country 2 (gaps of 0.06 and 0.07) surround the world-
leader region. The second order neighbours (within country 2) of the leader
display a gap of 0.20. Thus, the second country displays a pattern of
polarisation around the centrally located region, in the sense that at larger
geographical distance from the leader region the gaps become larger.
This is a clear distinction with the situation without barriers to knowledge
spillovers in which overall polarisation occurred. From this, we can conclude
that barriers to knowledge spillovers lead to differences between countries. A
backward country emerges, in which all the regions have a large gap towards
the world-leader region. Within the leader country, polarisation takes place
guided by geographic distances as we have seen before.
The sphere used in the last set of simulations is the globe. Figure VI-22
displays the results for a variation in the knowledge stock. A variation in the
initial stock of knowledge across regions leads to a disparity in gaps across
regions as displayed in Figure VI-22. Whereas the final disparity of 1.0117
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relative small gap in country 2 (gaps of 0.06 and 0.07) surround the world-
leader region. The second order neighbours (within country 2) of the leader
display a gap of 0.20. Thus, the second country displays a pattern of
polarisation around the centrally located region, in the sense that at larger
geographical distance from the leader region the gaps become larger.
This is a clear distinction with the situation without barriers to knowledge
spillovers in which overall polarisation occurred. From this, we can conclude
that barriers to knowledge spillovers lead to differences between countries. A
backward country emerges, in which all the regions have a large gap towards
the world-leader region. Within the leader country, polarisation takes place
guided by geographic distances as we have seen before.
The sphere used in the last set of simulations is the globe. Figure VI-22
displays the results for a variation in the knowledge stock. A variation in the
initial stock of knowledge across regions leads to a disparity in gaps across
regions as displayed in Figure VI-22. Whereas the final disparity of 1.0117
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final coefficient of variation comes about. Similar to the experiment for the
lattice of honeycombs this is due to falling behind within the leader country.
Panel 1 of Figure VI-23 shows the disparity in each run for a variation in the
learning capability. A comet-shape occurs, indicating that an increase in initial
disparity across regions induces not only less disparity across regions at the
end of the simulation but could also cause more disparity. The more unequal
regions are in terms of their exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock,
the more differences in disparity exist across runs. However, there seem to be
(three) different paths along which the coefficient of variation groups (three
trails). One trail is moving upward from the black cell towards the upper left.
A second path stretches out in a slightly downward direction (from right to
left). The third trail is horizontal. Panel 2 shows the results for a variation in
the learning capability. Again, a comet-shape appears, however, no separate
trails are distinguished.
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Figure VI-23, Panel 1: Frequency diagram Figure VI-23, Panel 2: Frequency diagram
of the coefficient of variation at the end of of the coefficient of variation at the end of
the run the run
In general, the figures for this geographical sphere show similar trends as for
the other spheres, although the amount, direction and clarity of the trails (for
an initial random variation in 8 or p) differs somewhat.
Summarising, what is the effect of the introduction of barriers to knowledge
spillovers on the model in this sphere? Panels 1 and 2 of Figure VI-23 are quite
distinct from the situation in which no barriers to spillovers occur. The shape
of the comet-trail in the former experiments looked like an upward sloping
curve, indicating that disparity was low at large intervals. Figure VI-23 shows
quite a large variety in disparity at large intervals. The coefficient of variation
is not necessarily below the level of the case in which all regions are
completely similar with respect to p, 8 and the initial level of the knowledge
stock. Therefore, barriers to knowledge spillovers induce more disparity
across runs when the regions are more different initially.
115The distribution connected to the situation in which regions have the same
initial values is shown by Figure VI-24"".
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This set of experiments sheds light on the effect of barriers to knowledge
spillovers on the model. A striking result is that a clear difference in the
average gap between two countries occurs. In one country, all regions will
tend to an equilibrium in which their gap toward the leader region (located in
the other country) is very large. The country containing the leader region
shows polarisation. This result indicates that the 'adverse' effect of variety in
learning capability and exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock, as
was demonstrated in Chapter V, only holds within a country.
VI.4 Summan/ and conc/usions . '
This chapter developed a multi-country model, in which inter-regional
knowledge spillovers determine the growth of regions. By simulations we
examined the effect of parameters such as the learning capability and the
exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock on disparity in different
situations. First, the effect of barriers to trade was investigated by comparing
two different stages of integration. A fixed exchange rate system versus a
system of flexible exchange rates was examined, resulting in conditions
(constellations of parameters) under which fixed exchange rates (compared to
flexible exchange rates) generate less disparity across regions. However,
It might strike as remarkable that Panel 2 shows a lower final coefficient of variation than
in Panel 1. This is due to the fact that learning capability is set equal to 2 in this experiment,
while it was set equal to 1 in the first set of simulations.
"" Note that the geographic structure of country 2 is a-symmetrical. Therefore, it is less easy
to see that the leader region is centrally located within country 2. In Appendix VLB the same
experiment has been executed for a different, symmetric geographic structure for both
countries. The results with respect to disparity (for all ranges) are similar. The only
advantage of a symmetric geographic structure is that it enables us to immediately see the
polarisation around the central region of the leader country. • • •
116depending on the parameter values, fixed exchange rates may also generate
more disparity, leading to the conclusion that the effect of monetary
infrocrrafinn ic AmHicnmnc integration is ambiguous
Second, attention was paid to barriers to knowledge spillovers in the sense
that cross border knowledge flows are hampered compared to inter-country
flows. This experiment leads to the result that reduced cross border flows
have a large implication when regions are initially unequal with respect to the
exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock or the learning capability. In
these cases, the resulting trends in overall disparity are quite different from
the trends established in a situation of no barriers to knowledge spillovers".
The most important result from this last experiment is that a difference
between countries appears in the resulting pattern of per capita gaps. One of
the two countries contains the leader region and this region is located
centrally within this country. All other regions of the leader country are
grouped in a hierarchical pattern around the central region. The other country
contains regions that have a large gap towards the world leader region. This
indicates that, with limited cross-border spillovers, the 'adverse' effect of
variety in learning capability and exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge
stock, as was demonstrated in Chapter V, only holds within a country.
This holds especially for the column and the globe.
117APPENDIX VI.A
Time simulated 1000 . .. -, «;
Knowledge stock 2-10*
Exogenous rate of growth of the 0.5-2*
knowledge stock ' ' '" • '' ' ' ' ' '"
Learning capability ...;:i>r-? 0.5-2* ••- • •, '*/^ " . •'• ' ;'
mil • ,.iw. .•'•»'..'.•••••-.'' 1 '•••.;•;. .;(••• i. : ,. i
beta • 0.005 . ,•;.-.,. •.-,-.,, • . • : " .-: -
alpha 0.005 .., . • ,i , -r»
lambda (Verdoorn parameter) 0.1 .^
dzeta 1 ..•-•-••' *'•/.•• • '-•'•!• -•••;-
c • 3 V." • • - }• -^ -••• •-•''
d 1 ......
m . •• 0.8 . .. . ,..,; .... •
eta 0.008 ^ . " ' , . •
epsilon 0.01
Exchange rate country 1 (exchange rate 1.14 ' • •. " '
country 2 = 1)
* The variable or parameter is set equal for all regions to the lower boundary of this interval
and than increases per run with step 0.5 to the higher boundary. „ ; ••-
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Figure VI.B-1: Two countries on a globe
Figure VI.B-1 presents a geographic structure of the globe that is different from the one in
Appendix V.B. A thick line demarcates a country. Region 10 and 17 switched places in order
to induce that the two countries used in this chapter are symmetrical.
Figure VI.B-2: The gaps of the experiment in Section VI.3.b
Figure VI.B-3: The gaps for the alternative geographic structure
Figure VI.B-2 displays the gaps of the experiment in Section VI.3.b. The figure shows the
top-view and bottom-view of the globe, looking at country 1 and 2 respectively. The gaps in
both countries induced by the symmetric geographical pattern are shown in Figure VI.B-3.
Comparing the shapes of the countries in Figure VI.B-2 with Figure VI.B-3 clearly illustrates
119the difference with respect to symmetry. Although in Figure VI.B-2 the leader is located in
the geographically most favourable position within country 2, this is less obvious from the
figure. Figure Vl.B-3 however, clearly shows that within country 2 a polarisation
(hierarchical pattern) around the central region is present. The pattern of gaps for country 1
gives no indication of polarisation. • ^
•%
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The aim of this (and the next) chapter is to relate the model developed in
Chapters IV and VI to the present situation in Europe. In Chapter IV until VI a
technology gap model was developed. Knowledge spillovers were assumed to
take place on the basis of the specific characteristics of a region, among others
its geographic location and its technological distance towards other regions.
This diffusion of knowledge was assumed to be a gradual process. Over time,
part of the knowledge of each region spilled over to other regions.
The gradual diffusion of knowledge over time resulted in certain equilibrium
patterns in the distribution of knowledge, and hence production over regions.
These equilibrium patterns show situations in which GDP per capita gaps are
(roughly) constant, but unequally distributed over space. Section VII.1 of this
chapter will explore European regional data in order to investigate to what
extent the empirically observed patterns resemble those generated by the
model.
In the model of Chapters IV and VI the accumulation of knowledge in each
region is determined by the received spillovers, the learning capability and
the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock. Differences across
regions in the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock and the
learning capability are important for the equilibrium distribution of per capita
gaps. Section VTI.2 will explore the geographic distribution of these
parameters over Europe by using R&D data as an indicator.
In order to be able to influence the distribution of GDP per capita gaps for
policy goals, it is important to determine which variables are related to the
121learning capability and the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock.
By means of regressions, Section VII.3 will determine whether variables such
as population density and higher education R&D are correlated to the R&D
intensity of a region.
Finally, Section VII.4 will determine the long-run distribution of the learning
capability and the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock by means
of transition matrices. This will give insight in the question whether
differences across regions in learning capability and exogenous rate of growth
of the knowledge stock persist over time.
V7/.1 TTie geograp/iic disfribHft'on o/ GDP per capita across European
regions
Throughout this and the next chapter, the Nomenclature des Unites
Territoriales Statistiques (NUTS) is used for defining regions'*. Although the
NUTS classification is often the only one for which consistent data are
available, using this classification has certain known disadvantages. The
classification reflects administrative units which differ in size (Molle, 1980).
Here, the NUTS level for each country was chosen such that differences in size
across regions are largely compensated. Furthermore, a region defined by
administrative boundaries does not necessarily reflect the area that would be
enclosed by economic boundaries reflecting regions with similar economic
characteristics, (Richardson, 1978). Moreover, such an administrative
classification cannot prevent that regions vary in administrative functions
between countries, (Molle, 1980). However, a classification in administrative
units might be considered as an important advantage while studying the
policy implications of the analysis.
Within Europe, GDP per capita (in 1992) is distributed as shown in Figure VH-
1. A dark colour indicates a high GDP per capita. Figure VIM illustrates that
the geographic distribution of GDP per capita is concentrated to a large
degree. Areas with the highest GDP per capita are located in the south of
Germany and the north of Italy. Each of these regions has a GDP per capita (in
Purchasing Power Standard) of 20000 ECU per inhabitant or more.
The impression given by the Figure is that regions with a high GDP per capita
are surrounded by regions with a similar level of GDP per capita, i.e.,
clustering occurs. In order to investigate this further, i.e., to quantify the
degree to which the value of a variable in one region is spatially correlated to
See Appendix VILA for the NUTS classification used in this chapter and Appendix VH.D
for the geographic location of each NUTS region.
122the value in neighbouring regions, a concept well known in geography is
used. This concept, called spatial autocorrelation (Cliff and Ord, 1973), enables
us to identify a significant non-random arrangement in an area pattern of a








Figure VII-1: GDP (in ECU, ppp) per capita (1992)
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• •' McGrew and Monroe (1993)
The basic property of spatially autocorrelated data is that the values are
distributed non-randomly (or are interdependent) over space. The clustered
pattern exhibits positive spatial autocorrelation, with neighbouring locations
having similar values. The dispersed pattern has negative autocorrelation,
with nearby locations having dissimilar values. Random area patterns have no
spatial autocorrelation (McGrew and Monroe, 1993). .,
Spatial autocorrelation can be measured using the coefficient of Moran. This
coefficient is defined in the following way:
(vn-i)
where z, = x, - x (x is the value of the variable under consideration in region i,
x denotes the average value of the variable over all regions) and
n «
W = X X *"« (Cliff and Ord, 1973). n points to the total number of regions
•=i i«j j"i
and u>„ denotes the element on the /th row and ;th column of the matrix of n
times M weights. The n x « matrix of weights is crucial to this statistic. In this
matrix, a neighbouring region (in the sense that both regions share one
border) is assigned a weight of 1 (a;,, = 1). Regions that do not share a border
but are still closely located to region 1 are given a weight by using the concept
of nearest neighbours (see Chapter V for an explanation of this concept)".
The pattern of GDP per capita generated by the model in Chapters IV and VI
suggests positive spatial autocorrelation. It was shown that in the absence of
differences between regions in terms of knowledge generation or learning
In the calculation of the coefficient of Moran, we only took into account the neighbours up
until the fourth order, since beyond that distance we do not expect any spillovers due to
geographic proximity.
124capability, centrally located regions achieve high GDP per capita levels, with
'spheres' of gradually less rich regions around them. Differences in
knowledge generation or learning capability (assumed to be random in the
theoretical set-up) may lead to (small) distortions of this spatial pattern, but
never to the extent that no spatial autocorrelation seems to be present. We will
now proceed to investigate whether such positive spatial autocorrelation
exists for the case of European regions in the early 1990s.
Table VII-1 shows that significant clustering occurs. Between countries, large
differences in the degree of spatial autocorrelation exist. Figure VII-2 shows
the distribution of GDP per capita across French, Spanish, German, Italian and
British regions. The coefficient of Moran in Table VII-1 indicates that Spain
has the highest degree of clustering followed by Italy and France. Note that
Germany displays the lowest coefficient of Moran, while that might not
directly appear from the figure. The low degree of clustering is caused by the
fact that German regions show large extremes with respect to GDP per capita.
The poorest region (located in former East-Germany) has a GDP per capita
below 6000 Ecu, while the wealthiest region (Hamburg) has a GDP per capita
larger than 30000 Ecu. In the Figure this large spectrum is represented by the
large categories in shading. Therefore, optically clustering seems to be
present.



















' significant at the 5% level
These results, by and large, seem to confirm the presence of spatial
autocorrelation of GDP per capita over European space.
125Figure VII-2: The distribution of GDP per
capita across French, Spanish, German,
Italian and British regions
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The model in Chapters IV and VI states, in general terms, that differences in
the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock and the learning
capability are very important for determining the distribution of GDP per
capita gaps. These two parameters cannot be measured directly by the
available data. However, R&D expenditures can be used as an indicator. The
link between the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock and R&D
is quite straightforward: R&D investments enhance the growth of the
knowledge stock. The link between R&D and the learning capability was
suggested by Cohen and Levinthal (1989). .. ,, ••;,..-.•
They argue that firms engage in R&D not only to pursue new product and
process innovations, but also to increase their general knowledge, which
makes them capable of assimilating knowledge spillovers from outside the
firm. This external knowledge may induce the firm to generate innovations,
which would not have been possible if the firm did not have the capability to
implement the knowledge spillovers. This second reason reflects the link
between R&D and learning capability.
Note that the model in Chapters V and VII did not assume any spatial
correlation in terms of knowledge generation or learning capability.
Differences in these parameters were assumed to be purely random.
Obviously, this was a simplifying assumption made mainly for convenience.
In reality, differences in these parameters may well be systematic. What
matters here, however, is only whether or not such differences exist, and how
large they are. (The next section will explore some possible explaining
factors). Therefore, a different indicator than the coefficient of Moran will be
used.
An index that can be used to indicate whether a variable is distributed evenly
over regions is the Herfindahl index (defined as Z".^, S", where S denotes the
share of the variable of region / in the total of the variable of the country and n is
the number of regions in a country). Since the extreme values of this index are
dependent on the number of regions in a country, the Herfindahl index used
in this chapter is rescaled to bring it within the interval [0,1] for every
country*. Mathematically, this operation can be rewritten into the following
equation:
56
The /« function is used to give the index a gradual increase (decline) when the degree of
concentration gradually becomes higher (lower). See Appendix VII.C for the mathematical




where HF denotes the adjusted Herfindahl index''. The higher the value of this
index, the higher the geographical concentration in a certain region.
Different R&D data is used, namely data on high technology employment
(HTE), R&D expenditures and R&D personnel. All the empirical operations in
this chapter were conducted using the EUROSTAT regio database*.
Table VII-2 shows the value of the Herfindahl index, as defined in Equation
(VII-2), in 1991 for nine different variables. A few points emerge from the
table. A first point is that looking at the different variables for one country, the
Herfindahl index for business enterprise R&D is considerably higher than the
Herfindahl index for GDP or the working population. This is true for all
countries. This points to the fact that R&D performed by business enterprise is
not distributed evenly across regions. In fact, it is concentrated geographically
to a larger extent than would be expected on the basis of the geographical
concentration of GDP or the working population.
A second point that emerges clearly from the table is that the Herfindahl index
for HTE is much lower than the indexes for both R&D indicators of business
enterprise. This might be due to the fact that much R&D is performed in
headquarters, therefore R&D indicators show a higher geographical
concentration than HTE. As can be seen from Table VII-2, HTE is still more
concentrated than working population for most countries, which is an
indication for the existence of technology gaps.
Third, in comparing business R&D with higher education R&D, the former is far
more geographically concentrated for most countries. This is true for the R&D
expenditure data as well as for the R&D employee data. This could be due to the
fact that in determining the distribution of higher education across a country, a
large role is played by government. In most cases the government of a country
will pursue an equal distribution of e.g. universities across the country, which
would account for a somewhat lower Herfindahl index and therefore a more
even distribution of higher education R&D. ' ' "•'
For some countries a part of the data could not be completely broken down into regions.
This data is not taken into consideration while computing the Herfindahl index. That is, the
shares S, needed to compute the Herfindahl index are shares in the sum over the regions,
instead of shares in the total of the country (the two may differ for some countries).
With the exception of the data for high technology employment, which stem from a study
carried out by the Institute for Employment Studies (Jagger and Perryman, 1996).


















































































Fourth, when taking government R&D into consideration, the results are less
clear-cut. The table shows that some countries (like Spain and Italy) are
characterised by a very high Herfindahl index with respect to government R&D,
i.e., government R&D is highly geographically concentrated. In those countries,
the Herfindahl index for government R&D is even higher than the Herfindahl
index for business enterprise R&D. However, other countries show a Herfindahl
index which is below the one of business enterprise R&D.
Summarising the conclusions from Table V7.I-2, the empirical evidence indicates
that high technology employment and R&D performed by business are indeed
unevenly distributed over space. The model in Chapters IV and VI suggested
that the equilibrium pattern in GDP per capita gaps was highly influenced by
differences in the learning capability and the exogenous rate of growth of the
knowledge stock. The results in this section suggest that these differences do
indeed exist across European regions. In terms of the model, these differences
may explain some of the distortions in the pattern of spatial autocorrelation
observed in the previous section. Overall, the empirical analysis so far seems to
suggest that an explanation of the distribution of GDP per capita over regions
NA = Not available. Portugal represents NUTS 3. R&D and GDP are measured in constant
prices. A few exceptions had to be made, because of the limited availability of the data. First,
the variables HFWP and HFGDPC represent 1989 for Germany. Second, with respect to the
R&D data 1990 is taken for Portugal and 1989 for Germany.
129based on knowledge spillovers, knowledge generation and learning capability
has some plausibility. The empirical results here, however, cannot be considered
a full empirical test of the ideas developed in the model of Chapters IV and VI.
For such a test, longer time series than the ones available here are necessary.
V7I.3 Geo^Tfl^/iic sources 0/innovative activitt/: tfie empiricaZ resw/rs
Given that differences in business enterprise R&D are important for
determining the geographical distribution of GDP per capita gaps, the
question arises which factors are related to this variable. This will be the focus
of the present section.
One hypothesis, in the (geographical) literature, is that agglomeration in a
certain region (that is a region with a high population density) will cause
firms to establish R&D intensive businesses in that specific region. A second
hypothesis is that the presence of higher education in a region will attract
R&D intensive firms (Siebert, 1969) (and thereby increase the ability of the
region to absorb and implement new technological knowledge). Using the
EUROSTAT region database, several variables which proposedly are
correlated to the R&D expenditures of business enterprise are tested for their
significance.
One remark needs to be made with respect to causality. The aim of this section
is primarily to give evidence for a correlation between business R&D intensity
and certain economic phenomena. The direction of the causality of the
relationships cannot be demonstrated here, because not enough data was
available data to make use of time series.
By multiple linear regression, a number of independent variables were
combined in order to investigate their relationship on the amount of business
R&D expenditure of a region. The dependent variable was measured by two
different indicators. The first, IBP89, refers to data on R&D employees in the
business sector. It is defined as the share of personnel engaged in R&D
performed by business enterprise in the total working population of the
region. The second indicator, denoted by IBR89, refers to the R&D intensity of
business enterprise, which is measured by R&D expenditure performed by
business enterprise divided by the gross domestic product (GDP).
With respect to the first hypothesis, the extent to which a region is populated
is measured by the working population per area, denoted by WPA89. A
second variable which proposedly has an influence on business R&D is
denoted by GWPC89, and is defined as gross domestic product in constant
130prices per head of the working population, (US prices, 1990). GWPC is used as
a measure for productivity.
Second goal of the regressions performed in this part of the chapter, is to
determine to which extent higher education plays a role in inducing business
R&D. In order to test for this hypothesis, one variable indicating the amount
of higher education in a region is added as a independent variable to the
regression equation. The variable denoted by IHP89, is based on total
personnel engaged in higher education, while the IHR89-variable is based on
R&D expenditure data.
Using these different indicators, two different sets of regressions are
presented (see Table VII-3). The first set includes simple linear regressions and
has WPA89, GWPC89 and IHP89 (or IHR89) as explaining variables. The
second set of regressions adds intercept and slope country dummies to the
regression. Each set contains two pairs of regressions, one pair using R&D
employment data and the other pair using R&D expenditure data. Each pair
contains an equation using only the indicators for population density and
increasing returns to scale as explaining variables, and an equation using an
additional indicator for higher education.
Based on the correlation matrices for the x-variables of the regressions
performed in this section, it can be concluded that multicollinearity might
certainly be a problem in assigning values to certain regression parameters.
Especially the x-variables with respect to Germany and Greece show large
multicollinearity. This result is found in the employee as well as the
expenditure data. The observed multicollinearity should be taken into account
when analysing the regression results'*'.
See Appendix VII.B for statistics with respect to multicollinearity.






























































































































All regressions are corrected for heteroscedasticityThe first regression indicates a significant WPA and GDPC, which moreover
have the expected positive signs. In order to examine the effect of the presence
of higher education on the R&D intensity, the IHP89 variable is added to the
regression specification. Including higher education results in positive WPA
and GDPC coefficients, however, only IHP89 is significant in this relation.
However, since there is a serious drop in observations between the two
regressions, it is not possible to determine whether the increase in R" is due to
the drop in datapoints or the adding of the higher education variable.
Therefore, in regression 3, the first regression is repeated for the observations
available in the second regression. By doing this, the drop in observations is
eliminated as a cause for the increase in R". The (adjusted) R statistic in
regression 3 shows that the IHP89 variable does not change the explanatory
power of the regression equation.
The same regressions are repeated for the data on R&D expenditures. This
also results in positive and significant values of WPA and GDPC. When
higher education is added in the regression specification, this has the expected
positive value and is also significantly different from zero"'. However, the
variable for population density loses its significance. Again one regression
specification is added to be able to evaluate the effect of an addition of a
higher education variable on the R*. As is shown by regression 6, the most
notable impact of the inclusion of the higher education variable in this data
set, is the increase in explanatory power of the regression equation.
Introducing slope and intercept country dummies in the second set of
regressions leads to another increase in the explanatory power of the
regression equations. The regressions in equations 7 and 8 concern the
employee data. Equation 7 shows significant relations for Germany, Spain and
Italy. However, the parameters with respect to Germany take an extremely
high value, moreover, they have a negative sign. This effect is probably due to
the multicollinearity found within this regression specification. When the
higher education variable is added in equation 8, the total number of
observations drops from 76 to 48, due to the lack in data for Italy. The
regression specification for Germany stays significant, while Spain loses the
explanatory power of the intercept dummy for GWPC. This might also be the
effect of the observed multicollinearity. It is shown in both regressions that R"
is quite high. Therefore, it can be concluded that the regression specification
fits the data quite well.
However, it needs to be said that the regressions presented in the first set were also repeated
using logarithms. This worsened the results slightly, but still most important variables stayed
significant. Population per area and GDP per capita were also examined as independent
variables, instead of using Working Population and GDP per head of working population.
They gave approximately the same results.
133Regarding equation 9 and 10, the use of R&D expenditure data generates
similar results. However, using this data set reduces the number of
observations severely, because of the lack of business R&D expenditure data
for Italy and higher education data for France. When care is taken for the
reduction in the degrees of freedom, equation nine shows a significant
relation for Spain only. The results of equation 10 suggest that
multicollinearity plays a role again. The regression parameters are not
significant on the 5% level for any country. However, the R' statistic indicates
that the regression specification is quite a good fit.
Summarising the conclusions from Table VII-3, we might say that there is
evidence of the positive correlation between population density and business
R&D intensity on the one hand and economic activity and business R&D
intensity on the other. The statistical evidence for higher education as an
additional explaining variable is also present.
This operation brings forward an interesting point, namely that a feedback
from GDP per capita to R&D exists. This link was not present in the model in
Chapters IV and VI, however, it might be an interesting suggestion for future
research to extent the model in this way.
V7/.4 TrawsifioH
The model in Chapter IV and VI analysed what the consequences for the
pattern GDP per capita gaps was when the differences in learning capability
and exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock of a region were
reduced. This section will focus on the long run tendencies in business R&D
across regions. Here, it will be investigated whether there is any empirical
evidence for differences in R&D in the long-run. This analysis will be executed
using transition matrices (a methodology recently regenerated by Quah (1993)
and later repeated by Neven and Gouyette (1995)).
For several EC countries, regional data was available on the personnel
engaged in research and development, performed by business enterprise. This
is referred to as PB. In addition, data on the working population in each
region was available. This variable is denoted by WP".
Based upon the number of regions (57), it seemed reasonable to divide the
regions into the following three groups. One group contains regions which
have a PB/WP lower than one in absolute value. This group was labelled as
** Working population in units of 1000 persons.
134group one. Group two consists of the regions which have a PB/WP between
one and three in absolute value. Finally, in group three the regions are
classified which have a PB/WP of more than three. This classification
provides for an equal distribution of regions across groups. Hence, the initial
v distribution of regions is characterised by being approximately one third for
I each group.
I Table VII-4 describes two Markov chain transition matrices, in which the row
/, column i element is the probability that a region in state i transits to state/'.
r Table VH-4: Markov chain transition matrices
Owe year average transition matnjr/br 1986-2992,
Group 1
Group 1 (22) 0.96
Group 2 (15) 0.03
Group 3 (20) 0
Initial distribution
Ergodic distribution





































The first part of Table VII-4 presents the one year average transition matrix for
1986-1991. This consists of the average of the transition matrices for each one-
year-period between 1986 and 1991. The values between brackets give the total
number of regions with starting points in that specific group. For example, the
element between brackets in the second row of the first panel shows that over
the first year (1986) across 57 regions, group 2 consisted of 15 regions, i.e., 15
regions had a PB/WP between one and three in absolute value. Of these 15
regions, 2.58 percent ended up in group 1 at the end of the period (1991), i.e., in
the group of which the PB/WP rate had declined. Only 4.19 percent ended up in
group 3, and thus had an PB/WP of more than three in absolute value. Thus,
out of group 2 a larger percentage caught up (with the regions of group 3), than
fell behind (to group 1).
In the one-year average transition matrix, it can easily be seen that all diagonal
elements are very close to one and for the first state off the main diagonal all
elements are unequal to zero. This result indicates that there is a low transition
speed. A simulation showed that the final distribution is only reached after
hundreds of years.
135a « « w wo is MO HO uo so
Figure VII-3: The distribution across groups over time
From the ergodic distribution, which is given in the last row of the first panel of
Table VII-4, two points emerge. First, compared to the initial distribution (a
method indicated by Neven & Gouyette, 1995) it becomes clear that a large part
of the regions in the low R&D group (group 1) has moved to a higher R&D
group. In the initial distribution this group (group 1) was still the largest of the
three. In the long run this group will become the smallest one. In addition,
group 2 becomes smaller in the long run. The third group, which has the largest
absolute value of PB/WP, gains members. In the ergodic distribution this group
becomes the largest.
Second, complete convergence would be indicated by a distribution in which
only one group prevailed (a method suggested by Quah (1993)). This is not the
case in the one-year average transition matrix. The results indicate that in the
end three groups of different sizes prevail. In the long run there is a tendency for
most regions to end up in group 3.
In the five-year transition matrix (see the second panel of Table VII-4) the
distribution over the groups in 1986 is compared with the distribution in 1990.
This panel also shows diagonal elements which are equal to one, or almost equal
to one. So again this is an indication of slow diffusion. It can also clearly be seen
from the matrix that in the final distribution only the third group persists. The
reason for this is that approximately 6.67 percent of the regions in group 2 will
transit to group 3. However, once in the third group, a region will stay in the
third group (the non-diagonal elements in the last row of the matrix are equal to
zero). This result would be an indication of convergence. However, since the
136speed of transition is very low the three groups mentioned above will remain
present for a considerable period (see Figure VÜ-3).
In this respect, it is important to mention that the ergodic distribution of a
transition matrix only provides a characterisation of the tendencies as embodied
in the present configuration of the regions. The final distribution is not a forecast
of what will happen, because all kind of disturbances over time - like changing
government policies or unforeseen events (see Quah, 1993) may cause
deviations in the dynamics and therefore in the final distribution.
The results in this section lead to the conclusion that differences in R&D, which
was used as an indicator of learning capability and exogenous rate of growth of
the knowledge stock, not only exist across European regions, but also tend to
persist over time.
V7I.5 CoMc/Kding remarks
This chapter indicated that differences in GDP per capita are present within
Europe, which confirms the outcomes of the model developed in Chapters IV
and VI. The south of Germany and the north of Italy form the areas in which
the highest GDP per capita of Europe is measured. Moreover, the spatial
autocorrelation present in the equilibrium pattern of gaps in the model is also
present in the GDP per capita across European regions.
Chapters IV and VI pointed out that differences in the learning capability and
the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock are important in
determining the GDP per capita gaps. More specifically, if such differences
exist, they may counteract the tendency for spatial autocorrelation. This
chapter explored the geographical distribution of R&D data as an indicator for
these parameters. R&D proved to be geographically concentrated to a larger
degree than GDP or working population. This indicates that important
differences in R&D intensities between regions do indeed exist.
What are the factors that play a role in determining these differences in
relation to the learning capability and the exogenous rate of growth of the
knowledge stock in a region? Are there certain characteristics of a region that
induce a high learning capability? It was found empirically, that population
density and economic activity are positively correlated to business R&D
intensity. In addition, some evidence was found for the presence of higher
education in a region as an additional explaining variable. These findings
suggest a feedback from GDP to R&D which might be an interesting feature to
introduce in the model of this dissertation. This subject will be left for future
research.
137Finally, attention was directed towards the question whether differences in
R&D intensity persist in the long run. The results of this analysis suggested
that, based on the present distribution of R&D, differences would continue to
exist, at least in the not too long run.
138APPENDIX VILA
G = Regions used in the figures of the GDP per capita in Europe
H = Regions used in the calculation of the Herfindahl Index
R = Regions used in the calculation of the regressions
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Multicollinearity refers to the feature that occurs when two explaining variables are interacting,
and therefore correlated. In that case, the exact influence of one explaining variable on the
dependent variable cannot be determined. If it would be the case that there is multicollinearity
in the regressions performed here, this would make the estimation of the regression parameters
less reliable. Usually multicollinearity is accompanied by large standard errors of the
parameters, and parameters with wrong signs and values, which obviously makes their
explanatory value useless. However, the characteristics of the relationship between dependent
and explaining variables are maintained, i.e., a high value of the R" statistic indicates that the
regression specification is a good fit, although the individual regression parameters might be
wrong in sign and value. > , .
The following tables represent the correlation matrices for the x-variables of the regressions
performed in this section. Two matrices are shown here. The first, Table VII.B-1, refers to the
regressors of IBP89. The second correlation matrix, Table VII.B-2, concerns the IBR89-
regressors. The terms followed by a country name between brackets indicate the correlation of
the slope dummies of the respective variables of that country.
Based on these matrices it can be concluded that multicollinearity might certainly be a problem
in assigning values to certain regression parameters. Especially the x-variables with respect to
Germany and Greece show large multicollinearity. This result is found in the employee as well
as the expenditure data. The observed multicollinearity should be taken into account when
analysing the regression results.















































143APPENDIX VII.C - <'?
The Herfindahl index, by its definition of Z"., S",, (where S, denotes the share of the variable
of region i in the total of the variable of the country and n is the number of regions in a
country) has a minimum value of 1/n and a maximum of 1. However, because every
country consists of a different amount of regions, the minimum value of the Herfindahl
index differs for each country. To be able to still compare the countries, the Herfindahl index
is divided by the minimum value it would have in the country under consideration (1/n).
After this operation, the natural logarithm is taken to give the index a gradual increase
(decline) when the degree of concentration gradually becomes higher (lower). However, this
new index has a maximum value, which is dependent on the number of regions within a
country, namely In n. Therefore we divide by this value. The result is an index that has a
value between 0 and 1.
144APPENDIX VII.D
Figure VII.D-1: The geographic location of the NUTS regions as used in Figure VII-1
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d*stribwfiow o/pafenfs a«d z;a/«e added
across European regions
The previous chapter explored regional data on GDP and R&D to give insight
in the geographical distribution of GDP per capita gaps and its determinants.
The focus was on exploring the extent to which the patterns generated by the
model presented earlier in this thesis resemble the ones empirically observed.
This chapter will take more distance from the model in that it will try to give a
more detailed view on the present situation within Europe without focussing
too much on the expectations based on the model. In this respect this chapter
will direct attention to sector differences (which were assumed to be absent in
the model), by exploring data on manufacturing value added and patents.
Section VIII. 1 will present the data and the methodology used. Subsequently,
in Section VIII.2, an overview will be given of the spatial distribution of
innovative activity and production as found in the data. The analysis is
similar in Section VIII.3 only now more attention is paid to the geographic
location of the innovative regions. Furthermore, differences between sectors
are explored. Section VIII.3 contains spatial analysis, paying attention to
spillover effects to neighbouring regions. The last section of this chapter will
give a brief summary of the results as well as some concluding remarks.
VHJ.l Data and mer/iodofogy
This chapter tries to identify differences in geographic concentration in
innovative activity (proxied by patent applications) and economic activity
147(proxied by manufacturing value added") over several industries by means of
regional data for Europe**. Using patents as a proxy for innovative activity has
several known disadvantages, which will not all be discussed here. For a good
survey of the problems and advantages of the use of patent statistics, see e.g.
Pavitt (1985), Basberg (1987) and Griliches (1990).
One problem concerning the use of patents in comparing industrial sectors is
that the 'propensity to patent' varies across industries and across countries.
The propensity to patent is proxied by dividing the amount of patents per unit
by the amount of R&D expenditures in this unit. A unit can represent an
industry, but also a country or a region. The lack of disaggregated data on
R&D expenditures keeps us from envisaging differences between industries at
the regional level. It is commonly known, however, that traditional industries
such as industrial electrical equipment, household appliances and stone, clay
and glass products, display a relative high propensity to patent (Scherer, 1983,
Feldman and Florida, 1994). Industries such as aerospace and other transport
(which includes automobile) are characterised by low propensities to patent.
These industries devote much of their R&D effort to the building and testing
of prototypes and design and these activities do not lead to many patentable
inventions (Scherer, 1983). Also the computer industry (office equipment) is
characterised by a low propensity to patent. This is mainly because
establishing lead times is a more efficient way of protection of the innovation
in this industry. In general, differences in propensity to patent across sectors
are caused by the fact that different sectors make different use of possibilities
to protect an innovation.
Table VIII-1 gives an indication of the differences in the incidence to patent,
among the countries under consideration.














Note that there might be important differences between the regional distribution of
manufacturing and the regional distribution of services. See for a review on the Central and
Capital Cities Region, as identified by the European Commission, Van der Knaap and
Sleegers (1995).
Appendix VIII.B shows the regions that are used in the analysis of this chapter.
148It is clear from this table that the Netherlands has a very high rate of patents
to R&D expenditures, while Spain has an extremely low incidence to patent.
The differences in the propensity to patent across countries - as proxied by
patents divided by R&D expenditures - can stem from several reasons.
Countries may be specialised in different industries. Some may be specialised
in sectors with a traditional high propensity to patent, while others may be
focused on sectors with a low propensity to patent. Furthermore, a country
with a low propensity to patent can be inefficient in generating innovations
from R&D. Another reason might be that R&D is merely used for imitation
instead of innovation in such countries. This implies that the analysis in this
chapter, unlike the R&D indicator in the previous chapter, is aimed at
invention and innovation and not imitation capability. . - K. ., ,-;>!, ->.,: -j
The data on patents used in this chapter stem from the European Patent Office
and are based on the geographic location of the inventor of the patent. The use
of patents allocated by the postal code of the inventor make it possible to trace
innovative activity back to the region of origin. Another way to approach
patent statistics is to use patents according to the location of the applicant.
However, this approach is likely to be more biased in case of large companies,
since patents are filed by the headquarters of a company, even though they
might be developed in geographically distant subsidiaries. The object of this
study is to get a grasp of the actual location of origin of knowledge in a certain
field, making the use of inventors preferable over applicants.
As a proxy for production, manufacturing value added at factor costs is taken.
This gives a more accurate image of economic activity than value added at
market prices, since in the latter subsidies and taxes are included, which
might differ across countries.
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to spatial patterns of economic and
innovative activity as they can be found in the EUROSTAT REGIO database.
In doing so these data are combined with patent statistics developed on the
basis of data of the European Patent Office (EPO). EPO classifies patents by
field of technology according to the International Patent Classification (IPC).
To compare patent data to economic data the technology fields were assigned
to economic sectors as classified by the International Standard Industrial
Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC - rev. 2) of the United Nations.
This concordance was taken from Verspagen, van Moestgastel and Slabbers
(1994). They have used the main notation of the patent publication. This
identifies the invention in its key aspect. Verspagen, van Moestgastel and
Slabbers (1994) allocated all IPC subclasses (concerning manufacturing) to 22
ISIC sectors (manufacturing). In several cases a subclass is allocated partly to
one ISIC sector and partly to one or more other ISIC sectors. The concordance
149between ISIC and NACE-CLIO (the latter is the classification used by
EUROSTAT) is given in Appendix VIII.C.
••*"
V7JI.2 SpafiflZ distribufioM o/ pafenfs and i>a/we added across European
regions
In the previous chapter, it was shown that business R&D was unevenly
distributed across space. No attention was paid to the location of the
innovative regions, however. This section will show the geographic location
of the innovative regions within Europe. In this section the location of
innovative regions will be compared to the location of the regions with high
economic activity. The geographic distribution of patents and manufacturing
value added in Europe over the years 1986-1990 are displayed in Figure VIII-1
and VUI-2. , ,
It should be kept in mind that the sample used in this chapter does not
include German regions, even though recent studies (Paci and Usai, 1998;
Verspagen, 1997; Breschi, 1995) have found that the most innovative regions
of Europe are located in Germany. The primary reason for not including
Germany was that no data on value added were available for this country.
Also, the inclusion of German patent data could possibly distort an objective
view. The fact that the EPO is located in Germany has as a consequence that
German firms can be over-represented. EPO regulations closely follow the
granting procedures of the German national system and therefore it is
relatively easy for a German firm to apply at EPO (Paci and Usai, 1998).






Figure VIII-2: Share in European manufacturing value added, Source: EUROSTAT
152As Figure VIII-1 points out, the geographic distribution of patenting activity is
highly concentrated across regions. High patenting activity is located in the
north of Italy, with a branch to Rhone-Alpes and Paris, the south and west of
The Netherlands and the south of the United Kingdom. Each of these regions
performs at least two percent of European patenting. The top twelve of the
regions accounts for about 70 percent of the total number of patents (Table
VIII-2), which indicates a high geographic concentration in only a few
European regions. It is notable that Spain and the southern part of Italy
display very little patent activity. Figure VIII-2 shows that manufacturing
value added also is concentrated across European regions, however, at first
sight less than patents.
Table VIII-2, which shows that about half of European value added is
generated by the top twelve regions, confirms this observation. Comparing
the spatial location of concentration of patents and manufacturing value
added (Table VIII-2), only a few differences can be observed. Almost all
regions appear on both listings, although they might differ in ranking. The
regions that disappear from one of the listings turn up at the 14th or 17th rank
if the complete listing is considered. This finding indicates that the most
innovative regions are the same regions in which most of the European value
added is generated.
Table VTII-2: Distribution of patents and value added by region




























































153Figure VIII-3: Patents corrected for population, Source: EPO, EUROSTAT
154o
Figure VIII-4: Value added corrected for population, Source: EPO, EUROSTAT
155However, the simple comparison of the amount of patents across regions is
not entirely correct, because it ignores the fact that the size of the population
(the manufacturing base) of some regions is larger than in other regions
(Audretsch and Feldman, 1996). Therefore, in Figure VIII-3 the amount of
patents of a region divided by the average population"' of the region over the
5 years under consideration (1986-1990) is compared to the European total
amount of patents divided by the average of European population. Figure
VIII-4 does the same for manufacturing value added. The darkest areas in the
Figures VIII-3 and VIII-4 show regions which have a number of patents (value
added) per head which is at least twice as high than the overall European
ratio. The dark grey areas still have more than average patents (value added)
per head. It can clearly be seen that the patentdata show more regions with
extreme values (black and white areas) than the data for value added, which
display a more dispersed pattern in the sense that almost all regions are grey.
These findings indicate that value added is less concentrated than patenting**.
This is not a great surprise, since it is commonly known that research
institutes (private as well as public) and R&D departments of large enterprises
are not as widely spread as production.
The conclusion that can be drawn from the data is that both patents and value
added show some degree of concentration over Europe, although patents
more than value added. However, when Figure VIII-1 and Figure VHI-2 are
compared it can also be concluded that the location of the patent- and
manufacturing value added-intensive regions does not differ greatly. The
empirically observed patterns seem to confirm the findings of Chapter VII
that differences in economic activity as well as innovative activity exist across
European regions. This corresponds to the expectations from the model
developed in Chapters IV and VI.
Although Figures VIII-1 and VIII-2 display the geographic distribution of
innovative as well as economic activity in Europe, they aggregate across all
industries and therefore overlook sectoral differences. The question arises
whether differences exist when looking at a sectoral level.
The Herfindahl index is used to indicate whether a variable is distributed
evenly or concentrated geographically. Here, the specification used in Chapter
VII is made sector specific:
It would have been preferable to correct patents by manufacturing employment. However,
since the correlation between population and manufacturing employment is very high (the
correlation does not differ significantly from 1 at the 5% significance level) this would
probably not have made much difference.
°* The evidence of Paci and Usai (1998) confirms this finding.
156'Inn
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where HF denotes the rescaled Herfindahl index for sector /, S„ denotes the
share of a variable of region » and sector / in the total of the variable of a
country in sector /. A value of one of the resulting index represents evidence
of complete geographical concentration in one region, while a value of zero
represents evidence of equal distribution of the variable under consideration.
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Metal products, machinery,
equipment and electrical goods
(B24) '
'ransport equipment (B28)
-Value added Patents Population
Figure VIII-5: Herfindahl index for Europe per sector '
Source: EPO, EUROSTAT
When the Herfindahl is calculated for each industry in Europe, the results
differ for the geographic distribution of value added versus the geographic
distribution of patents (Figure VIII-5). It is again shown that patents display a
higher degree of concentration than value added. However, value added
shows more variety in concentration across sectors, while for patents all the
sectors are concentrated to approximately the same extent. With regard to
value added, the sectors B42 (Textiles and clothing, leather and footwear)'''
and B47 (Wood, paper and printing) display a more than average geographic
concentration. The geographic concentration of the population within Europe
is also displayed in Figure VIII-5. Comparing patent activity and value added
to the concentration of the population (which is assumed to be evenly
distributed across regions) one can observe that both variables display a
higher concentration.
When we take a look at what the Herfindahl index tells us for the individual
countries, we observe that within a country geographic concentrations of
For a description of the NACE CLIO sector codes, see Appendix VIII.A.
157industries are more profound than within Europe as a whole, suggesting that
at the country level more intensive clustering of activity takes place. Figure
VIII-6 displays the Herfindahl index for each sector within each available
country. The horizontal line shows the Herfindahl index for population in
each country. Notable is the large patenting concentration of the Spanish B42
sector (textiles). The other Spanish industries are also very concentrated with
regard to innovative activity. Within the Netherlands, large differences
between industries are visible. While B13 (ferrous and non-ferrous ores and
metals, other than radioactive) is highly concentrated with regard to patents
as well as value added, B15 (minerals) is as dispersed as population. Overall,
these results confirm the earlier results that within Europe value added is











•••Patents ^^H Value added Population
Figure VIII-6: Herfindahl index for each country per sector
When Figure VIII-6 is compared to Figure VIII-5, it can clearly be seen that
within countries sectors are much more concentrated than in Europe as a
whole. For patents, and to a lesser extent also for value added, the European
Herfindahl index is low compared to the country specific indexes.
Concluding, within Europe evidence is found of geographic concentration of
economic activity and technology. Within countries geographic concentration
is more profound. We would expect that in a united Europe, one could
already observe the concentration of industries in different parts of Europe.
One would expect that firms already choose the best location among all
European regions. Apparently, they do so only to a limited extent. This may
158be attributed to the impact of national systems of innovation (NSI). In each
country, organisations such as firms and research institutes interact in a
different manner with each other and with the government sector in
producing and distributing knowledge. The existence of different national
systems of innovation has as a consequence that knowledge spills over more
easily across regions within a country than across country borders. Therefore,
the above observation underpins the analysis in Chapter VI (Section VI.3.b
barriers to knowledge spillovers). NSIs have an influence on the distribution
of growth across nations and regions. However, it is expected that the process
of European integration could affect the NSIs in Europe and might eventually
lead to the emergence of a European system of innovation (Johnson and
Gregersen, 1997).
In order to pinpoint the location of country specific concentrations, Table VIII-
3 shows the sectors that are most important within each country with respect
to patenting and to value added. Of each sector the three regions with the
largest share in country total are displayed. It can be observed that sector
concentrations differ among regions.
For instance, observe the shaded area in the table. It shows that the metal
products sector (B24) in France. This sector accounts for the majority (64.4
percent) of total patenting in France. Moreover, the table indicates that in each
country metal products is the sector with the highest activity with respect to
patents (as well as value added). He the France (FR1) holds most of all French
patents in this sector (47.6 percent). In fact, the three most patent intensive
French regions within this sector hold 67.7 percent of total patents. This
indicates that the metal products sector is largely concentrated within a few
regions in France.
The table allows us to compare the results for patents to those for
manufacturing value added. The metal products sector only represents 31
percent of the total of the country value added. This again points to the
feature that patenting is much more concentrated than value added. Note that
He the France generates only 28.2 percent of French value added in this sector.
The other countries show similar distributions.
From this table it can be concluded that innovative activities are highly
concentrated in a single region within each country. The same, although to a
lesser extent, holds for manufacturing value added.























































































































































































































































































Inspired by Audretsch and Feldman (1994). Source: EPO, EUROSTAT.
160The Revealed Comparative Advantage index (RTA) was calculated in order to
give insight in the extent of the specialisation of a region in an industry. This
index is defined as (/v / X,^)/ (£, 'V ZZ ^)' where P denotes the number
of patents in region / and sector /. To standardise this RTA-index to the
interval [-1,1] we calculate (RTA-1)/(RTA+1). For all regions documented in
Table VIII-3 the RTA reaches a value round and about 0.98 (not documented
separately) which indicates considerable regional specialisation.
In sum, the analysis conducted so far has given several results. First, regions
that belong to the most innovative ones in terms of patent activity have the
highest share in manufacturing value added as well. Second, production is
more dispersed than innovative activity, however, both are geographically
concentrated (when compared to the distribution of population) across
European regions. With respect to patenting, all sectors are concentrated to
approximately the same extent at the European level, while manufacturing
value added shows clear differences in sectoral concentration. Third, at the
country level clustering of sectors occurs to a higher extent than at the
European level. Geographic patterns of innovativity as well as production
differ across sectors at the country level, suggesting that country specific
factors in combination with sector specific factors play an important role in
determining the geographic pattern of innovativity and production across
countries.
V7II.3
In this section, we will address attention to spatial autocorrelation (Cliff and
Ord, 1973, see also Chapter VII) in the data. In Chapter VII, it was brought
forward that according to the model described in Chapters IV and VI
differences in knowledge generaäon and learning capability (proxied by R&D
intensity) have an influence on the distribution of economic activity (Section
Vn.3). It was found that differences in these parameters exist across regions.
In the earlier developed model, these differences were assumed (for
simplicity) to be purely random. In reality, however, we may find that
differences in innovative activity are systematic. This section will investigate
whether spatial autocorrelation is found in patents and value added. Again,
we will distinguish between sectors.
In Figure VITI-7 the results for the evolution over time of the coefficient of
Moran for the total of all sectors is shown. Note that the observations for value
added only start in 1985. No appreciable trend can be identified. The
importance of spillovers stays the same throughout time. Therefore, for the
161.;•••
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value added patents
Figure VTII-7: Coefficient of Moran for the total of all sectors
Source: EPO, EUROSTAT
rest of this paragraph attention will only be paid at the 5-year period of our
sample (1986-1990).
In Table VIII-4 the coefficient of Moran for patents and value added (corrected
for population) are compared. The table indicates that patents show a
respectable degree of spatial autocorrelation in almost all sectors. Looking at
value added, significant autocorrelation can only be found in four sectors,
indicating that the geographic clustering plays a more important role in
innovative activity than in the generation of value added.
Table VIII-4: Moran per NACE sector
Sector Patents
Ferrous and non-ferrous ores and metals, other than 0.12 (1.17) 0.05 (0.53)
radioactive (B13)
Non-metallic minerals and mineral products (B15) 0.27' (2.40) 0.19 (1.79)
Chemical products (B17) 0.27' (2.46) 0.19 (1.77)
Metal products, machinery, equipment and electrical goods 0.29 (2.59) 0.35'(3.11)
(B24)
Transport equipment (B28) • 0.31' (2.75) 0.13 (1.25)
Food, beverages, tobacco (B36) 0.38" (3.36) 0.18 (1.67)
Textiles and clothing, leather and footwear (B42) 0.18 (1.67) 0.23' (2.07)
Paper and printing products (B47) 0.29' (2.64) 0.33' (2.92)
Products of various industries (B50) 0.36' (3.20) 0.32(2.89)
Toto/ (B30) 0.36' (3.21) 0.42' (3.69)
Values between brackets indicate t-values
' significant at the 5% level
Source: EPO, EUROSTAT
162With respect to patents the data allow us to desaggregate to ISIC classes in
order to observe the origin of the significance of the Moran coefficient in the
broader NACE classification. Table VIII-5 clearly shows the sectors for which
a significant coefficient of Moran is found, indicating that these sectors are
clustered over region borders. It is notable that sectors which are significant
under the NACE classification are composed of ISIC sectors which are not all
significant". This leads to the impression that when certain ISIC sectors with a
low coefficient of Moran are grouped together in the NACE classification, a
higher coefficient of Moran might occur simply because these different ISIC
sectors are located in regions close together. Thus, the whole spectrum of
chemical ISIC sectors (ZCC, ZCD, ZCP and ZLR) might group together in one
location, which causes a high coefficient of Moran for the chemicals sector in
the NACE classification (B17), while the individual ISIC sectors do not display
high clustering over regions, simply because they are located to other
chemical sectors rather than to their own sector.
Table VIII-5: Coefficient of Moran per ISIC sector
Sector Moran
Instruments (zhi) , 0.29
Pharmaceuticals (zed) '• ' ' ' 0.16
Communication equipment and semiconductors 0.08
(zee)
Office machines and computers (zho) 0.05 (0.51)
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The concordance between NACE and ISIC is given in Appendix VIII.C.
163It is notable that high-tech sectors like ZHO (office machines and computers),
ZCD (pharmaceuticals) and ZEC (communication equipment and
semiconductors) display a very low coefficient of Moran (which is not
significant), indicating that within Europe there is little clustering of these
sectors in a group of regions located close to each other. This impression is
reinforced when the coefficient of Moran is determined for a different
grouping of ISIC sectors which can be labelled as high-tech, medium-tech and
low-tech. Table VIII-5 points out that high-tech sectors display the lowest
degree of clustering, in contrast to medium and low-tech sectors in which
spatial clustering is more profound. Probably the clustering in high-tech
sectors is very intensive and will therefore not cover a group of regions, but
stay within one region. The Herfindahl index could give some more
information on this issue. From Figure VIII-8 can be seen that indeed all high-
tech sectors display very high concentration across European regions. In fact,
all sectors (except shipbuilding, which is spatially dependent on a sea-
bounded region and electrical machinery) display a lower geographic
concentration than the high-tech sectors, indicating that high-tech is indeed
concentrated in only several regions in Europe.
From the spatial analysis, it can be concluded that economic as well as
innovative activity clusters within groups of contiguous regions. At the
sectoral level clear differences appear. It has been shown that with respect to
innovative activity low-tech sectors display the highest degree of clustering
Instruments (zhi)
Paper and printing (zop\ 0.6 ••
Other manufacturinf industries (zoo)
Wood, cork and furniture (zow)
Textiles, footwear and leather (zlx)














Motor vehicles (am) ' '
Other transport (zto)
Stone, clay and glass (zog)
Non-ferrous metals (zmn)
Patents Population
Figure VIII.8: Herfindahl index for Europe
164within groups of regions. High-tech sectors on the other hand show low
coefficients of Moran. When this result is combined with very high Herfindahl
indexes for these sectors, it can be concluded that high-tech concentrates
geographically in only a few regions in Europe, and these clusters do not
exceed region borders. ->..••• • ,•« •• • •;••-••*•
VZIJ.4
The main objective of this chapter was to give a detailed sectoral view on the
present situation within Europe with respect to the location and the
distribution of economic and innovative activity. In doing so, innovative
activity is proxied by patenting activity by inventor, whereas manufacturing
value added at factor costs is used as a proxy of economic activity. In general,
regions that have a large geographic concentration of patents also tend to
have a large concentration of value added. However, innovative activity is
geographically concentrated to a larger extent than value added. This seems to
point to some sort of increasing returns to location.
If a sectoral perspective is taken, one finds clear evidence of geographic
concentrations of innovative as well as economic activity in that for most
sectors these variables are more concentrated than population. This holds
when Europe as a whole is observed. However, when looking at the country
level, even more profound geographic concentration within sectors occurs.
The extent to which geographic concentration is playing a role differs across
sectors, indicating that industry specific as well as country specific conditions
determine the spatial pattern of innovation and production.
The mere analysis of concentrations does not give any indication about
spillover effects of either innovative or economic activity due to the proximity
of one or several active regions. By applying the coefficient of Moran to the
dataset, the results point to the direction that such spillover effects do take
place for both types of activity in several sectors. Especially innovative
activity shows a large degree of spatial autocorrelation in the majority of
sectors, mainly low-tech and medium-tech sectors. High-tech sectors,
however, are found to be highly concentrated in few regions, which are not
contiguous.
The evidence for spillover effects seems to suggest that locally bounded
knowledge spillovers and agglomeration economies play an important role.
Furthermore, since innovative and economic concentrations are largely
located in the same regions, it seems to be the case that both activities
reinforce each other.
165Since this chapter has been descriptive in nature and no time series were
available to give a more profound analysis of the underlying mechanisms, the
findings only allow for some speculation on these underlying economic
mechanisms. A consequence of the increasing returns to innovative and
economic activity seems to be that some regions might lock into a low
productivity - low innovativity situation, while others endure high economic
and innovative activity. This geographic pattern indicates no convergence
across European regions. Cumulative causation together with the presence of
spillover effects are at the origins of this pattern. Region-specific policies
might strengthen a weak position of a region by increasing the learning
capability and knowledge generation of a region. On the other hand, these
findings suggest that NSIs still have a large influence on the regional patterns
in GDP per capita gaps and knowledge. This might be an encouragement to
European policymakers to stimulate a European system of innovation.
166APPENDIX VIILA: NACE CZasst/icafio» • - '*•• -^«f*^ ü s ' '»0-
B13 Ferrous and non-ferrous ores and metals, other than radioactive
B15 Non-metallic minerals and mineral products
B17 Chemical products '
B24 Metal products, machinery, equipment and electrical goods
B28 Transport equipment
B36 Food, beverages, tobacco
B42 Textiles and clothing, leather and footwear
B47 Paper and printing products
B50 Products of various industries







































































































































































































































































































169APPENDIX VI/I.C: CoHcordanc«? between NACE-CLIO and ISIC
Table VIII.C-1 gives the concordance between NACE-CLIO (value added data) and ISIC as is
used in this chapter. An additional column is added to indicate whether a sector is high,
medium or low tech.


































































































































The aim of this dissertation is to implement concepts from geography into a
technology gap model and thereby broaden the understanding of knowledge
spillovers (across space). More precisely, the impact of local knowledge
spillovers on regional growth is analysed. The thesis was divided in three
parts. The first part dealt with the description of the literature on diffusion of
knowledge and provided a methodological framework. Chapters II and III
were devoted to these issues. The second part focussed on analysing the
influence of local knowledge spillovers on regional gaps. Chapters IV to VI
were devoted to setting up a model that gives an impression of these effects.
The implications of the model were explored by means of simulation
techniques. The third part deals with the current situation in Europe. Chapters
VII and VHI use empirical analyses to demonstrate regional gaps and
differences in economic and innovative activity across regions.
This chapter will give a concluding summary of all parts of the thesis. In
addition, attention will be given to the policy implications of the results
brought forward. The last section will try to outline some proposals for future
research.
JX.l SMmwary and COWC/MSIOMS
Chapter II gave a (selective) survey of the literature on diffusion of
knowledge. The chapter reviewed the perspective on knowledge spillovers in
various strands in the literature. Whereas traditional neo-classical growth
models assume knowledge to be immediately everywhere available,
171cumulative causation theories adopt the idea that knowledge will stay in the
geographical place it originates and will not spread at all. 'In between' are
imperfect diffusion theories, which assume knowledge to spread gradually
over time and space. From these contributions, we obtained elements for a
regional model on knowledge spillovers. One element is taken from
technology gap theory, which assumes that technological distance plays an
essential part in determining the growth rates of countries (the technology
gap literature mainly considers countries, although some regional models
exist). A second element is taken from the geographical literature on
agglomeration effects and growth poles. In this literature, geographical
distance plays a very important role in that increasing returns to location are
assumed. The geographical agglomeration of industrial activities leads to a set
of advantages that induces further agglomeration. Among these advantages
are the availability of skilled labour and intermediate goods suppliers, as well
as the easy transmission and discussion of new ideas. In this dissertation, the
focus lay on this last factor. Knowledge spillovers are assumed to take place
more easily across smaller geographical distances.
In Chapter III, evolutionary theory is presented as an apt way to model
regional knowledge spillovers. The merits of an evolutionary approach lie in
the acknowledgement of the heterogeneity of agents. We assume that reality
can be best approximated by a model that takes into account that regions
differ in several respects. Regions are assumed to differ in their behaviour
with respect to efficiency in implementing knowledge spillovers from other
regions and in generating their own knowledge base. These factors, which
might be shaped by e.g. historical influences, might have an impact on the
distribution of growth across regions. Starting with the notion that regions are
initially very different in their behaviour, and following evolutionary theory,
we introduce a selection mechanism that determines the growth rate of
regions. Chapter HI introduced the Goodwin model as capturing the main
evolutionary ideas.
Chapter IV developed a simple model for knowledge spillovers across
regions. Spatial issues such as increasing returns to location are integrated
into a technology gap model. Knowledge spillovers are assumed to be
influenced by two different factors. First, it is assumed that proximity and
location play an essential role in the transmission of knowledge between
regions. Therefore, the geographical distance relative to another region is an
important factor that determines the amount of knowledge spillovers. A
second factor is technological distance, i.e., the technology gap. This term
refers to the extent to which a region is able to assimilate knowledge from
other regions at each moment in time. Technological distance is measured by
the level of the knowledge stock of one region relative to the level of the
knowledge stock of another region.
172Several parameters have an influence on the equilibrium gap of a region. Two
of them are highlighted. First, differences in the exogenous rate of knowledge
generation across regions have an influence on the equilibrium gap. An
increase in the rate of knowledge generation in a backward region could be
established by devoting more efforts to R&D. The result will be that the
backward region experiences a lower gap with respect to the leader region. In
other words, the backward region catches up. The second factor is the
learning capability, which denotes the intrinsic capability of a region to
implement knowledge from other regions. This concept differs from
technological distance in that the learning capability is a characteristic of a
region that is modelled as an exogenous factor. A relatively high learning
capability can also lead to catch up of an otherwise backward region.
The main contribution of this model is that it allows spatial factors to have an
influence on catching up and falling behind. The model can be analysed by
simulations. ' •
The results from these simulations are reviewed in Chapter V. Heterogeneity
in regions is introduced by allowing regions to differ with respect to an initial
stock variable and several parameters. More precisely, experiments were
carried out in which regions differed with respect to the initial level of the
knowledge stock, the learning capability and the exogenous rate of
knowledge generation across regions. The geographical location of a region
plays a role in every experiment. Several geographical spheres are considered.
We consider a lattice of honeycombs, a column and a globe. The first of these
spheres is two-dimensional. There is exactly one central region. This region
has a favourable location for receiving knowledge spillovers from other
regions. In the column, the single central region from the lattice is replaced by
a belt of regions around the middle of the column. In the globe there is no
inherently central location. The lattice of honeycombs can be considered
similar to a country, whereas the globe could be considered representative for
the world as a whole. The column can be seen as an intermediate case, since it
replaces the one central region of the lattice by a belt of centrally located
regions, whereas on the globe every region is centrally located.
The gradual diffusion of knowledge over time and space results in certain
equilibrium patterns (i.e., patterns which are more or less stable over time) in
the distribution of knowledge over regions. In general, these equilibrium
patterns show situations in which technological knowledge is unequally
distributed over space.
There is a difference in results between the case when the starting value of the
knowledge stock is varied and the case in which a parameter is varied across
regions. Varying the initial knowledge stock and keeping all parameters equal
173across regions causes geographic proximity to become the main influence as
regions become more equal (i.e., as the interval out which the initial values of
the knowledge stock are randomly chosen for each region is decreased).
Varying a parameter (learning capability or the exogenous rate of knowledge
generation) shows that there are two counteracting forces at work. Increasing
differences in the parameters are in themselves factors that have a polarising
effect. However, when combined with geographic forces, they lead to less
disparity across regions. For example, a region with an unfavourable
geographic location may (randomly) obtain a high learning capability, while
the centrally located region may (randomly) obtain a low learning capability.
In such case, all regions might end up with similar knowledge stocks, since a
favourable geographic location leads to more spillovers and therefore a larger
growth of the knowledge stock, while a high learning capability (or a high
exogenous rate of knowledge generation) also leads to a larger growth of the
knowledge stock. Thus, differences in the learning capability or the exogenous
rate of growth of the knowledge stock have a net 'adverse' effect on overall
disparity.
In the model of Chapter IV, regions were assumed to coexist in a world
without national borders. A complete unification of the involved economies
prevailed. In fact, no distinction was made between countries. The model in
Chapter VI elaborated the model of Chapter IV by introducing countries^ and
thereby giving a more adequate representation of reality. This elaboration
makes it possible to explore the influence of economic integration on the
distribution of knowledge and growth across regions.
As before, inter-regional knowledge spillovers determine the growth of
regions. This model is in essence a Goodwin model, as explained in Chapter
III. The model analyses the impact of the different parameters such as the
learning capability and the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock
on overall disparity across regions in different situations. The impact of
barriers to trade was investigated by comparing two different stages of
integration. Examining a fixed exchange rate system versus a system of
flexible exchange rates resulted in conditions (constellations of parameters)
under which fixed exchange rates (compared to flexible exchange rates)
generate less disparity across regions. However, depending on the parameter
values, fixed exchange rates may also generate more disparity, leading to the
conclusion that the effect of monetary integration is ambiguous.
In addition, barriers to knowledge spillovers were considered in the sense that
cross border knowledge flows were hampered compared to inter-country
In the simulations two countries are considered, however, the theoretical model allows for
« countries (n > 2).
174S flows. This resulted in a situation where reduced cross border flows have a
large impact when regions are initially unequal with respect to the exogenous
rate of growth knowledge generation or the learning capability. In these cases,
the resulting trends in overall disparity are quite different from the trends
established in a situation of no barriers to knowledge spillovers.
The most important outcome of this last experiment is that the resulting
pattern of per capita gaps shows a clear difference between countries. One of
the two countries contains the leader region and this region is located
centrally within this country. All other regions of the leader country are
grouped in a hierarchical pattern around the central region. The other country
contains regions that have a large gap towards the world leader region. This
indicates that, with limited cross-border spillovers, the 'adverse' effect of
variety in learning capability and exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge
stock, as was demonstrated in Chapter V, only holds within a country.
The focus of Chapter VII was to relate the model developed in Chapters IV
and VI to the present situation in Europe. In this chapter European regional
data were explored in order to investigate to what extent the empirically
observed patterns resemble those generated by the model. Chapter VII
showed that the distribution of GDP per capita across European regions
displays an unequal distribution across space. This is in line with the
equilibrium patterns that resulted from the model. The clustering of economic
activity has been studied, explicitly. By using the technique of spatial
autocorrelation, the degree to which the value of a variable in one region is
spatially correlated to the value in neighbouring regions is assessed. It is
shown that regions with a high GDP per capita are surrounded by regions
with a similar level of GDP per capita, i.e., clustering occurs. This is what is
expected on the basis of the predictions of the model.
The models in Chapters IV and VI assumed that differences across regions in
the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock and the learning
capability are important for the equilibrium distribution of per capita gaps.
Chapter VII illustrates that these parameters are concentrated within
European regions by using R&D data as an indicator. This suggests that
differences in these parameters do indeed exist across European regions.
Overall, the empirical analysis seems to suggest that an explanation of the
distribution of GDP per capita over regions based on knowledge spillovers,
knowledge generation and learning capability has some plausibility.
In addition, it is found that variables like population density and higher
education R&D are correlated to the R&D of a region. Finally it is shown that
the long-run distribution of the learning capability and the exogenous rate of
growth of the knowledge stock points to the fact that differences across
175regions in learning capability and exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge
stock persist over time.
Chapter VIII was also devoted to illustrate the current situation in Europe
with respect to the location and the distribution of economic and innovative
activity. However, this chapter takes more distance from the model in that it
refrains from the expectations based on the model. In this respect, this chapter
directs attention to sector differences (which were assumed to be absent in the
model), by exploring data on manufacturing value added and patents.
The general finding is that regions with a large geographic concentration of
patents are associated with a large concentration of value added'". However,
innovative activity is more geographically concentrated than value added.
This result might indicate the presence of some sort of increasing returns to
location as well as increasing returns to knowledge.
From a sectoral perspective, clear evidence is found of geographic
concentrations of innovative as well as economic activity. For most sectors,
technologic and economic variables are concentrated to a larger extent than
population. This results when Europe as a whole is observed. In addition,
results for the individual countries show that the geographic concentration
within sectors is even more profound than at the country level. The extent to
which geographic concentration is important differs across sectors, indicating
that industry specific as well as country specific conditions determine the
spatial pattern of innovation and production.
In addition, this chapter attempts to investigate whether spillover effects
occur in economic and innovative activity, by using the technique of spatial
autocorrelation. In this way it can be investigated whether economic or
innovative activity clusters geographically which might suggest the presence
of spillover effects. The results point out that such spillover effects do take
place for both types of activity in several sectors. Especially innovative
activity shows a large degree of spatial autocorrelation in the majority of
sectors, mainly low-tech and medium-tech sectors. High-tech sectors,
however, are found to be highly concentrated in few regions, which are not
contiguous. *
The evidence for spillover effects seems to suggest that locally bounded
knowledge spillovers and agglomeration economies play an important role.
Furthermore, since innovative and economic concentrations are largely
located in the same regions, it seems to be the case that both activities
This is in accordance with findings in other empirical studies on this issue, such as Pad
and Usai (1998).
176reinforce each other. This observation opens possibilities for future research
(see Section IX.3).
IX.2
From a policy perspective, this thesis provides several interesting insights that
can be broadly divided under three headings. First, what do the findings
imply for regional gaps? Second, how can policy influence the parameter
values of the developed model? Third, what are the consequences of several
stages of economic integration for disparity across regions?
IX.2.Ö Convergence or divergence across European regions
Since European economies have committed themselves to reach a monetary
union in the not too distant future, a lot of attention is directed towards the
question how to achieve convergence across European regions. For policy-
makers it is important to know whether regions within the EU are converging or
diverging. Divergence across regions exposes a task for the governments to
provide economic support for the backward regions. Backward regions can be
stimulated to catch up in several ways. In this respect, the European
Commission has developed several programs. Examples of these are Regional
Technology Plans (RTPs) and Regional Innovation and Technology Strategy
(RITS). The aim of such projects is to stimulate research and development
within backward regions and thereby increasing the GDP per capita of such a
region.
The empirical findings in Chapter VII and VIII confirm the divergence across
regions with respect to economic activity as well as innovative activity.
Results in Chapter VII suggested that, based on the present distribution,
divergence in innovativity would continue to exist. Therefore, some regions
might have locked into a low productivity - low innovativity situation, while
others endure high economic and innovative activity. The model developed in
Chapters IV and VI suggests that increasing returns to location together with
the presence of spillover effects are at the origins of this pattern. Region-
specific policies might'strengthen a weak position of a region by increasing
the learning capability and knowledge generation of a region. In this respect
the government could stimulate backward regions by providing an efficient
knowledge infrastructure. Increasing the attractiveness of a backward region for
firms can be reached by means of geographically locating higher education in
such a region. However, the question always posed in this context is whether
this is an effective course to be followed. As can be concluded from regressions
performed in Chapter VII, a clear relationship exists between the presence of
177higher education in a region and the amount of business R&D performed in that
same region. This suggests that the presence of higher education has a positive
influence on the location of firms, although the causality between the two works
in both ways. This observation is confirmed by studies of Jaffe (1989), Acs,
Audretsch and Feldman (1992) and Anselin, Varga and Acs (1997) concerning
the effect of academic research on inventions in geographically dose private
firms. , >-••... •••.-."
On the other hand, the findings in Chapter VIII suggest that National Systems
of Innovation (NSIs) still have a large influence on the regional patterns in
GDP per capita gaps and knowledge. This might be an encouragement to
European policymakers to stimulate a European system of innovation, i.e., to
improve the knowledge infrastructure within Europe as a whole. It might be
useful to set up projects that aim at stimulating the interaction between
European universities and research institutes '.
Chapter VIII increased the awareness of the presence of sectoral clusters,
meaning that industries in a specific sector tend to cluster geographically.
From a policy perspective, it might be interesting to stimulate the various
sectoral clusters and broaden them in spatial terms. This could be done by
facilitating economic and knowledge spillovers between the centers of the
clusters and the regions surrounding them. This should be combined with a
support for public infrastructure in the economically backward regions, as
was indicated by Chapter VII, since this might make these regions ready to
receive and develop the knowledge and the economic development that will
spillover to them when it is their time to border upon an innovative and/or
economic cluster.
/X.2.b Jn/7wenring Me /rarnrng copabi/ity o«d Me exogenous rate of fcnow/edge
generation
The model developed in this thesis incorporates at least two parameters that
can be influenced by policy. Section IX.2.1 already gave some suggestions in
this respect. First, the learning capability of a region can be influenced by
actively trying to enhance the knowledge infrastructure of a region.
Stimulating co-operation between firms and research organisations and
ameliorating the educational structure are measures that have this effect.
However, from the simulation results in this study it appears that the
existence of differences across regions may not be as T?ad' as is generally
See Caracostax and Soete (1997) for an overview of European initiatives that have been
undertaken to set up European institutions which try to promote interactions of the
European Union member states with respect to the innovation process.
178believed. The mere existence of differences in learning capabilities across
regions may cause that the overall disparity between regions is relatively
small.
Second, the exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock of a region
could be enhanced by stimulating the R&D activities in a region. In fact,
several policy measures aim at stimulating (private) R&D. Again, the
developed model points out that small differences across regions in their
exogenous rate of growth of the knowledge stock may lead to relatively large
differences across regions with respect to gaps in the knowledge stock.
IX.2.C Sfflges 0/economic
In the recent literature, a discussion takes place about whether economic
integration, more precisely a monetary union, will have overall positive or
negative effects on the growth of the economies involved. Recent
developments show that politicians of European countries have made up their
minds in this respect and are proceeding with introducing a monetary union.
In Chapter VI several stages of integration were considered. Regional growth
differentials were examined in a situation of flexible exchange rates and
compared to a fixed exchange rate system^. As said above (Section IX.l), no
unconditional conclusion can be given whether the introduction of a
monetary union will reduce the overall disparity across regions. The resulting
disparity in regional growth depends on the specific characteristics of the
regions with respect to factors such as learning capability and exogenous rate
of knowledge generation as well as the individual level of the knowledge
stocks of the regions involved.
Concerning barriers to knowledge spillovers, the trends in overall disparity
are different from the trends found when there are no barriers to knowledge
spillovers. This is in particular the case when initial differences across regions
increase with respect to their exogenous rate of knowledge generation or their
learning capability. Instead of leading to lower overall disparity pathways of
increased overall disparity appear. This could possibly be remedied by policy
interaction directed towards taking down these barriers to the extent that they
are still present. Promoting a European System of Innovation would be a good
step in this direction (see Chapter VIII).
In the model a system of fixed exchange rates means that each currency can be
denominated in the currency of another country against a fixed rate. Therefore, in terms of
the model a system of fixed exchange rates is identical to a monetary union.
179IX.3 Future research s -
The model developed in this thesis contributes to the existing literature in
several ways. It is one of the few attempts to model regional knowledge
spillovers that exist in the literature until now. The model incorporates
increasing returns to knowledge as well as increasing returns to location.
Furthermore, it is a multi region - multi country model, which makes it
applicable to all countries or groups of countries.
The model can be developed further in several ways. According to the
regional interpretation of the Verdoorn-Kaldor law and cumulative causation
(Chapter II) productivity growth will lead to growth in (R&D) investment
and, in turn, growth in R&D investment will induce growth in productivity.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume a feedback link from GDP per capita
gaps towards innovative activity. This relationship is confirmed by the
empirical results from Chapter VII. In this chapter regional GDP per capita
was found to be correlated to R&D efforts. It would be an interesting
extension to model this feedback from economic activity to innovative
activity. A possible result from this extension could be that such a system
reinforces itself even to a larger extent than it does without the feedback link.
Probabfy, regions win" sooner find themselves in a situation of low growth
accompanied by low innovativity. And because both factors (low growth and
low innovativity) imply that such a region will receive only little spillovers,
even from direct neighbours, the backward position of such a region is
reinforced. This might induce even a larger task for policy to reverse this
vicious low growth - low productivity - low innovativity cycle by stimulating
backward regions to strengthen their technological infrastructure and
undertake initiatives for innovative activity.
Another possible extension of the present study is that the model can be tested
against 'real' data. The geographic spheres could easily be replaced by the
regional structure of Europe (in fact it was already done so in Chapters VII
and VIII) or any other group of regions. In order to develop an indicator for
the learning capability, one can make use of regional data on education. For
the exogenous rate of knowledge generation input or output data of
innovative activity can be employed. In this respect, it might also be
interesting to compare results for Europe with findings for the United States.
With respect to the empirical analysis, we ran into the problem that regional
data were not collected by European institutes until recently. This limits the
analysis to descriptive statistics. No time series were available to give a more
profound analysis of the underlying mechanisms, and therefore the findings
only allow for some speculation on these underlying economic mechanisms. It
would be very useful to extend the analysis as soon as time series are
180available. In this way the evolution over time of clustering of economic and
innovative activity could be investigated more in detail. A point which was
not considered in this thesis is that after a certain time of positive externalities
to location there might appear diseconomies of agglomeration. Congestion
effects might occur. Time-series might give some indication of the growth and
decline of clusters within Europe.
With further research, knowledge on local knowledge spillovers will increase.
This might lead to the application of policy instruments that enhance
prosperity and economic stability of regions.
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191wraman/ in Dwfc/i)
Dit proefschrift behandelt de relatie tussen kennis spillovers en regionale
groei. Met kennis spillovers worden die overdrachten van informatie bedoeld
waarbij geen directe compensate wordt gegeven aan de producent van de
kennis of waarbij minder compensatie wordt gegeven dan de waarde van de
kennis.
Het proefschrift heeft als doel het inzicht in kennis spillovers te vergroten, met
name de invloed van kennis spillovers op regionale groei is onderzocht. Ook
wordt aandacht besteed aan de factoren die kennis spillovers beinvloeden. De
nadruk ligt op regionale spillovers in plaats van spillovers op het niveau van
landen. Omdat een regio een kleiner geografisch gebied bestrijkt dan een land,
biedt regionaal onderzoek een beter beeld met betrekking tot lokale kennis
spillovers.
Het proefschrift kan in 3 delen worden ingedeeld. Het eerste deel geeft een
beschrijving van de literatuur op het gebied van diffusie van kennis. Ook
wordt een methodologisch raamwerk opgezet. Hoofdstuk II en III zijn hieraan
gewijd.
Hoofstuk II geeft een overzicht van verschillende stromingen in de literatuur,
beginnend met neoklassieke theorie en eindigend met recente bijdragen aan
de literatuur op het gebied van regionale economie. Traditionele neoklassieke
groeimodellen veronderstellen dat kennis onmiddellijk overal beschikbaar is.
'Cumulative causation' modellen veronderstellen dat kennis aan het gebied
gebonden blijft waar deze is gegenereerd. Tussen deze twee uitersten
bevinden zieh theorieen die ervan uitgaan dat kennis zieh geleidelijk
verspreidt over tijd en ruimte. De recente publicaties in dit gebied vormen de
theoretische basis van dit proefschrift. Van deze laatste bijdragen zijn
elementen overgenomen om een regionaal model op te stellen. Een element
vindt zijn oorsprong in de 'technology-gap' theorie, die veronderstelt dat
technologische afstand een essentiele rol speelt bij het bepalen van de
groeivoeten van landen (de technology-gap theorie rieht zieh voomamelijk op
landen, er bestaan slechts enkele regionale modellen). Een tweede element
stamt uit de geografische literatuur over agglomeratie effecten en groeipolen.
Geografische afstand speelt een belangrijke rol in deze literatuur. Er worden
toenemende meeropbrengsten verondersteld, in de zin dat de geografische
agglomeratie van economische activiteit leidt tot voordelen die verdere
agglomeratie in de hand werken. De eenvoudige communicatie van ideeen
behoort onder meer tot deze voordelen. In dit proefschrift ligt de nadruk op
deze factor. Het wordt verondersteld dat kennis spillovers makkelijker
plaatsvinden over kleine geografische afstanden.
192Hoofdstuk HI introduceert evolutionaire theorie als methodologisch
raamwerk voor dit proefschrift. De voordelen van evolutionaire theorie liggen
voornamelijk bij de erkenning dat agenten heterogeen zijn. Er wordt
verondersteld dat de werkelijkheid het best kan worden benaderd door een
model dat de verschillen tussen regio's in beschouwing kan nemen. Regio's
worden verondersteld te verschillen met het oog op de efficientie waarin
kennis spillovers vanuit andere regio's worden geimplementeerd. Verder
verschillen regio's in de mate waarin ze in Staat zijn een eigen kennis te
ontwikkelen. Deze factoren, die afhankelijk kunnen zijn van historische
invloeden, kunnen gevolgen hebben voor de geografische verdeling van groei
over regio's. Uitgaande van het idee dat regio's zeer verschillend kunnen zijn
in hun kenmerken, introduceren we een selectie mechanisme dat de groei van
regio's bepaalt. Hoofdstuk III introduceert het Goodwin-model als een basis
model dat de belangrijkste evolutionaire ideeen bevat.
Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift analyseert de invloed van kennis
spillovers op de regionale verschillen in economische groei. Hoofdstuk IV tot
en met VI introduceert een economisch model dat een indruk geeft van deze
effecten. De implicaties van het model worden onderzocht door middel van
simulatie technieken.
Hoofdstuk IV heeft als doel om ruimtelijke concepten (zoals beschreven in
Hoofdstuk II) te introduceren in een technology-gap model. Het feit dat het
begrip 'ruimte' afwezig is in technologische modellen wordt aangepakt door
een eenvoudig technology-gap model uit te breiden met het begrip
'geografische afstand'. Het model is zo samengesteld dat het toepasbaar is op
meerdere regio's. Kennis spillovers worden verondersteld te worden
beinvloed door twee factoren. Ten eerste wordt aangenomen dat afstand en
locatie een essentiele rol speien in de overdracht van kennis tussen regio's. De
geografische afstand ten opzichte van andere regio's is een belangrijke
bepalende factor voor de hoeveelheid kennis spillovers een regio ontvangt.
Een tweede factor is technologische afstand. Deze term refereert aan de mate
waarin een regio in staat is om kennis vanuit andere regio's te assimileren.
Technologische afstand wordt gemeten door de aanwezige kennis in een regio
relatief tot de kennis in een andere regio. Er zijn verschillende parameters die
een invloed hebben op de 'evenwichtstoestand' van een regio. Twee worden
er hier behandeld. Ten eerste, verschillen in het (exogene) vermögen om
kennis te genereren, hebben een invloed op de evenwichtspositie van een
regio. Een stijging in de kennisproductie in een achterliggende regio kan
worden bewerkstelligd door meer middelen te besteden aan O&O
(Onderzoek en Ontwikkeling). Het resultaat zal zijn dat een regio met
achterstand een kleinere kloof krijgt ten opzichte van de leidende regio. Met
andere woorden, de achterliggende regio 'catches up'. Een tweede factor is het
leervermogen van een regio. Het leervermogen is het inrrinsieke vermögen
193van een regio om kennis vanuit andere regio's te implementeren. Dit concept
verschilt van technologische afstand doordat het leervermogen een kenmerk
is van een regio en dus exogeen wordt gemodelleerd. Een relatief hoog
leervermogen kan ertoe leiden dat een achterliggende regio haar kenniskloof
overbrugt.
De belangrijkste bijdrage van dit model is dat het geografische factoren
introduceert die een invloed hebben op 'catching up' (de kloof overbruggen)
en falling behind' (achterstand ontwikkelen).
Hoofdstuk V geeft een overzicht van de simulaties die zijn uitgevoerd om het
model te analyseren. Heterogeniteit tussen regio's komt tot uiting doordat
regio's verschallende kenmerken hebben. Er zijn experimenten uitgevoerd
waarin de regio's verschillen met betrekking tot hun initiele hoeveelheid
kennis, hun leervermogen en hun capaciteiten op het gebied van de productie
van kennis. De geografische locatie van een regio speelt in elk experiment een
rol. Er zijn verschillende geografische structuren gebruikt. Zo zijn er een plat
vlak, een kolom en een bol. Het platte vlak is tweedimensionaal. Er is precies
een centraal gelegen regio. Deze regio heeft een voordelige locatie voor het
ontvangen van kennis van andere regio's. In de kolom zijn er meerdere
centraal gelegen regio's (de ring rondom het midden van de kolom). Op de
bol zijn alle locaties even voordelig. Het platte vlak kan worden gezien als
representatief voor een land, terwijl de bol als een wereldbol kan worden
beschouwd. De kolom vertegenwoordigt een tussengeval, omdat het de ene
centrale regio van het platte vlak vervangt door een ring van centrale regio's,
waar de bol geen enkele centrale regio kent.
De graduele verspreiding van kennis over tijd en ruimte resulteert in bepaalde
evenwichtspatronen (patronen die min of meer onveranderlijk zijn over de
tijd) in de verdeling van kennis over de regio's. In het algemeen vertonen deze
evenwichtspatronen situaties waarin technologische kennis onevenwichtig is
verspreid over de ruimte.
Er is een verschil in de resultaten tussen het geval waarin de beginwaarde van
de kennis hoeveelheid wordt gevarieerd en het geval waarin een parameter
wordt gevarieerd over de regio's. Het varieren van de initiele waarde van het
kennisniveau, terwijl de parameters constant worden gehouden over de
regio's, levert het volgende resultaat. Als de verschillen tussen regio's kleiner
worden (dat wil zeggen, als het interval waaruit de initiele waarden random
worden gekozen wordt verkleind) wordt geografische afstand de
belangrijkste factor die de groei van de regio's bepaalt. Het varieren van een
parameter (leervermogen of het vermögen om kennis te genereren) maakt
duidelijk dat er twee elkaar tegenwerkende krachten een rol speien.
Toenemende verschillen in de parameters heeft op zichzelf een polariserend
194effect. Maar, gecombineerd met geografische factoren, onstaat er minder
ongelijkheid (wat betreft groei) tussen regio's. Bijvoorbeeld, een regio met een
ongunstige geografische locatie kan (random) een hoog leervermogen hebben,
terwijl de centraal gelegen regio (random) een laag leervermogen heeft. In
zo'n geval kunnen alle regio's uiteindelijk ongeveer dezelfde groei in kermis
ondergaan. Een geografisch günstige locatie leidt tot meer spillovers en
daardoor een hogere groei van kennis, terwijl een hoog leervermogen (of een
grote capaciteit om kennis te genereren) ook tot een hogere groei van kennis
leidt. Dus, verschillen in leervermogen of kennisproductie hebben een netto
tegengesteld effect op de algemene ongelijkheid (in groei).
Hoofdstuk VI breidt het model uit tot een 'meer landen' model, waarin nog
steeds de regionale kennis spillovers de groei van regio's bepalen. Het
gebruikte model is in essentie een Goodwin model (Hoofdstuk III). Het
hoofdstuk analyseert het effect van verschillende parameters in het model
(zoals leervermogen en kennisproductie) op de verdeling van groei tussen
regio's in verschillende siruaties. Een systeem van flexibele wisselkoersen
wordt vergeleken met een monetaire eenheid. Dit resulteert in verschillende
condities (constellaties van parameters) waarbij een monetaire eenheid leidt
tot minder verschillen in groei tussen de regio's. Afhankelijk van de waarden
van de parameters, bestaan er ook gevallen waarin een monetaire eenheid
meer ongelijkheid veroorzaakt. Dit leidt tot de conclusie dat het effect van
monetaire integratie voor meerdere uitleg vatbaar is. , . :
Verder is het effect van barrieres voor kennis spillovers geanalyseerd. Kennis
spillovers tussen regio's in verschillende landen worden verondersteld
minder makkelijk plaats te vinden dan spillovers tussen regio's binnen een
land. Dit resulteert in een situatie waarin er een grote invloed uitgaat van
deze barrieres als er initiele verschillen tussen regio's zijn wat betreft het
leervermogen of de kennisproductie. Er doen zieh trends voor die erg
verschillen van de resultaten die horen bij een situatie waarin geen barrieres
tussen landelijke kennisoverdracht bestaan.
De belangrijkste uitkomst van dit laatste experiment is dat er een duidelijk
verschil tussen de landen bestaat in het patroon van de groei. Een van de twee
landen bevat de leider regio en deze regio is centraal gelegen binnen het land.
Alle andere regio's van dit leidende land zijn in een hierarchisch patroon
gegroepeerd rond de centrale regio. Het andere land bevat regio's die een
grote kenniskloof vertonen ten opzichte van de leidende regio in de wereld
(beide landen samen). Dit leidt tot de conclusie dat, met beperkte spillovers
tussen landen, het tegengestelde effect van varieteit in leervermogen en
kennisproductie (zoals aangetoond in Hoofdstuk V) alleen geldt binnen een
land.
195Het derde deel van het proefschrift behandelt de huidige situatie in Europa.
De hoofdstukken VII en VIII voeren een empirische analyse uit om de
regionale verschillen in economische en innovatieve activiteit aan te tonen. Er
wordt een verband gelegd tussen het model in Hoofdstuk IV en VI en de
huidige Europese situatie.
Hoofdstuk VII rieht zieh op gegevens over Bruto Binnenlands Product (BBP)
en inputmaatstaven van innovatie. Dit hoofdstuk geeft inzicht in de
geografische verdeling van groei en kermis over de Europese regio's. De
nadruk ligt op de mate waarin de geografische patronen die voortkomen uit
het model (Hoofstuk IV en VI) de empirisch gevonden patronen benadert. Het
hoofdstuk toont aan dat de verdeling van BBP per hoofd van de bevolking
over de Europese regio's ongelijkheid vertoont. Dit is gelijk aan de trend in de
evenwichtspatronen die resulteren uit het model. Het clusteren (elkaars
nabijheid opzoeken) van economische activiteit is expliciet onderzocht. Door
middel van 'ruimtelijke autocorrelatie' kan worden bepaald in hoeverre een
variabele in een regio geografisch gecorreleerd is tot de waarde van de
variabele in een naastgelegen regio. Het wordt aangetoond dat regio's met
een hoog BBP per inwoner omringd worden door regio's met een soortgelijk
niveau van het BBP per inwoner, dat wil zeggen dat er clustering plaatsvindt.
Dit is wat werd verwacht op basis van de voorspellingen van het model.
Het model in Hoofdstuk rV en VI veronderstelt dat de regionale verschillen in
leervermogen en kennisproductie belangrijk zijn voor de evenwichtsverdeling
van het BBP per hoofd van de bevolking. Hoofdstuk VII toont aan met behulp
van gegevens over O&O dat deze parameters binnen de Europese regio's
geconcentreerd zijn. Dit suggereert dat er inderdaad regionale verschillen in
deze parameters bestaan. In het geheel genomen lijkt de empirische analyse
tot de conclusie te leiden dat het plausibel is om de verdeling van BBP per
hoofd van de bevolking te verklaren met kennis spillovers, kennisproductie
en leervermogen.
Vervolgens is aangetoond dat variabelen zoals bevolkingsdichtheid en O&O
door hoger onderwijs gecorreleerd zijn aan het O&O van bedrijven in een
regio. Tenslotte is aangetoond dat de verdeling van leervermogen en
kennisproductie op de lange termijn erop wijst dat regionale verschillen in
deze parameters aanhouden.
Hoofstuk VIII neemt meer afstand van het model en geeft een gedetailleerder
inzicht in de huidige Europese situatie wat betreft verschillen tussen sectoren
(niet aanwezig in het model). Hiervoor gebruikt dit hoofdstuk gegevens over
toegevoegde waarde en patenten.
196In het algemeen wordt waargenomen dat regio's met een hoge geografische
concentratie van patenten ook een hoge concentratie van toegevoegde waarde
hebben. Waarbij ook wordt opgemerkt dat innovatieve activiteit sterker
geconcentreerd is dan toegevoegde waarde. Dit resultaat zou een indicatie
kunnen zijn van de aanwezigheid van toenemende meeropbrengsten met
betrekking tot de locatie evenals toenemende meeropbrengsten met
betrekking tot kennis.
Vanuit een sectoraal oogpunt is duidelijk bewijs gevonden van geografische
concentratie van innovatieve activiteit evenals economische activiteit. Voor de
meeste sectoren zijn technologische en economische variabelen sterker
geconcentreerd dan bevolking. Dit is het resultaat als Europa als geheel wordt
beschouwd. Kijkt men echter naar elk individueel land dan valt op dat de
geografische concentratie van sectoren nog heviger is dan op Europees
niveau. De mate van geografische concentratie verschilt over sectoren duidt
erop dat industrie-specifieke evenals land-specifieke condities het ruimtelijk
patroon van innovatie en productie bepalen.
Vervolgens probeert dit hoofstuk te onderzoeken of er spillover effecten
plaatsvinden met het oog op economische en innovatieve activiteit door de
techniek van ruimtelijke autocorrelatie toe te passen. Op deze manier kan
worden onderzocht of er geografische groeperingen (clusters) bestaan met
betrekking tot economische en innovatieve activiteit. Dit zou de aanwezigheid
van spillover effecten suggereren. Het resultaat wijst erop dat zulke spillover
effecten aanwezig zijn voor beide typen activiteit in verschillende sectoren.
Voomamelijk de innovatieve activiteit toont een hoge mate van ruimtelijke
autocorrelatie in de meerderheid van sectoren, voomamelijk low-tech en
medium-tech sectoren. High-tech sectoren zijn zeer geconcentreerd in enkele
regio's die niet aan elkaar grenzen.
Het bewijs voor spillover effecten lijkt te suggereren dat lokaal gebonden
kennis spillovers en agglomeratie effecten een belangrijke rol speien in de
verdeling van economische en innovatieve activiteit. Verder, vanwege het feit
dat innovatieve en economische activiteit voor een groot deel geconcentreerd
is in dezelfde regio's lijkt het zo te zijn dat beide activiteiten elkaar versterken.
Deze observatie biedt mogelijkheden voor verder onderzoek (zie Sectie IX.3).
Hoofstuk IX besluit het proefschrift met het samenvatten van de resultaten.
Ook worden in dit hoofdstuk beleidsimplicaties besproken en worden
aanwijzingen gegeven voor verder onderzoek op dit terrein.
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The Impact of Locally Bounded Knowledge Spillovers
The aim of this book is to broaden the understanding of knowledge spillovers
(across geographical space), i.e., the intellectual gains by exchange of
information for which no direct compensation is given to the producer of the
knowledge. The factors that have an influence on knowledge spillovers are
examined. Furthermore, the influence of locally bounded knowledge spillovers
on growth across regions is analysed.
The first part of the book gives a selective survey of the literature on diffusion of
knowledge and provides a methodological framework.
The second part focuses on analysing the influence of local knowledge
spillovers on regional gaps. Spatial issues are integrated into a technology gap
model by extending a simple technology gap model with the concept of
geographical distance. The model is constructed in a way that it is applicable to
a multitude of regions. The implications of the model are explored by means of
simulation techniques. Subsequently, the model is extended to countries.
Again, inter-regional knowledge spillovers determine the growth of regions. By
simulations, the effect of several parameters such as learning capability and
exogenous knowledge generation on disparity is analysed under different
circumstances. With the help of this model, a monetary union can be compared
to a system of flexible exchange rates with respect to the influence on disparity.
In addition, the effect of barriers to knowledge spillovers is analysed in the sense
that cross border knowledge flows are hampered compared to inter-country
flows.
The third part of the book relates the model developed earlier to the current
situation in Europe. Empirical analyses demonstrate regional gaps and
differences in economic and innovative activity across regions by using data on
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and input measures of innovation. Data on
manufacturing value added and patents are explored in order to direct
attention to sector differences.
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